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ABSTRACT

Model Predictive Control and Stabilisation of Interconnected Systems

by

Tri Tran-Cao

The attraction of having higher efficiency and quality, as well as increasing relia-

bility and flexibility for industrial plants and network systems has created opportu-

nities for new research in the control and optimisation fields. Among various design

methods, model predictive control (MPC) strategies have proved to be effective in

industrial applications. Whilst found widespread used with stand-alone controllers

in the refining and many other industries, the field of orchestrating non-centralised

MPCs and distributed MPCs is evaluated as still in its infancy.

The work in this thesis is concerned with stabilising methods for the control of

complex interconnected systems with mixed connection configurations employing dis-

tributed and decentralised model predictive control schemes. Inheriting the advantage

of the MPC strategy, the control and state constraints are naturally dealt with by

the employed methods. As a result, the novel concept of asymptotically positive real-

ness constraint (APRC) and the segregation and integration constructive methods for

the constrained stabilisation of interconnected systems are introduced and developed.

The MPC is formulated with state space models and stabilising constraints within the

open-loop paradigm in this thesis. By having the control inputs entirely decoupled

between subsystems and no additional constraints imposed on the interactive vari-

ables rather than the coupling constraint itself, the proposed approaches outreach

various types of systems and applications. For parallel connections that emulate par-

allel redundant structures and have unknown splitting ratios, a fully decentralised



control strategy is developed as an alternative to the hybrid approaches. For the

semi-automatic control systems, which is involved with both closed-loop and human-

in-the-loop regulatory controls, the stability-guaranteed method of decentralised sta-

bilising agents which are interoperable with different control algorithms is germinated

and implemented for each single subsystem.
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Nomenclature and Notation

Capital letters denote matrices. Lower-case alphabet and Greek letters denote column

vectors and scalars, respectively.

R, R
+, Z, Z

+, N denote the field of real numbers, the set of non-negative reals,

the set of integers, the set of non-negative integers and the set of natural numbers,

respectively.

The notation Ω ⊆ Φ is used to denote that Ω is a subset of Φ and Ω ⊂ Φ denotes

that Ω is a proper subset of Φ. For two arbitrary sets P1 ⊆ R
n and P2 ⊆ R

n, P1\P2

denotes the relative complement of P2 in P1, i.e. their set difference.

(.)T denotes the transpose operation.

In is the identity matrix of dimension n×n. 0n is the zero matrix of dimension n×n.

diag[Ai]
N
1 is the block diagonal matrix with diagonal entries Ai, i = 1, 2, ..., N , while

[Mij]i,j=1,2,...,h is the matrix of sub-blocks Mij.

diag[Qji]j=1...h, i=1...gj is the block diagonal matrix with diagonal entries Qji, where

j = 1, 2, ..., h; i = 1, 2, ..., gj.

‖ui‖2 and ‖ui‖ denote the �2−norm of the vector ui.

‖Q‖2 is the induced 2-norm of the matrix Q, which is defined as

‖Q‖2 = max {‖Qv‖2 : v ∈ R
n, ‖v‖2 ≤ 1}.

Q � 0 means Q is positive semi-definite i.e. xTQx ≤ 0 ∀x. Q ≺ 0 means Q is positive

definite i.e. xTQx < 0 ∀x 	= 0.

A function γ : R
+ → R

+ belongs to class K if it is continuous, strictly increasing



xviii

and γ(0) = 0.

A function α : R
+ × R

+ → R
+ belongs to class KL if for each fixed τ ∈ R

+,

α(., τ) ∈ K and for each fixed s ∈ R
+, α(s, .) is decreasing and lim

τ→∞
α(s, τ) = 0.

In symmetric block matrices or long matrix expressions, we use ∗ as an ellipsis for

terms that are induced by symmetry, e.g.,

(∗)
⎡
⎣(∗) + R S

∗ Q

⎤
⎦K = KT

⎡
⎣RT +R S

ST Q

⎤
⎦K, or

KT

⎡
⎣RT + (∗) ∗

ST Q

⎤
⎦ (∗) = KT

⎡
⎣RT +R S

ST Q

⎤
⎦K.

λmin(.) and λmax(.) indicate the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the argument,

respectively.

The function sgn(.) is defined by

sgn(ξ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, if ξ > 0,

0, if ξ = 0,

−1, if ξ < 0.

In a proof, when the time index k is omitted for conciseness, v(−τ) denotes the vector
v(k − τ).

û denotes a sequence of predictive vectors of u(j) starting from the current time step.

ŭ denotes a sequence of u(−j) representing historical data of u.

The �th element of a vector ui(k) is denoted as u
(�)
i (k).

In the discrete-time domain, the time index is denoted by k, k ∈ Z. For signals

belonging to L2 space, k ≥ 0.

The boldface style for letters is used in optimisation formulations to emphasise that

they are variables.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Automatic and semi-automatic control of large-scale interconnected systems, also

known as network systems [107, 9], remains a challenging problem due to the increas-

ing interactions between multivariable subsystems with mixed structures connected

in parallel, serial and cycle configurations. In a broad sense, a network system can be

modeled as a large set of interconnected nodes, in which a node is a fundamental unit

with specific contents [82], linking to each other in an arbitrary connection topology.

The network system notion is extended over many application domains such as, but

is not limited to, chemical and mineral processes [128], network robotics [37], power

networks [106], infrastructure systems [32], and supply chain management [169].

Figure 1.1 depicts a conceptual block diagram of such network systems with mixed
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Subsystem 
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Subsystem 
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Subsystem 
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Subsystem 
32
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Subsystem 
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Figure 1.1 : Mixed Connection Topology of a Network System.
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parallel and serial connections. Feedback control of large-scale systems is a classical

topic in the control theory; see, e.g., [87, 144]. And the coordination methods for the

control of interconnected systems and various decomposition techniques have been

popular since the 70’s [146]. It is not, however, trivial to apply those approaches

directly to the modern control designs with mathematical programming methods

and flexible features of on-the-fly adjustments in a real-time computing environment.

While the control theory for non-interactive systems is mature in its own right, the

development for the distributed and decentralised model predictive control of large-

scale interconnected systems is still in its infancy, as indicated by, e.g., Rawlings et

al. in [128]. In this Thesis, the communication between subsystems is not employed

in a decentralised approach. Details on definitions of distributed and decentralised

control methods are given in [125].

The stability guaranteed problem of MPC and systems has long been a research

topic that draws the interests from both academia and industry [119, 94, 4, 73, 89, 134,

124, 18, 79, 3, 90, 127]. The most favorite approaches for guaranteeing the closed-loop

stability are based on the terminal constraint sets [25] and contractive state regions

[72]. Those approaches adopt the Lyapunov-based stability criterion. A thorough

review on the stability and optimality of different MPC formulations can be found in

a renowned paper by Mayne et al. [94]. These methods, with the emphasis on the

optimality, may become conservative due to the resultant small region of attraction.

They may also provide conservative feasible regions in distributed applications where

the terminal regions are asynchronously overlapped [20].

The dissipative systems theory is attractive to the control design problems for de-

centralised architectures, wherein the interactions between coupling subsystems are

to be orchestrated to attain the global stabilisation and performance, owing to its
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extensive employment of input and output properties. It is well known that, com-

bining subsystems whose energy dissipating rate (abstracted energy only) is greater

than the energy yield will results in dissipative systems [101], which under mild con-

ditions, are stable systems. The mathematical theory of dissipative systems [164] has

been applying to the stability analysis and control design of linear and nonlinear sys-

tems with robustness to disturbances and model uncertainties since the 70’s; see, e.g.,

[160, 16, 54]. Within this framework, the supplied energy is measured by an inner

product of input and output signals (u(t) and y(t), respectively). A subsystem is

then said to be passive if it is dissipative with respect to the supply rate of yT (t)u(t).

Inspired by the (Q,S,R)-dissipativity in [164, 57, 139], the quadratic supply rate

has been extensively employed in the developments for stabilisability conditions in

this Thesis. We focused our works on the open-loop approach, as we believe it is

suitable to the decentralised open-loop model predictive control schemes. Under this

open-loop realm, the quadratic supply rates are developed into quadratic constraints

on the initial control vectors for the model predictive controller. The multiplier

matrices Q, S and R are dynamic (online updated) for guaranteeing the constrained

and recursive feasibility.

The dissipation inequalities have been successfully employed in the robust model

predictive control schemes for nonlinear systems [77, 90, 118, 78] with closed-loop

approaches. To this end, the asymptotic gain with respect to input disturbances and

outputs or states is mainly discussed for robust stabilisations, but not for the control

constructive method. Therefore, the quadratic supply rate (with the passivity ele-

ment, yTu) has not been employed in the development which normally a closed-loop

formulation with Lyapunov functions. The quadratic supply rate has been employed

in a related framework of IQC (integral quadratic constraint), which proved effective
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in robustness analysis and robust control synthesis [96, 71]. The IQC-based con-

trol synthesis method has been, nonetheless, essentially introduced and developed

in the frequency domain with recent developments presented in [140]. For deriving

the control constraints in an open-loop approach, such as those in this Thesis, it is

necessary to extend the supply rate to include also the passivity component yTu.

In the dissipativity-based output feedback control synthesizes, the quadratic supply

rates have always been used in the developments [138, 143, 31]. With the same spirit,

the passivity-based method has been successfully deployed for the teleoperation ap-

plications [112] as a real-time constructive method. Inspired by all these existing

developments, we have introduced the notions of Asymptotically Positive Realness

Constraint (APRC) and its application to the stabilisation of interconnection systems

associated with decentralised and distributed model predictive control strategies. The

basic APRC inequality, which is a constraint on the supply rate ξi(yi(k), ui(k)) —

ξi(., .) is a quadratic function (supply rate) with respect to the output and input pair

of yi and ui, is initially expressed as a quadratic constraint in ui(k), when yi(k) and

ξi(k − 1) are known (yi(k) is the output at the current time step k; ξi(k − 1) is a

historical datum at step (k− 1). This APRC-based constraint is subsequently recast

and incorporated into the online optimisation problem of MPC for ui(k). This open-

loop approach is nonconservative to the decentralised control problems by virtue of

its non-monotonic state norm profile (instead of the monotonic Lyapunov function

in closed-loop approaches), which also implies the convergence of the state vector

towards the zero equilibrium point. By adopting the robust nonlinear control theory

in the developments, the APRC is directly extendible to C1 continuous nonlinear

input-affine interconnected systems [152].
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1.2 Thesis Objectives

Methodologically, online centric stabilisations of linear interconnected systems and

their stabilisability with decentralised and distributed model predictive controllers

will be the main focus of this research. Unstable and non-minimum phase subsys-

tems are accommodated for within the scope of this project. Centralised, decen-

tralised and distributed architectures are three alternatives for the control design of

large-scale interconnected systems. In distributed and decentralised control schemes,

the multivariable controllers are installed on a network of computer systems consisting

of several independent platforms or nodes. Each platform uses sensors to gather mea-

surement data, and industrial actuators to manipulate field devices, such as control

valves. Depending on the implemented control strategy, the system computational

capacity and the reliability requirements, the amount of data exchanged between the

controllers via the inter-communication links of the computerised control system will

vary to fulfill the demands.

From the theoretical perspective, the work in this Thesis project applies the fun-

damental results of control theory and numerical optimisations to the problems of

predictive control of interconnected systems. By virtue of the real-time nature of an

MPC problem, convex programming numerical methods with their elegant solutions

[14, 109] will be considered as the right choice for this research. Linear matrix in-

equalities (LMIs) [7] are comprehensively employed in the derivations of dissipativity

criteria and stabilisability conditions for interconnected systems in this Thesis. In ad-

dition to the MPC control performance and constrained stabilisability requirements,

the solutions to recursive feasibility and procedural developments will be another

facets of this research project.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions

The LMI-based stabilisability conditions for interconnected systems in the discrete-

time domain have been derived in this Thesis based on the newly introduced asymp-

totically positive realness constraint (APRC). From the control theoretical perspec-

tive, this work introduces the employment of quadratic supply rates, popularly used

in the dissipative systems theory and integral quadratic constrain (IQC), in the sta-

bilisability conditions and their application to the online stabilisation of constrained

interconnected systems.

Two constructive approaches of stabilising agent and MPC stabilising constraint

have been developed for implementations. They are designated as segregation and in-

tegration methods, respectively. The distributed and decentralised control strategies

are cutting-edge by employing only decoupled control vectors and precluding artificial

constraints on the coupling variables. The former improves the system reliability. The

latter mitigates any conservativeness of limiting the energy or material flows between

dynamically-coupled subsystems.

A continuous and decentralised control strategy is proposed for parallel redundant

systems as an alternative to the hybrid approaches (with Boolean variables in the

system models), which effectively stabilise the plant-wide process in all operational

scenarios, including concurrently parallel and duty-standby modes. The special re-

quirement in parallelism comes from the splitting ratios of parallel subsystems, which

are unknown. Albeit being able to treat the parallel splitting signals with a robust

control perspective, it is preferable to maintain the splitting connection structures for

linear and nonlinear systems in a decentralised control scheme.

The APRC-based stabilisability conditions and their extensions have been derived

for linear systems. Centralised and non-conservative decentralised control strategies
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are facilitated for by the developed stabilisability conditions. The summarised con-

tributions are provided in the next subsections.

1.3.1 Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint (APRC) and Novel

Stabilisability Conditions - An Open-Loop Paradigm

Contribution: A novel stabilisability condition for constrained interconnected systems

in the discrete-time domain, inspired by the (Q,S,R)−dissipativity [164, 57, 138, 143]

and the integral quadratic constraint (IQC) [96].

It is well known that if a system is quadratically dissipative with respect to its

inputs and outputs then the positive real constraint is sufficient for its stabilisabil-

ity (see, e.g., [16, 17]). It is, however, difficult to employ these conditions in the

constrained control applications, due to its lack of correlations between the recursive

control states. In other words, the fundamental result of positive real constraint and

passivity is not always realisable, due to the fact that an infinitely power control may

be required. It is natural that, if a passive system does not satisfy the positive real

constraint, one cannot make it bounded immediately because the control is also power

constrained. Therefore, an intermediary steps that manipulate the system towards a

stabilising state is more realistic and desirable. And this is where the APRC concept

come to exist for use with constrained control problems.

It is noted here that the APRC is fundamentally different to an another approach

called incremental quadratic constraint introduced in [2], or to the incremental pas-

sivity approaches presented in [34, 136, 44, 114], which imply the usages of signal

increments Δuk and Δyk in the supply rate ξ
(
Δuk, Δyk

)
. In this thesis, the APRC

deals with Δξ
(
uk, yk

)
:= ξ

(
uk, yk

)− γ ξ
(
uk−1, yk−1

)
and the likes.
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1.3.2 Parallel Connections with Unknown Splitting Ratios - A Fully De-

centralised Approach

Contribution: Parallel splitting subsystems with unknown splitting ratios in a complex

interconnected system are introduced. A decentralised MPC strategy for interconnected

systems applying the APRC as decoupled stability constraints is developed.

A decentralised control strategy is proposed for parallel redundant systems as an

alternative to hybrid approaches, which effectively stabilise the plant-wide process in

all operational scenarios, including concurrent and duty-standby modes. The par-

allel connection of parallel redundancies is universal in process system designs for

increasing the reliability, availability and business continuity. In parallel redundant

operations both duty and standby subsystems are designed to run concurrently to

share a common production rate. These parallel configurations, which may destroy

the guaranteed-stability property of an existing strategy, are explicitly addressed in

our developed interconnection stabilisability conditions. The special requirement in

parallelism comes from the splitting ratios of parallel subsystems, which are unknown.

The control of complex interconnection structures which are involved with both se-

rial and parallel configurations have been designed using different hybrid approaches.

Whilst being effective with duty-standby operations, wherein a standby subsystem is

switched on or off, the hybrid solution cannot be adopted for parallel operations. Fur-

thermore, a centralised controller for parallel connections systems will not be viable

by virtue of the reliability and maintainability requirements. Decentralised controllers

are always preferable and desirable. A continuous control strategy must therefore be

employed instead of a hybrid strategy. In a continuous control strategy, the changing-

overs between duty and standby parallel subsystems are assumed being smooth, i.e.

state jumps will not incur due to the changing-over operations.
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The mixed connection configuration is dealt with by explicitly incorporating the

two types of connections, serial and parallel, into the state space models. The input

and output attributes are then capitalised to derive two new interconnection stabilis-

ability conditions in the time domain. In this chapter, the issue of unknown splitting

ratios in parallel subsystems is tackled by having a combined solution, wherein the

quadratic constraint is developed for each individual subsystem while the dissipativity

criteria are derived for the whole bulk of subsystems in parallel. Albeit being able to

treat the parallel splitting signals with a robust control perspective, it is preferable to

maintain the splitting connection structures for linear and nonlinear systems in a de-

centralised control scheme. Thanks to this parallel masking approach, the framework

is extendible directly to decentralised control of C1 continuous nonlinear input-affine

systems using the parameterised dissipativity criteria.

1.3.3 Stabilising Constraints for Distributed and Decentralised MPCs -

Integrated Constructive Method

Contribution: APRC-based stabilising constraints for model predictive controllers.

A progressing approach to the constructive method for stabilising controllers based

on the asymptotically positive realness constraint is introduced and applied to the

distributed and decentralised MPC problems. The formulation of MPC is developed

in conjunction with the APRC-based quadratic stabilising constraints, which can be

solved by any convex quadratic programming (QP) numerical methods. The stabilis-

ability and feasibility conditions are rendered by the linear matrix inequalities (LMI).

Parts or all of the multiplier matrices of quadratic stability constraints are redesigned

in this approach to guarantee the constraint and recursive feasibility of MPC optimi-

sation problems.
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Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraints

The APRC is developed into a receding-horizon stabilising constraint for the model

predictive controller. The APRC-based receding-horizon stability constraint is an

accumulative terminal constraint. This receding-horizon stabilising constraint is a

structured constraint on the entire predictive control vector. Since it is formulated

with state predictions towards the end of the predictive horizon, the control trajectory

relaxes the APRC at the current time step. This is much more flexible and easier

to solve than the one-time-step constraint on the initial control vector as described

above.

This approach has been critisised as lacking of robustness to large model uncer-

tainties. The predictive horizon will, therefore, need to be gradually decreased back to

one step to achieve the system stability, yet being able to eliminate the conservative-

ness of an immediate one-time-step stabilising constraint. The term receding-horizon

stabilising constraint appropriately describes the developed method.

1.3.4 Stabilising Agents for Semi-Automatic Control Systems - Segre-

gated Constructive Method

Contribution: A stabilising strategy for the semi-automatic control of interconnected

systems, inspired by the segregation principle of dependable system designs [141].

The method of stabilising interconnected systems with external stabilising agents

stems from the idea of segregating the stabilising mechanism apart from the control

algorithm. This strategy is inspired by the segregation principle in the design of

dependable systems [141] and critical control systems. The control algorithm will ini-

tiate an immediate overriding action to steer the system into a stabilisable trajectory
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upon any deviations from its evaluated APRC-based region. The physical isolation

of stabilising agents from the automatic controllers ensures that the overall system is

stabilisable despite of operational modes.

The International Electrotechnical Commission IEC-61508/61511 safety standard

for process systems and guideline to engineer safety instrumented systems (SIS) for

the process industry sector recommends the segregation between the process control

system (such as the distributed control system - DCS) and the SIS (or safety shut-

down/protection systems). The SIS will automatically initiate an immediate safety

shutdown action to put the system into a safe state when one or more process variables

have been steered into an unsafe region or out of the allowable limits. The physical

segregation with the DCS ensures that the SIS achieves the assigned quantitative re-

liability and safety integrity level. The DCS design and implementation should have

been such that to minimize the escalation of unsafe process upsets into a plant-wide

shutdown that may disrupt the operation. Inexperienced operators, human errors,

disturbances, and controllers whose performance degrades over time without regular

adjustments, may, however, cause unexpected system instability or constraint viola-

tions or both. An automatic tool that prevents these problems from occurring will

improve safety, efficiency and business continuity. An independent stability assurance

measure that continuously monitors the stabilisability of control systems, as well as

limits their trajectories within a stabilisable boundary will be desirable for this pur-

pose. Such measure and tool have not been reported in the literature of control theory

and engineering to date.
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1.3.5 Semi-Automatic Control Method for Networked-Control-System

Contribution: The constructive method of stabilising agents is extended to systems

having intermittent data losses on local device networks. Effective compensations for

the intermittent losses of output data are commensurate on-the-fly right after every

single interrupted incident.

The stability and performance of systems operating in an imperfect shared com-

munication network for the control applications has been attracting a great deal of

research since the 90’s. In such a non-deterministic networking environment, the out-

put measurements or the control commands, or both, are subject to occasional delays

and random data losses due to external interferences and limited bandwidths which

may cause congestions and transmission errors. A new constrained stabilisation strat-

egy for modular systems in semi-automatic control modes that suffer from sporadic

data losses of device networks (e.g. wireless mesh networks) has been developed with

stabilising agents. The APRC-based quadratic constraint is employed in the algo-

rithm of stabilising agents to derive the stabilisable bounds for each subsystem at

every successive time steps of the NCS. The intermittent data losses of output mea-

surements are effectively compensated for right after each dropout occurrence. The

last values of control vectors are used during these disruptive periods. The APRC is

characterised such that the stabilising bounds are assuredly feasible in the presences

of data losses. In this development, the data losses are assumed being identical to all

variables by hardware and firmware configurations.
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1.3.6 Decentralised MPC for Coupling-Delayed Interconnected Systems

with State and Input Constraints

Contribution: The stabilisation problem of constrained interconnected systems having

a coupling delay element is solved by the developed decentralised MPC approach.

A decentralised model predictive control strategy for interconnected systems that

suffer from an arbitrary coupling delay has been developed employing the APRC

(τ−APRC). Sectoral constraints are introduced and applied to the coupling delay

problem. The asymptotic property of APRC eliminates any conservativeness of con-

straints on the delay operator. Global state constraints are dealt with by the reachable

set approach. A single random coupling delay is considered in this development, i.e.

the coupling delays between network nodes are assumed identical. The storage func-

tion of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional form (in discrete time) is deployed for the

delay-dependent dissipativity criteria. The interconnection stabilisability conditions

are subsequently derived in association with the τ−APRC.

1.4 Significance and Innovation

According to the literature survey, the interfaces with academia around the world and

extensive practical experience of the candidate, especially with Honeywell Automation

and Control, the research is up-to-date with the current research themes, and future

trends in the control theory and engineering field as well as in industrial best practices.

It is a research for enabling technologies that reply to the future demands from various

arising real-life applications from different industries, such as the control for energy

saving of power plants, minimising greenhouse gas emission while maximising yields in

manufacturing industries, optimising dynamic operations, coordinating energy usages
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in automotive systems, integrating renewable energy into power networks, swarming

unmanned vehicles, automating space rendezvous in space exploration, and last but

not least, the control of biomedical and health systems. These listed applications are

extracted from the literature survey for distributed MPC. In this thesis, a novel real-

time control framework based on the mathematical programming methods that are

conceivably adopted to the stabilisation of large-scale systems is formed and developed

with innovative implementation strategies. The framework covers different types of

systems, including Hurwitz stable, non-minimum phase and unstable linear systems,

as well as directly extendible to Lipschitz continuous nonlinear input-affine systems.

Achieving the system stability with decentralised MPC is a challenging task if

the interactions between subsystems are not negligible. The well-known methods

of terminal constraint sets and control invariant sets for open-loop and closed-loop

MPC may face major difficulties [20, 37, 21, 105, 161, 128] for such strongly cou-

pled systems. An alternative solution for stabilising the large-scale system with a

decentralised architecture, that is compatible with, and suitable for, the complexity

of interconnections comes alive as a result of this thesis. It opens a new direction for

effectively stabilising constrained systems with decentralised and distributed MPCs

in various arising applications as mentioned herein. In other words, this thesis lays

a new foundation for the decentralised stabilisation of constrained network systems

employing convex quadratic constraints.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is organised as follows:

• Chapter 1: This chapter is the introduction to Thesis. The contributions are

summarised in this first chapter.
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• Chapter 2: A survey on distributed model predictive control constitutes the

main content of this chapter.

• Chapter 3: The novel notion of asymptotically positive realness constraint

(APRC) is introduced and applied for deriving the interconnection stabilis-

ability condition in the time domain. The APRC prescribes an approaching

characteristic towards the stabilisable regions of the dissipative system under

control, albeit not leading to a positive real property. The multipliers of the

APRC quadratic supply rate are updated online to ensure that the constraint

satisfaction is recursively feasible.

A constructive method of quadratic constraints for decentralised model predic-

tive controllers (MPC) based on the APRC is introduced in this chapter. These

constraints are additionally imposed on the constrained optimisation problem

of each local MPC. The recursive feasibility is guaranteed by characterising the

APRC-based stability constraints with dynamic multiplier matrices. By virtue

of adjustable asymptotic attributes, the APRC-based stability constraint is able

to smooth out wind-up control actions.

Handling parallel redundant subsystems that have unknown splitting ratios with

the parallel masking technique is another essential part of this development.

• Chapter 4: This chapter presents two extended implementation methods for

applying APRC to the control of interconnected systems. In the first extended

implementation method, a new control design strategy for stabilising the large-

scale interconnected systems operating in the semi-automatic control mode is

introduced. The APRC is employed in the so-called stabilising agent to ac-

commodate the coexistence of feedback and human-in-the-loop modes in semi-
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automatic control systems. The stabilising agents are developed independently

from the control law under the same auspice controller. Due to this inde-

pendence, operational errors from the manual control adjustments, that may

destabilise the control systems, is avoidable. The decentralised agents render

stabilising bounds for the manipulated variables in the automatic control mode,

and at the same time, provide warning signals and manipulation guidance for

the operators to prevent possible plant-wide destabilisation in the manual con-

trol mode.

The development of APRC-based receding-horizon stabilising constraint for use

with model predictive controllers is presented as the second extended imple-

mentation method in this chapter. The APRC-based receding-horizon stability

constraint is an asymptotic terminal constraint on the control vector. A con-

straint on the receding vector within the predictive control sequence, starting

from the last vector, is derived from the receding-horizon stability constraint

and imposed on the local MPC optimisation. The simulation results have shown

the effectiveness of the APRC-based receding-horizon stability constraint for de-

centralised and distributed MPCs.

• Chapter 5: This chapter presents a control procedure for dynamically-coupled

systems operating in the imperfect data environment of a mesh device net-

work. Intermittent data losses are compensated for on-the-fly using the APRC.

Taking the control constraint into consideration, the feasibility of APRC-based

stabilising bounds is guaranteed for the consecutive data-lost periods of device

networks. It is, therefore, called data-lost robust APRC (d-APRC). The inno-

vative aspect of the proposed approach rests on the method of remedying data
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losses right after the incidents.

The development for multiple communication topologies of the interconnected

system formed by subsystems is delineated in another part of this chapter. The

intermittent data losses of local measurements and states also occur to each

single subsystem. Herein, demands on the communication links and online

data are limited with a virtual perturbed state feedback (PSF) strategy which

consists of the static state-feedbacks and a perturbation (ui = wi +
∑

j Kjxj).

The static state-feedback gains (Kj) are determined in accordance with the

communication network topologies and for constraint satisfactions, while the

perturbations (wi) are calculated by the online optimisation. Only a virtual PSF

form is considered herein. It is not applied directly to the control calculations in

real time, but only used to shape the quadratic stability constraint with respect

to ui for the online calculations which determine the control ui directly.

• Chapter 6: The coupling delays of interconnected systems are incorporated

into the problem formulation in this chapter. Multiple bounded delays are

considered in the problem formulations. Two developments are presented in this

chapter. The notion of delay-robust dissipativity is introduced and employed

in the APRC-based stabilisability condition. The notions of accumulatively

quadratic dissipativity and the sectorial quadratic constraint based on APRC

are introduced and applied to the derivation for another stabilisability condition.

• Chapter 7 - Conclusion: A brief summary of the thesis contents and its contri-

butions are given in this last chapter. Details of the novelty, contributions and

outcomes of this thesis have already been outlined in this first chapter. Possible

future works and extensions are discussed and recommended therein.
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Chapter 2

Model Predictive Control - A Survey

2.1 General

Model Predictive Control (MPC), also known as moving or receding horizon control,

has been originated in the refining industry as a practical control algorithm for mul-

tivariable systems that have constraints and time delays [18]. It has received much

attention and is receiving growing interests for applications in the process control

and many other fields [124, 73, 90]. The applications of MPC in process industries

predominant the field of advanced process control due to their unique proven-in-use

advantages. In the last decade, they have shown a tremendous growth. If only around

300 systems had been recorded at the beginning of the 1990’s [80], more than 2,200

installed systems were found a few years later [122], and the number keeps increasing

(e.g. at approximately 18% annual rate [33]) concurrently with the enhancements

over nonlinearities which are typical in many process industries [73]. More than 4,000

systems have been implemented as of 2004 [19] and the number has exceeded 10,000

in 2007 [129]. Another surveys on the control techniques for industrial applications

in Japan [150, 62] have provided similar trends.

Several industrial MPC packages from different vendors have been successfully

implemented in the oil refinering industry [13], where the linear models (e.g., for sep-

aration processes with distillation columns) are sufficiently good for the early versions

of MPCs [73]. For linear systems having unmeasured disturbances, a simple Kalman
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Filter [61] is suitable for these MPCs [103, 170]. Such advantages had not been,

however, convincing to the plant-wide control community [88] initially. MPCs have

not proved to be effective in the Tennessee Eastman challenge in 1996 [132]. Never-

theless, with the widespread use of MPCs as shown above, and more commercialised

tools supporting the implementations become available, the perception is gradually

changing [129]. Once the techniques are further improved to become beneficial to dif-

ferent applications and industries, especially for processes characterised with severe

nonlinearities, we may see MPC installations in almost all industries in a foreseeable

future.

How different levels of nonlinearities are addressed by a common process model

type, and how the optimisation algorithms will adopt such nonlinear models, yet

produce stablising and optimising performance in real time, are the two impediments

that need appropriate answers [73] when deploying nonlinear models in MPC schemes.

Developing adequate nonlinear empirical models is not always trivial as there are not

any universal models representing different nonlinear processes [42, 123, 4]. If the

step and impulse responses or low order transfer functions are comfortably obtained

for linear systems, they pose substantial challenges to nonlinear systems due to lack-

ing of the superposition principle. As a result, the identification of nonlinear models

from the input and output data becomes a daunting task, as the step tests for non-

linear systems demands a higher amount of data than that for linear systems to span

the operational range [19]. First-principle and grey-box models (a combination of

first-principle model and empirical model) are thus a promising candidate, yet to be

exploited, for severely nonlinear systems [19, 115].

In terms of optimising performances, MPC for linear systems has proved an ef-

fective solution in industrial applications [18, 124]. The linear MPC problem induces
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a sequence of convex optimisation problems which have been well studied; see, e.g.

[167]. For nonlinear processes, a linear control law is not normally effective, so non-

linear programming methods will be essential for improving the control performance.

The MPC strategies that employ nonlinear models and nonlinear numerical meth-

ods are designated as NMPC. As the computation cost is higher, NMPC does not,

however, guarantee an optimising solution within a prescribed time period for fast

responding systems. As a result of research on NMPC the last decade, the new gener-

ation of NMPCs that works with all types of Lipschitz continuous nonlinear systems

have been developed successfully [4, 90]. The explicit MPC paradigm which combines

the offline computation of multi-parametric programming and the efficient online cal-

culations is now available [11]. MPC strategies with mix-integer programming have

also been developed for hybrid systems [10], whereby multiple models and digital

logics are employed to encapsulate the lumped time-varying dynamics of nonlinear

processes. Robust NMPC [74] with the remarkable tube-based approach [127] have

been attracting much research lately. Effective solutions for assuring its recursive

feasibility have been proposed in recent publications; see, e.g., [23]. Similar progress

for stochastic NMPC [24] has also been envisaged. Parameterised approaches have

appeared as the current research interests in this field; see, e.g., [126, 78, 53].

2.2 Industrial Model Predictive Control

If three-term PID control techniques traditionally dominate the process control in-

dustry, it is the Model (Based) Predictive Control (MPC/MBPC) that represents the

advanced control techniques for the process industry. It should be noted here that,

only the process control industry is mentioned here. While the applications of artifi-

cial intelligence in control engineering such as neural control and fuzzy control show
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some advantageous features in the robotic industries, they are not always applicable

in the industrial process control, except for the system identification purpose. This

is partly reasoned by the fact that the computational capacity and data storage of

the industrial computerised systems for a large-scale plant with several hundred PID

controllers are limited [47].

The use of process models appeared early in Coales and Noton’s pioneering ap-

proach of on-line identifications in 1956 [29], and in an internal model controller intro-

duced by Smith in 1957 [147]. But Richalet is actually the first to introduce MPC to

industry with the receding (predictive) horizon idea in 1972 [130]. The technique has

evolved a long way since. Almost all process control vendors nowadays offer MPC to

their customers, either as a functional block for unit operation in a distributed control

system (DCS), or as a separate software package for plant-wide control. It is notably

that DCS is a specific name designated to the proprietary computer systems tailored

made for large industrial plants, similarly to PLC (programmable logic controller)

for discrete logic control applications. Predictive control, as a matter of fact, assim-

ilates basic human activities [79]. A particular human action is usually undertaken

based on assumptions and expectations about the future outcome. Model predictive

control uses the past information of states and the process model to predict future

control actions. The applications of MPC techniques are apparently more popular

in refineries and petrochemical plants than in other industries, because the linearised

system models are adequate for processes in those industries. The typical installa-

tions of MPC in industry are hierarchical. The MPCs provide set points to the local

controllers with traditional PI/PID controllers finely tuned. If a predictive controller

starts to mislead the system behavior, the operator simply isolates it and lets the

local loops hold the plant using the last received set points [89]. The process plant
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should be stable in this condition, so in the worst case it is safe to run the plant as

it is without predictive control layer.

It is interesting to refer back to the debate for optimal control and optimisation

necessary to engineers in the 1960s [86]. While it was found to be very successful

in the aerospace industry (there were more than 300 references in a survey about

theory and practice of optimal control at that time, as quoted in [86]), the optimal

control techniques initially failed to provide a convincing solution to industrial process

industries due to inherent constraints, model uncertainty, unmeasured disturbance,

as well as computer capability at that time [81]. In the industrial process control

field, it had acquired a reputation for being out of touch with reality for quite a long

time as indicated by Leigh in [79]. Fortunately, there has been a resurgence of the

method that widespread in industry due to strategic changes. The new strategy is

as follows: “... for large complex problems, it may be better to encode optimality

criteria in more vague but more realistic terms, than to force unwilling problems

into an ill-fitting straitjacket to allow rigorous optimisation” [79]. MPC is among

successful stories using this strategy, turning optimal control theory into a success

story.

There are many good references on industrial MPC. The original work on DMC

(Dynamic Matrix Control) is referenced to in [30, 119]. The original IDCOM (Iden-

tification and Command) is referenced to in [130]. Other well known commercialised

packages such as QDMC Plus (Quadratic Dynamic Matrix Control)[46], RMPCT (Ro-

bust Model Predictive Control Technology), ConnoisseurTM, PFC (Predictive Func-

tional Control), HIECON (Hierarchical Constraint Control), OPC (Optimum Pre-

dictive Control), NOVA-NLC predominant the industrial MPC and NMPC market.

NMPC is an active field of research in the advanced process control area. The aim
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is to expand the applications of MPC to various process industries, where nonlinear

systems are dominant. In parallel with that, rigorous control theory is being further

developed to provide inherently stable and robust NMPC for harsh environments.

For NMPC, the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) [109] is the well-known

chosen numerical method, wherein the objective function is quadratically approxi-

mated and the nonlinear constraints are linearised before solving at each iteration

step. They are the extension of Newton-type methods for converging to the solution

of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of the constrained optimisation. The

solutions do not, however, guarantee the system stability. To this end, the analyt-

ical methods that reveal the closed-loop stability based on the knowledge of plant

models, objective functions and horizon lengths are not always transparent [4]. The

applications also require that the system stability should be obtained regardless of

the choices of horizon lengths and weighting coefficients in the cost function. In this

field, the stability of the closed-loop system is usually achievable by adding a suitable

equality or inequality terminal constraint to the setup. The additional constraints do

not come from physical restrictions or control performance requirements but have the

sole purpose of enforcing stability. They are termed stability constraints. The nom-

inal stability of infinite horizon problems is described in [95]. The formal proof for

the closed-loop stability for the receding-horizon control (finite horizon) of Lipschitz

continuous nonlinear systems using the equality terminal constraints was provided

by Keerthi and Gilbert in 1988 [64]. Adding the terminal constraints may, nonethe-

less, cause extra computation cost or even infeasibility to the optimisation algorithm.

Moreover, if the chosen predictive horizon is short, the problem may not have any

solutions. The region of attraction corresponding to such terminal constraints is nor-

mally conservative [4]. The mature results on the stabilisation problem of NMPC
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consist of those employing the inequality terminal state constraints. The most im-

minent approach of inequality constraints is dual-mode control [93, 99, 25], which

defines a neighborhood around the desired steady state, within which the system can

be steered to, by a linear state feedback controller. If the current state lies outside this

region, then the NMPC algorithm is solved with the above inequality constraint. Once

inside the predetermined region, the control switches to the previously computed lin-

ear state feedback control law. Discrete time versions of dual-mode NMPC with fixed

horizons are developed in [142]. Extending the dual-mode approach, the finite hori-

zon cost function is approximated by the infinite horizon in the quasi-infinite horizon

approach [25]. And the control action is determined by solving a finite horizon prob-

lem without switching to the linear controller even inside the terminal region. Several

research papers have proposed methods on how to enlarge the region of attraction for

NMPC algorithms since then. The other approaches for guaranteeing stability are

the contractive state MPC [72], the Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) MPC [120, 98]

and the converse Lyapunov-based MPC [38]. The perturbed state-feedback [49] with

the control invariant set approach [70, 12] has proved to be effective for robust NM-

PCs and attracted much research during the last decade [27, 65, 22, 50, 111, 59]. The

tube-based approach is becoming more and more widespread within the MPC research

community lately [127]. The stabilising methods presented in the above solutions has

been achieved based on the availability of state measurements at every recursive step.

For output feedbacks, the most common approach is to estimate states using an ob-

server. The closed-loop stability is not guaranteed, nonetheless, even when both the

state based NMPC and the nonlinear observer are stable. Findeisen et al. [42] shown

that an additional conditions must be considered to guarantee the stability for the

augmented system. The stabilisation of discrete-time output feedback NMPCs is ad-
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dressed by Elaiw, 2010 in [39]. The early NMPC software packages available to the

industrial users consist of NOVA-NLC of Pavilion Technologies (using first principles

models), Process Perfecter (using input-output Hammerstein models) and some other

partial solutions for nonlinear systems such as Aspen Target or Invensys Connoisseur

using artificial intelligent techniques. There are two types of state constraints, hard

and soft, in these industrial MPCs. Soft constraints allow temporary and short-term

violations of respective state bounds. Hard constraints imply strict containments of

state trajectories within given bounds. The soft constraints in Honeywell RMPCT

are achieved by using a ‘frustum’ method that permits a larger control error in the

beginning of the horizon than in the end.

2.3 Stabilising Methods for Distributed and Decentralised

Model Predictive Control

The MPC strategies are prevalently used in the process control field for the mul-

tivariable control problems owing to their natural ability to address the input and

state constraints. Handling constraints with optimisations is a much better method

to avoid wind-up actions than other high-gain compensation techniques [124]. A

thorough review on the stability and optimality of different MPC formulations for

linear and nonlinear systems can be found in a renowned paper by Mayne et al. in

2000 [94] (2nd most cited paper from Automatica). The terminal constraint set and

contractive state beside other methodologies are mostly employed in the guaranteed-

stability MPC schemes which exercise open-loop optimisations. So are the control

invariant set approaches for state-feedback setups [27]. These approaches adopt the

Lyapunov stability criterion in their algorithms wherein the value function treated as
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a Lyapunov function monotonically decreases over time to achieve the stability.

Having been recently extended to large-scale and interconnected systems in var-

ious distributed and decentralised MPC schemes as indicated in [125], the field of

distributed MPC is still in its infancy [128]. Distributed model predictive control

(DMPC) has started drawing interests since Acar [1] discussed the importance of

coupling constraints in a decentralised MPC scheme. Various strategies for DMPC

and decentralised MPC, a non-communication version of DMPC, have been proposed

for both dynamically-coupled and -decoupled systems, see, e.g., [20, 37, 105, 161].

It is noteworthy that the notions of decentralised and distributed controllers used

here are referenced to the paper of Scattolini, 2009 [125]. In a decentralised con-

trol scheme, there is not any communication link between subsystems among the

population, otherwise it is a distributed scheme.

For distributed model predictive control of dynamically-coupled systems, the so-

lutions to the closed-loop stability problem usually require an uninterrupted commu-

nication between subsystems, or to impose an additional constraint on the coupling

vectors and/or the objective function. The former requirement may lead to an unre-

liable system that cannot be stabilised due to the losses of communication channels.

The latter may deliver a conservative control performance due to the constraint prob-

lem of MPC.

Acar, 1995 [1] discussed the importance of coupling constraints in a decentralised

MPC scheme. In that work, a dynamically decentralised state-feedback approach for

linear systems has been employed under a condition of weak interactions between cou-

pled systems defined by the so-called ε-coupling constraint. The closed-loop stability

is ensured if the systems are weakly ε-coupled.

Decentralised MPCs which are the non-communication versions of DMPC had
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been initiated previously by scholars from the field of decentralised control of large-

scale systems [144] appeared in the works of, e.g., Xu, Xi and Zhang, 1988 [168] and

Tzafestas, Kyriannakis and Kapsiotis, 1997 [159]. These decentralised MPCs, which

applied the equality terminal constraints, are limited to weakly-coupled systems.

Distributed GPC (Generalised Predictive Control) [28] with state space models us-

ing decentralised Kalman filters has been addressed in a work of Katebi and Johnson,

1997 [63], whereby a two-level optimisation algorithm applying distributed optimisa-

tion techniques from the mathematical programming literature was introduced and

applied to achieve the global stability. The necessary condition for the optimality

(on the Hamiltonian of the global system) is imposed to the upper-level optimisation

problem as equality constraints and subsequently distributed to the decomposed opti-

misation problems in the lower level by a coordinator. The convergence is achievable

accordingly.

A condition for converging to the Nash equilibrium for DMPC of linear systems

fully based on system models has been derived by Li, Zhang, and Zhu, 2005 [83].

The inequality terminal condition associated with a convergent condition inferred

from the necessary condition of Nash optimality is employed in this approach. The

maintenance of nominal stability under communication failures in a single time step

is discussed therein.

A DMPC algorithm based on the decentralised estimation and state feedback con-

trol (DDEC) framework [104] for linear systems has been proposed by Mercangöz and

Doyle III, 2007 in [97]. The mechanism of exchanging state information between local

systems in the original DDEC methodology is enhanced to include the communica-

tion of interactive MPC controllers. A DMPC network is formed in this approach

based on the model decomposition structure.
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A DMPC algorithm called coordination MPC that assimilates the real-time op-

timisation (RTO) scheme for multiple linear systems in a hierarchical architecture

has been introduced by Cheng, Forbes, and Yip, 2008 in [26], and Aske, Strand, and

Skogestad, 2008 in [8]. An LMI approach has been developed by Ding, Xie, and

Cai, 2010 [35] in which the weighting matrices need to be synthesised, subject to the

feasibility of the LMIs derived from a dissipation inequality taking one-step objective

function as the chosen supply rate.

The magazine paper by Componogara, Jia, Kroh and Talukdar, 2002 [20] cele-

brating the new millennium was perhaps a turning point for DMPC of linear and

nonlinear systems, after which important results have been presented in control con-

ferences one after another. It was, in fact, two years after the formal review paper

for MPC [94] had been published in 2000. The contractive state [72] approach is

considered as a less difficult-to-use approach for DMPC in that paper.

The work of Dunbar and Murray [37] systematically applied the results from dual-

mode [99] and quasi-infinite horizon [25] approaches to DMPC in association with a

compatibility constraint that requires fast update period to each local controllers. The

upper bounds on the update period are determined recursively to assure the conver-

gence of closed-loop cost functions, which are proportional to the size of terminal

regions. The nature of robot coordination problems ultimately requires distributed

terminal controllers in this work.

In a similar approach of determining terminal regions using distributed terminal

controllers, Keviczky, Borrelli, and Balas, 2006 [67] proposed to predict the neigh-

bour data locally, and to exchange the measurement data recursively for the predic-

tion purposes. A constraint on the predictive discrepancies between neighbours are

sufficiently imposed on the objective functions for achieving the global closed-loop
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stability. Based on simulation results the authors summarised that the prediction

discrepancies tend to vanish near the equilibrium due to the fast decays of prediction

mismatches. The couplings between neighbours in this work are defined as inequality

constraints for the local optimisation problems.

Richards and How, 2007 [131] have proposed to apply a sequential iteration scheme

to their DMPC algorithms for the output coupling systems (consensus problem) in

a robotic lead-follower formation control strategy. A guaranteed feasibility DMPC

employing the tightening constraint sets [27] to calculate the dynamic state feedback

gains is presented. The nominal state feedback gain is determined from the nilpo-

tent condition in N time steps of the predictive horizon. The tightening constraint

sets in DMPC are calculated locally using the exchanged information of state and

constraint sets from the corresponding neighbours in a predefined iteration structure.

The algorithm of dynamic invariant sets by Kerrigan and Maciejowski, 2004 [66] us-

ing Pontryagin difference operator introduced by Kolmanovsky and Gilbert, 1998 [70]

has been employed.

A DMPC for linear systems have been proposed by Venkat, Rawlings and Wright,

2005 [162] wherein the decomposed global objective functions are used by local opti-

misers in a distributed algorithm that guarantees the convexity of local cost functions

in order to achieve to the Pareto global optimality. In this work, the open-loop opti-

misation with terminal equality constraints is developed for stable (Hurwitz) systems

while the closed-loop optimisation with distributed state feedback terminal controllers

is employed for unstable or other types of systems.

A decentralised approach applying contractive state MPC for dynamically-coupled

systems has been proposed by Magi and Scattolini, 2006 [91]. The convergences are

assured by the coupling constraints between subsystems and the contractive state
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conditions. To eliminate the conservativeness of coupling constraints in this approach,

the authors have suggested employing distributed controllers instead of decentralised

controllers.

A decentralised MPC that achieves ISS stability has been introduced by Rai-

mondo, Magni and Scattolini, 2007 in [91]. The ISS stability criteria using asymptotic

gains (without the passivity term) may, nonetheless, lead to conservative solutions

and sub-optimal performances for the decentralised control of interconnected systems.

The feasibility condition for decentralised controllers has not been delivered in this

work.

Negenborn, 2007 in [105] has applied the Lagrange multipliers to combine the

coupling constraints with the objective functions in a DMPC scheme for transporta-

tion and power networks. Decomposed constraints and objective functions require

multi-layer optimisation with serial or parallel iterations. The conditions for global

stability in this approach are similar to those in the contractive state approach used

by Camponogara et al. in [20]. A constraint on the increments of Lagrange multipliers

is artificially added for the convergence of the outer loop optimisation problem. This

constraint may, however, slow down the convergent time and result in infeasibility.

Lavaei, Momeni, and A. Aghdam, 2008 in [76] has combined decentralised ODE

controllers with distributed predictive controllers for unconstrained problems. An

emergency controller is used for collision avoidances due to lacking of coupling con-

straints in the optimisation problem. The developments are based on the continuous-

time models without deriving conditions on updating time for avoiding state jumps

which may consequently lead to the system instability.

An equality terminal constraint approach employed in a distributed consensus

negotiation scheme for robot formation is proposed by Johansson et al., 2008 [60] in
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which the primal decomposition is applied to the distributed optimisation problem to

achieve the global convergence. Beside the main optimisation problem, this approach

requires the local optimisers to estimate the terminal states using the incremental

sub-gradient method, and passing the result around between them. Due to the use

of equality constraints, the conservativeness is unavoidable.

A DMPC scheme for systems operating in the presences of intermittent disruptions

and time-varying delays of intersystem communication have recently been presented

in [85] by Liu, de la Pena, and Christofides, 2009. The stability guaranteed method

in this work is based on the converse Lyapunov theorems. A Lyapunov-based nonlin-

ear state feedback controller is used as a contractive constraint for the optimisation

problem to achieve the closed-loop stability. The sufficient condition on maximum

updating time period is provided herein. The initial states are supposed to belong

to an attractive region without showing how to compute such regions. Only the in-

put constraints and a simple coupling structure of two systems have been addressed

therein. A similar approach of quasi-decentralised MPC has also been introduced by

Sun and El-Farra, 2008 in [149].

It can be summarised from this literature review on the existing stabilising meth-

ods for DMPC that, the open-loop optimisation has only been applied to stable (Hur-

witz) linear systems. For systems that are not Hurwitz linear or nonlinear systems,

the distributed state feedback controllers, either static or dynamic, are predominantly

used as terminal controllers for guaranteeing the closed-loop stability. Additional

conditions for feasibility and requirements on inter-system communication are always

cohered with the stability conditions in DMPC. Some of DMPC schemes that are de-

veloped based on the multi-layer distributed optimisations also requires extra feasible

conditions for the algorithm convergency.
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Chapter 3

Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint and

Stabilising Constraint for Model Predictive

Control

3.1 Introduction

In processing and manufacturing industries, a complex plant can be viewed as a

large-scale system formed by various subsystems interconnected to each other in an

arbitrary connection topology. By virtue of intricate interactions between state vari-

ables within a subsystem, the computerised control system is normally designed such

that a dedicated multivariable controller is installed for each of its single subsystem.

The multiple installations translate into a new requirement on the orchestration for

these multivariable controllers to avoid destabilisations owing to the coupling effects

between subsystems [128, 125]. An approach of stabilising-bounds for the control of

interconnected systems in a decentralised architecture is developed in this chapter.

A stabilisability condition is derived from the newly introduced asymptotically posi-

tive realness constraint (APRC). The APRC encapsulates the evolution of inputs and

outputs, as well as their correlations over the passage of time. The proposed stabilis-

ability condition is established based on the open-loop dissipativity property [16] and

the APRC-based quadratic constraint of respective input and output trajectories.

The contributions of this chapter are threefold. Firstly, the asymptotically pos-

itive realness constraint is introduced as an effective tool for designing smooth con-
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trollers in the discrete-time domain. Secondly, the APRC-based stabilisability con-

dition is derived for the interconnected system based on the dissipativity of its sub-

systems and the connection topology. This condition is suitable for the decentralised

control of large-scale interconnected systems that prohibits artificial constraints on

the coupling vectors. For parallel subsystems that have unknown splitting ratios, the

dissipativity of a unit consisting of those parallel connected subsystems is employed

instead of the dissipativity of individual subsystems. It is designated as parallel mask-

ing technique. Thirdly, a convex quadratic constraint on the initial control vector is

derived from the APRC and applied to the model predictive controller as a stabilising

constraint. The local stabilising constraints for DeMPC are fully decoupled in this

approach.

This chapter is organised as follows. The system and control models are given in

Section 2. The APRC, its constrained feasibility and the APRC-based stabilisability

conditions in the time domain for interconnected systems are derived in Section 3.

Parallel connections with unknown splitting ratios and the APRC-based stabilisabil-

ity condition with the parallel masking technique are delineated in Section 4. The

procedural development for APRC-based decentralised model predictive controllers

is the main focus of Section 5. A conclusion is then drawn in Section 6.

3.2 Control and System Models

The interaction oriented model [87] is employed in this chapter as it is well suited to

the input and output nature of interconnected systems. Consider an interconnected

system Σ consisting of h subsystems, each denoted as Si, i = 1, . . . , h and has a
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discrete time state space model of the form:

Si :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k) + Eivi(k),

yi(k) = Cixi(k), wi(k) = Fixi(k),

(3.1)

where ui ∈ Ui ⊂ R
mi , yi ∈ Yi ⊂ R

qi , xi ∈ Xi ⊂ R
ni , vi ∈ Vi ⊂ R

mvi , wi ∈ Wi ⊂ R
qwi ;

xi, ui, yi, vi, and wi are, respectively, state, control, measurement output, interaction

input and interaction output vectors.

In this chapter, the following control constraint is considered

Ui = {ui : ‖ui‖22 ≤ ηi}, (3.2)

where ηi is the upper bound deduced from the physical limits of the actuators corre-

sponding to the control vector ui.

The input vξ(k) of subsystem Sξ and the output wζ(k) of subsystem Sζ , ξ 	= ζ,

are connected to each other in an arbitrary topology. The large scale system Σ

is represented by a state space model of the block diagonal system S formed by h

subsystems Si and the interconnection process H, as follows:

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B u(k) + E v(k),

y(k) = C x(k), w(k) = F x(k),

v(k) = H w(k),

(3.3)

whereA = diag[Ai]
h
1 , B = diag[Bi]

h
1 , C = diag[Ci]

h
1 , E = diag[Ei]

h
1 , F = diag[Fi]

h
1 x =

[x1
T ...xh

T ]T , u = [u1
T ...uh

T ]T , y = [y1
T ...yh

T ]T , v = [v1
T ...vh

T ]T , w = [w1
T ...wh

T ]T ,

and H is the global coupling matrix. The elements of H is either 1 or 0 only.

From a centralised point of view, the system Σ can be rewritten as

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x(k + 1) = (A+ EHF ) x(k) + B u(k) = A

Σ
x(k) +B u(k),

y(k) = C x(k).

(3.4)
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In a decentralised control scheme, the models of stand-alone subsystems are req-

uisite. When all the coupling inputs and outputs vanish (i.e. vi = 0 and wi = 0), a

stand-alone subsystem Si, denoted as Ss
i , has the state space model of the form:

Ss
i :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k),

yi(k) = Cixi(k).

(3.5)

Assumption 1 (i) (A,C) is observable. (ii) The updating instants are synchronised

between all subsystems and their controllers.

Problem Description:

In this chapter, the conventional model predictive control (MPC) algorithm us-

ing the open-loop model in predictions (called open-loop MPC) is implemented for

the multivariable controller of each single subsystem. The large-scale system may be

open-loop unstable. Our problem is to design these MPC controllers to achieve the

overall control performance and the plant-wide stabilisation. In brief, we are con-

cerned with the design of h decoupled stabilising constraints for the local MPCs of h

associated subsystems Si in decentralised architectures.

3.3 Interconnection Stabilisability Condition

This section presents the main results of this chapter on establishing a new stabilis-

ability condition for the large-scale interconnected systems. The open-loop approach

will be employed throughout this Thesis.
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3.3.1 Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint

Define a parameterised quadratic supply rate for Si in the presence of MPC, as follows:

ξkic

(
ui(k), yi(k)|Γk

i

)
�
[
ui(k)

T yi(k)
T

]⎡⎢⎣Q
k
ic Sk

ic

SkT
ic Rk

ic

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ui(k)

yi(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.6)

whereQk
ic, R

k
ic, S

k
ic are multiplier matrices with symmetricQk

ic andRk
ic, Γ

k
i := {Qk

ic, R
k
ic, S

k
ic}.

For conciseness, ξkic

(
ui(k), yi(k)|Γk

i

)
is denoted as ξkic and the time index k is repre-

sented by a superscript typeface without brackets where appropriate.

Definition 1 [53] An input-output pair (ui(k), yi(k)) of Si is said to satisfy the

asymptotically positive realness constraint (APRC) if

ξkic ≥ oi(k) as k → +∞, (3.7)

for

lim
k→+∞

oi(k) = 0. (3.8)

One can see that the system positiveness constraint expressed by

ξkic ≥ 0 ∀k > k0 (3.9)

is a particular case of APRC. The following result shows that the APRC (3.7) is more

flexible and less conservative than this positiveness constraint.

Lemma 1 The input-output pairs
(
ui(k), yi(k)

)
of Si, i = 1, 2, . . . , h, satisfy APRC

if there are k0 ∈ Z
+ and 0 ≤ γi(k) < 1− εi (0 < εi < 1) such that

ξkic ≥
1− sgn(ξk−1

ic )

2
γi(k) ξ

k−1
ic ∀ k > k0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h. (3.10)

Proof: There are two possibilities:
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• ξk0ic ≥ 0, then (3.10) means ξkic ≥ 0 ∀k > k0, which verifies (3.8) for oi(k) ≡ 0.

• ξk0ic < 0, then (3.10) and 0 ≤ γi(k) < 1− εi results in γi(k) 	= 0 ∀k > k0:

0 > ξkic ≥ ξk0ic

k−1∏
�=k0

γi(�)

≥ ξk0ic (1− εi)
k−k0

→ 0 as k → +∞,

which verifies (3.8) for oi(k) = ξk0ic (1− εi)
k−k0 .

The proof is complete.

To our best knowledge, condition (3.10) has never been considered in the control

literature hitherto, whereas the asymptotic approximations are frequently used in

numerical methods [158]. It is well known that if a system is quadratically dissipa-

tive with respect to its inputs and outputs then the positive real constraint (PRC)

derived from the integral quadratic constraint (IQC) in the time domain (see, e.g.,

[6, 71, 96]), is sufficient for its stabilisability. The stabilising control can then be

found from those satisfying the positive real condition. However, its lack of corre-

lations between the recursive control states ui(k), ui(k + 1), . . . causes unacceptably

non-smooth behaviours to the control. As a consequence, it cannot be implemented

in constrained control applications. The variations of asymptotic approximation pa-

rameters in APRC will make the recursive control states well correlated, thus leads

to an efficiently implemented controllers. In other words, the fundamental result of a

stabilisable positive real system is not always accompanied by a realisable controller,

due to the fact that an infinitely power control may be required. This thesis addresses

the issue by introducing the APRC concept for use with constrained control prob-

lems. The APRC represents an approaching characteristic towards the positive real

property of the system under control.
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It is worth noting here that, the passivity supply rate with Sic = −I (see, e.g.,

[16]) is not required in the APRC. Moreover, the generalised dissipativity inequality

without a storage function, as defined by Willems in [165], is achieved by the APRC

in an asymptotic manner.

The APRC will be cast as an inequality constraint in ui(k), when yi(k) and ξk−1
i

are known. An existence condition for the constrained stabilisation of interconnected

systems in the discrete time domain will be derived in this chapter based on the newly

introduced APRC. The APRC-based stabilisability conditions are subsequently devel-

oped into stabilising constraints for the local MPCs in a decentralised configuration.

The recursive feasibility is guaranteed by characterising the APRC with dynamic

multiplier matrices. With the asymptotic attribute, the APRC-based stabilising con-

straint is able to smooth out significant wind-up control actions. The derivations are

provided in the following sections.

3.3.2 Bounded Control Feasibility of Asymptotically Positive Realness

Constraints

Rewrite (3.10) as the following constraint in the variable uk
i ,

uk
iQ

k
icu

k
i + 2ykTi SkT

ic uk
i ≥

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i − ykTi Rk

icy
k
i , ϕk

i =
(
1− sgn(ξkic)

)
ξkic, (3.11)

which is convex if and only if Qk
ic ≺ 0. Furthermore, by rewriting

ξkic(ui, yi) = (uk
i + (Qk

ic)
−1Sk

icy
k
i )

TQk
ic(u

k
i + (Qk

ic)
−1Sk

icy
k
i ) + ykTi (Rk

ic− SkT
ic (Qk

ic)
−1Sk

ic)y
k
i ,

(3.11) becomes

(uk
i +(Qk

ic)
−1Sk

icy
k
i )

TQk
ic(u

k
i +(Qk

ic)
−1Sk

icy
k
i ) ≥

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i −ykTi (Rk

ic−SkT
ic (Qk

ic)
−1Sk

ic)y
k
i ,
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The feasibility of (3.11) in uk
i thus requires

ykTi
(
Rk

ic − SkT
ic (Qk

ic)
−1Sk

ic

)
yki −

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i ≥ 0, (3.12)

as the RHS is non-positive and Qk
ic ≺ 0, and thus, the constraint region does not

become to a singleton; i.e. it is nonempty.

Remark 1 It is apparently that when ϕk−1
i ≤ 0, Qk

ic ≺ 0 and Rk
ic � 0, the convex

constraint region is always nonempty when yi(k) 	= 0, as (3.12) always holds. In later

sections, we will provide the stabilisability conditions that facilitate both negative

and positive definite Rk
ic.

The multiplier matrices Rk
ic, S

k
ic and Qk

ic can be determined online by solving LMIs

governing the constrained stabilisability conditions given following. The APRC is

constrained feasible if and only if the intersection of the two feasibility sets of (3.11)

and (3.2) is nonempty.

Lemma 2 For Q̃k
ic := (Qk

ic)
−1, suppose that

ykTi (Rk
ic − SkT

ic Q̃k
icS

k
ic)y

k
i −

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i ≥ 0, Q̃k

ic ≺ 0, and (3.13)

⎡
⎢⎣ −ηi ykTi SkT

ic Q̃k
ic

Q̃k
icS

k
icy

k
i −I

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0. (3.14)

Then, the intersection of the two convex feasibility sets of (3.11) and (3.2) is nonempty

at step k.

Proof: The feasibility set of (3.11) at step k is an ellipsoid region having the

center at ũi(k) = (Qk
ic)

−1Sk
icy

k
i . Obviously, the intersection of Ui and (3.11) will be

nonempty if this center point lies inside Ui, i.e. if

||(Qk
ic)

−1Sk
icy

k
i ||22 ≤ ηi ⇔ ykTi SkT

ic (Qk
ic)

−2
Sk
icy

k
i − ηi ≤ 0,
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which is fulfilled by (3.14). The first condition (3.13) ensures that the ellipsoid does

not shrink to a singleton

3.3.3 Dissipativity and APRC-Based Stabilisability Conditions

We are now ready to introduce the interconnection stabilisability condition. Define

ξi(wi, yi; vi, ui) =

⎡
⎢⎣wi

yi

⎤
⎥⎦
T

Qi

⎡
⎢⎣wi

yi

⎤
⎥⎦+ 2

⎡
⎢⎣wi

yi

⎤
⎥⎦
T

Si

⎡
⎢⎣vi
ui

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣vi
ui

⎤
⎥⎦

T

Ri

⎡
⎢⎣vi
ui

⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.15)

whereby the dissipativity matrices Qi, Si, Ri are block diagonal or block structured of

the form

Qi = diag{Qi11, Qi22}, Si = diag{Si11, Si22}, Ri = diag{Ri11, Ri22}, (3.16)

in which Qi22, Ri22, Qi11, and Ri11 are symmetric matrices of dimensions qi× qi,mi×
mi, qwi

×qwi
, and mvi×mvi respectively, Si22 are rectangular matrices of qi×mi dimen-

sions, and Si11 are rectangular matrices of qwi
×mvi dimensions. Accordingly, a sub-

system Si is said to be quadratically dissipative with respect to the quadratic supply

rate ξi(wi, yi; vi, ui) if there is a nonnegative C1 function Vi(xi(k)), addressed as stor-

age function, Vi(0) = 0, such that for 0 < τi < 1, all (vi(k), ui(k)) and (wi(k), yi(k))

and all k ∈ Z
+, the following dissipation inequality is satisfied irrespectively of the

initial value of the state xi(0):

Vi(xi(k + 1))− τiVi(xi(k)) ≤ ξi(wi(k), yi(k); vi(k), ui(k)). (3.17)

The square storage function of the form Vi(xi(k)) := xT
i (k)Pixi(k), Pi = P T

i � 0 is

considered in this chapter.

The stabilisability condition for Σ with offline multiplier matrices Qic, Sic, Ric is

stated in below theorem.
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Theorem 1 Let 0 < τi < 1. Suppose that

(i) The following LMIs are feasible in Pi,Qi22,Si22,Ri22,Qi11,Si11,Ri11:

diag[Qi11]
h
1 +HTdiag[Ri11]

h
1H +HTdiag[ST

i11]
h
1 + diag[Si11]

h
1H ≺ 0, (3.18a)

and⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ai

TPiAi − τiPi − Ci
TQi22Ci − Fi

TQi11Fi Ai
TPiBi − CT

i Si22 Ai
TPiEi − F T

i Si11

∗ Bi
TPiBi −Ri22 Bi

TPiEi

∗ ∗ Ei
TPiEi −Ri11

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≺ 0,

Pi � 0, Qi22 ≺ 0, Ri22 � 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h;

(3.18b)

(ii) With feasible solution Ri22, Si22, Qi22 of the above system of LMIs (3.18),

Qic ≡ −Ri22, Sic ≡ −Si22, Ric ≡ −Qi22 and the following APRC-based constraint in

uk
i is recursively feasible for all k ≥ k0:

uk
iQicu

k
i + 2ykTi ST

icu
k
i ≥

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i − ykTi Ricy

k
i , (3.19)

with 0 ≤ γi(k) ≤ 1− ε0, 0 < ε0 < 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h.

Then any h controls ũk
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , h, feasible to (3.19) stabilise Σ.

Proof:

(a) Quadratical dissipativity of subsystem Si:
Si is dissipative w.r.t. the supply rate ξi(wi, yi; vi, ui) (3.15) if and only if LMI

(3.18b) holds (see, e.g., [16]). Thus (3.17) is verified for all (vi(k), ui(k)) and (wi(k), yi(k)).

(b) Constraint Feasibility:

Due to Qi22 ≺ 0, Ri22 � 0 in (3.18b), Ri22 = −Qic, Qi22 = −Ric in (ii), and

ϕk
i ≤ 0, the inequality (3.12) holds true for all yi 	= 0. Therefore, there exists uk

i

feasible to (3.19), which is equivalent to (3.20) in the following :

−uk
iQicu

k
i − 2ykTi ST

icu
k
i ≤ −

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i + ykTi Ricy

k
i , (3.20)
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since Qic ≺ 0 and the right hand side of (3.20) is greater than or equal to 0 with

Ric � 0. Moreover, there always exists uk
i ∈ Ui feasible to (3.2) that is also feasible

to (3.20), for example uk
i = 0.

(c) Stabilisability:

Define γk := max
i=1...h

γk
i , τ = max

i=1...h
τi, ϕ

k−1
i :=

(
1− sgn(ξk−1

ic )
)
ξk−1
ic , ϕk :=

h∑
i=1

ϕk
i ,

and V
(
x(k)

)
:=

h∑
i=1

Vi

(
xi(k)

)
.

Using (3.17) and v(k) = Hw(k), we obtain for

V
(
x(k + 1)

)− τV
(
x(k)

) ≤ σk,

where

σk :=
h∑

i=1

ξi(wi(k), yi(k); vi(k), ui(k)) + ξkic(ui(k), yi(k)| Γk
i
)

= wT (k)
[
diag[Qi11]

h
1 +HTdiag[Ri11]

h
1H + 2diag[Si11]

h
1H
]
w(k)

−
h∑

i=1

[yTi (k) uT
i (k)]

⎡
⎢⎣Ric ST

ic

Sic Qic

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣yi(k)
ui(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

which, due to (3.19), yields

V
(
x(k + 1)

) ≤ τV
(
x(k)

)
+

1

2
γk|ϕk−1|.

Then, using the chain rule, which is solicited for by the proof item (b) above, we

obtain for an initial time k0 ≥ 0 [77],

V
(
x(k)

) ≤ τ k−k0V
(
x(k0)

)
+

1

2
γ|ϕk0−1|(1 + τ + · · ·+ τ k−k0−1), γ := sup

k>k̄

γk

= τ k−k0V
(
x(k0)

)
+

1

2
γ|ϕk0−1|1− τ k−k0

1− τ
.

The convergence of V
(
x(k)

)
is then proved in the sequel [53]:
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We need to show that

V (x(k))→ 0 as k → +∞, (3.21)

i.e. for each β > 0 there is 0 < k(β) < +∞ such that V (x(k)) ≤ β ∀k ≤ k(β).

Indeed, for each β ≥ 0, there exist two time instants k̄ and k̃ such that

|ϕk−1| ≤ β
1− τ

γ
∀k > k̄, due to Lemma 1, i.e.

1

2
γ|ϕk̄−1|1− τ k−k̄

1− τ
≤ β

2
,

and τ k−k̃V
(
x(k̃)

) ≤ β

2
∀k > k̃.

Therefore, there exists ǩ = sup(k̄, k̃) such that for each β ≥ 0,

V
(
x(k)

)
<

β

2
+

β

2
= β ∀k ≥ ǩ.

As Pi � 0, (3.21) implies ‖x(k)‖2 → 0 as k → +∞.

Finally, the constraint (3.19) is convex in uk
i due to Qic ≺ 0, as Qic = −Ri22.

Remark 2 Under the stabilisability condition stated in Theorem 1 above, the tra-

jectory of ‖x(k)‖2 is normally non-monotonic in certain initial time periods. This

is reasoned by the fact that the convergence of ‖x‖2 is achieved by the sum of two

convergence sequences, as indicated in the above proof.

Now, the following theorem re-states the stabilisability condition in Theorem 1

without the requirement on Qi22 ≺ 0. It is worth reminding here that a negative

definite Qi22 will normally be obtained from an LMI-based dissipativity criterion for

a stable subsystem; see, e.g., [57]. If the condition Qi22 ≺ 0 being eliminated, the

present approach will be able to accommodate unstable subsystems, with which Qi22

may be an indefinite or positive definite matrix.

To provide more flexibilities in the choices of the multiplier matrices Qic, Sic, Ric,

the online multiplier matrices Qk
ic, S

k
ic, R

k
ic are deployed in the next theorem [53]. In

the following, assume that ϕk−1
i = ϕk

i < 0 for all k ≤ 0.
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Theorem 2 Let 0 < τi < 1. Suppose that

(i) The following offline LMIs are feasible in Pi,Qi22,Si22,Ri22,Qi11,Si11,Ri11:

diag[Qi11]
h
1 +HTdiag[Ri11]

h
1H +HTdiag[ST

i11]
h
1 + diag[Si11]

h
1H ≺ 0, and (3.22a)⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ai

TPiAi − τiPi − Ci
TQi22Ci − Fi

TQi11Fi Ai
TPiBi − CT

i Si22 Ai
TPiEi − F T

i Si11

∗ Bi
TPiBi −Ri22 Bi

TPiEi

∗ ∗ Ei
TPiEi −Ri11

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≺ 0,

Pi � 0, Ri22 � 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h;

(3.22b)

(ii) Whenever ϕk−1
i < 0, the following online LMIs are feasible in Qk

ic and Rk
ic:⎡

⎢⎣y
kT
i (Qi22 +Rk

ic)y
k
i ykTi Si22

ST
i22y

k
i Ri22 +Qk

ic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Qk

ic ≺ 0, (3.23a)

ykTi Rk
icy

k
i − 1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i > 0; (3.23b)

and choosing Sk
ic as a null space of yTi (k), i.e. Sk

icy
T
i (k) = 0;

Then there exist h controls ũi(k), i = 1, 2, . . . , h, satisfying the control constraint

(3.2) and the APRC-based constraint (3.11), that stabilise Σ.

The procedure of decentralised MPC with APRC stabilising constraint based on

Theorem 2 is formulated in the next section.

3.4 APRC-Based Decentralised Model Predictive Control

Consider a conventional quadratic objective function with respect to the state and

control input vectors and adequately chosen weighting matrices Qi,Ri over a predic-

tive horizon N for subsystem Ss
i :

J k
i =

N+1∑
�=1

xT
i (k + �)Qixi(k + �) +

N∑
�=0

uT
i (k + �)Riui(k + �). (3.24)
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According to the MPC literature, see, e.g. [89], the constrained optimisation

problem for a stand-alone MPC at step k is as follows:

min
ûi(k)

ûT
i (k)Φiûi(k) + 2Υi(k)ûi(k) + δi(k) subject to ûi(k) ∈ Ûi, (3.25)

where

Φi := Γ T
i Q̃iNΓi + R̃iN , Υi(k) := rTi (k)Q̃iNΓi, δi(k) := rTi (k)Q̃iNri(k),

ri(k) := Θixi(k), Q̃iN := diag[Qi]
Ni
1 , R̃iN := diag[Ri]

Ni
1 ,

Γi :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Bi . . . 0 0

AiBi . . . 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . .

AN
i Bi . . . AiBi Bi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, Θi :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ai

A2
i

. . .

AN+1
i

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

and Ûi is the constraint set for the variable ûi, which is deduced from the constraint

set Ui (3.61). Specifically,

Ûi � {ûi = [uT
i (k), u

T
i (k + 1), ..., uT

i (k +N)]T : ‖ui(.)‖22 ≤ ηi}. (3.26)

Using the inequality of APRC (3.11), the decentralised MPC (DeMPC) with an

APRC-based one-time-step control constraint is cast as:

min
ûi(k)

ûT
i (k)Φiûi(k) + 2Υi(k)ûi(k) + δi(k) subject to ûi(k) ∈ Ûi and

ûk
iM

T
i Q

k
icMiû

k
i + 2ykTi Sk

icMiû
k
i + ykTi Rk

icy
k
i − γk

i ξ
k−1
ic ≥ 0,

for Si ∈ I+(k) (3.27)

where I+(k) = {Si, i ∈ (1, h) : ζki ≥ 0 and ξk−1
ic < 0}, Mi = [Imi

0mi
... 0mi

], for

ζki := ykTi Rk
icy

k
i − 1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i .

The problem (3.27) is conceivably solved by the local controller for the minimising

vector sequence û∗
i (k) which consists of N elements of u∗

i (k + �), � = 0, 1, . . . , N .
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Only the first element u∗
i (k) of the sequence û∗

i (k) is outputted to Si. This rolling

process is repeated at the next time step, and continues thereon. This problem can be

computationally solved by any optimisers using the convex quadratic programming

(QP) numerical methods.

Based on Theorem 2, the conceptual algorithm of decentralised model predictive

control is outlined in Procedures 3.1 and 3.2 below.

Procedure 3.1–Offline Calculations:

1. Initiate ξ0i , yi(0), Υi(0), δi(0), xi(1),, and select the coefficient γi (only time-invariant

γi is used in this procedure).

2. Determine the offline matrices Qi22, Si22, Ri22 feasible to LMIs (3.34) in Theorem

2. And calculate the matrix Φi.

Procedure 3.2–Online Calculations:

At every synchronised step k ≥ k0 of the local controllers,

1. Using the measurement outputs yi(k) to determine the multiplier matrices

Qk
ic, S

k
ic, R

k
ic as per Theorem 2.

2. Using yi(k) and the memorised ξk−1
ic to update Υi(k) and δi(k).

3. Calculating ξkic then verifying ξkic ≥ 0. If true, set γi = 0.

4. Formulating then solving the optimisation problem (3.27) to yield the local

control sequence ûi(k). The first vector element ui(k) is applied to control Si.

Remark 3 The choice of γk
i is crucial to the convergence to zero of solutions. When

γk
i approaches 1, the controllers will tend to be smoother. It is notably that, a time-

invariant γi can be employed, as it is in this procedure, to simplify the implementation.
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Remark 4 The system of LMIs (3.31) may become numerically infeasible when yki �
0 and ϕk

i � 0 simultaneously. One of the solutions for the feasibility is to consider

the convex duality problem. It is to ensure that the complement of (3.11) is merely

feasible for uk
i ∈ R\Ui while the right hand side of (3.11) is positive. The multiplier

matrices Qk
ic and Sk

ic will then need to be redesigned as as per Theorem 3 below [53].

Denote ζki := yTicR
k
icyic − 1

2
γk
i ϕ

k−1
i .

Theorem 3 Let 0 < τ < 1 and ζi(0) < 0. Suppose that

(i) The following offline LMI optimisation is feasible:

min
P , Q, S, R

trace(Q) (3.28)

subject to

⎡
⎢⎣A

TPA− τP − CTQC ATPB − CTS

∗ BTPB −R

⎤
⎥⎦ ≺ 0,

P � 0, R � 0,

(3.29)

for Q := diag[Qi]
h
1 , R := diag[Ri]

h
1 , S := diag[Si]

h
1 ;

(ii) Whenever ϕk−1
i < 0,

(iia) The following LMI optimisation is feasible:

min
Qk

ic, Sk
ic, Rk

ic, τ i

trace(Rk
ic) (3.30)

subject to

⎡
⎢⎣y

kT
i (Qi +Rk

ic)y
k
i ykTi (Si + Sk

ic)

∗ Ri +Qk
ic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Qk

ic ≺ 0, (3.31a)

ykTi Rk
icy

k
i − 1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i + τ i ≥ 0; (3.31b)

(iib) If ζki < 0 with the resultant Rk
ic from (iia), the following LMIs are feasible in
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Qk
ic and Sk

ic: ⎡
⎢⎣−Q

k
ic − λiImi

−Sk
icy

k
i

∗ λiηi − ζki

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, λi > 0, (3.32a)

⎡
⎢⎣y

kT
i (Qi +Rk

ic)y
k
i ykTi (Si + Sk

ic)

∗ Ri +Qk
ic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Qk

ic ≺ 0. (3.32b)

Then there exist h controls ũi(k), i = 1, 2, . . . , h, satisfying the control constraint

(3.2) and the APRC-based constraint (3.11), that stabilise Σ.

Remark 5 The above LMI (3.32a) is obtained from the following inequality:

ukT
i Qk

icu
k
i + 2ykTi Sk

icu
k
i ≤ −λi(u

kT
i uk

i − ηi)− ζki ≤ −ζki ,

which ensures that ukT
i Qk

icu
k
i + 2ykTi Sk

icu
k
i ≤ −ζki is only feasible for uk

i ∈ R\Ui while

the right hand side of (3.11) is positive (i.e. ukT
i Qk

icu
k
i + 2ykTi Sk

icu
k
i ≥ −ζki , ζki < 0).

The following LMI optimisation can be solved for Qk
ic and Sk

ic instead of (3.32):

max
λi>0, Qk

ic≺0, Sk
ic, τ i

{τ i : (3.32)} ≤ ζki . (3.33)

An alternative and agile solution for the feasibility problem is given by another

LMI-based condition stated in Theorem 4.

3.5 Flexible Stabilisability Conditions

3.5.1 With Non-Conservative Multiplier Matrices

A more flexible calculation of multiplier matrices Rk
ic,S

k
ic,Q

k
ic for non-parallel con-

nection systems is given in the following theorem:
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Theorem 4 Let 0 < τi < 1. Suppose that

(i) The following offline LMI optimisations are feasible:

min
P ,Q,S,R

trace(Q) subject to (3.34a)

⎡
⎢⎣A

TPA− τP − CTQC ATPB − CTS

∗ BTPB −R

⎤
⎥⎦ ≺ 0,

P � 0, R � 0,

(3.34b)

for Q := diag[Qi]
h
1 , R := diag[Ri]

h
1 , S := diag[Si]

h
1 ;

(ii) With the offline matrices Qi, Si, Ri obtained from the above offline LMIs

(3.34), the online conditions in the sequel are fulfilled recursively for all k ≥ k0:

(iia) The following LMIs are feasible in Rk
ic,S

k
ic with a chosen parameter εi:⎡

⎢⎣y
kT
i (Qi +Rk

ic)y
k
i ykTi (Si + SkT

ic )

(ST
i + Sk

ic)y
k
i −εiImi

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, (3.35a)

⎡
⎢⎣ −ρi ykTi SkT

ic (Q0ic)
−1

(Q0ic)
−1Sk

icy
k
i −Imi

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Q0ic = −Ri − εiImi

, (3.35b)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , h;

(iib) With the matrices Sk
ic, R

k
ic obtained from the above LMIs (3.35) and the

chosen Q0ic, the following LMIs are feasible in Qk
ic, Q

k
ic := (Qk

1ic)
−1:

ykTi (Rk
ic − SkT

ic Qk
1icS

k
ic)y

k
i −

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i > 0, (3.36a)

⎡
⎢⎣ −ρi ykTi SkT

ic Qk
1ic

Qk
1icS

k
icy

k
i −Imi

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Imi

−Q0icQ
k
1ic � 0, Qk

1ic ≺ 0, (3.36b)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , h.
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-
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Figure 3.1 : Mixed Connection Structure of an Interconnected System.

Then there exist h controls ũi(k), i = 1, 2, . . . , h, satisfying the constraints (3.2)

and (3.11), that stabilise Σ.

Proof: This is a result of Lemma 2, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, as well as the

flexible uses of Q0ic in (3.35b), and Q1ic and Q0ic in (3.36b).

3.6 Parallel Splitting Subsystems

In this section, the coupling vector vi and wi in the above sections are split into two

coupling vectors to explicitly describe the serial and parallel (splitting) connections.

Consider a large-scale system Σ consisting of h units, denoted as Gj, j = 1, ....h like

that described by Figure 3.1.

Each unit Gj, j = 1, 2, ..., h is represented by

Gj :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xj(k + 1) = Aj xj(k) + Bj uj(k) + EΘj vΘj(k) + EΔj vΔj(k),

yj(k) = Cj xj(k), wΘj(k) = FΘj xj(k), wΔj(k) = FΔj xj(k)

(3.37)

where xj(k), uj(k) and yj(k) are the state, control input and measurement output of

each unit.

Unit Gi is said to be connected in serial to unit Gj if there is a nonzero coupling

matrix H ij
Θ with zero or one entries such that vΘj(k) = H ij

ΘwΘi. If Gi is not serially
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connected to Gj set H ij
Θ = 0. Accordingly,

HΘ = [H ij
Θ ]i,j=1,...,h

is regarded as the global serial coupling matrix for vΘ(k) = HΘwΘ(k), where

vΘ(k) := [vTΘ1(k) . . . v
T
Θh(k)]

T , wΘ(k) := [wT
Θ1(k) . . . w

T
Θh(k)]

T . For instance, in Figure

3.1 unit G2 is connected in serial to unit G3.
On the other hand, unit Gi is said to be connected in parallel to unit Gj if there is

nonzero but singular matrix H ij
Δ of zero or one entries such that wΔi(k) = H ij

ΔvΔj. If

Gi is not connected in parallel to Gj, simply set H ij
Δ = 0. Accordingly,

HΔ = [H ij
Δ ]i,j=1,2,...,h

is regarded as the global parallel coupling matrix for wΔ(k) = HΔvΔ, where

vΔ(k) := [vTΔ1(k) . . . v
T
Δh(k)]

T , wΔ(k) := [wT
Δ1(k) . . . w

T
Δh(k)]

T . For instance, in Figure

3.1 unit G3 is connected in parallel to unit G1:

wΔ3(k) = vΔ11(k) + vΔ12(k) = [1 1]vΔ1(k)

for vΔ1(k) = [vTΔ11(k) v
T
Δ12(k)]

T .

In this development, the splitting ratios of wΔ3(k) to vΔ11(k) and vΔ12(k) are

unknown. Now, with the definitions of

A := diag [Aj]
h
1 , B := diag [Bj]

h
1 , EΘ := diag [EΘj]

h
1 ,

EΔ := diag [EΔj]
h
1 , C := diag [Cj]

h
1 , FΘ := diag [FΘj]

h
1 , FΔ := diag [FΔj]

h
1 ,

x(k) := [xT
1 (k) ... x

T
h (k)]

T , u(k) := [uT
1 (k) ... u

T
h (k)]

T ,

(3.38)

the large-scale system has the state space model of the following:

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x(k + 1) = (A+ EΘHΘFΘ)x(k) + Bu(k) + EΔ vΔ(k),

y(k) = C x(k), wΔ(k) = FΔ x(k), wΔ(k) = HΔvΔ(k).

(3.39)

The same control constraint (3.2) is considered for uj(k).
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3.6.1 Interconnection Stabilisability Condition

Denote the null base of

[
FΔ −HΔ

]
as N . If QΔ, SΔ, RΔ are such that

N T

⎡
⎢⎣QΔ SΔ

ST
Δ RΔ

⎤
⎥⎦N ≥ 0, (3.40)

then

ξΔ(k) :=

⎡
⎢⎣ x(k)

vΔ(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣QΔ SΔ

ST
Δ RΔ

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ x(k)

vΔ(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ ≥ 0 (3.41)

for all (x(k), vΔ(k)) satisfying HΔvΔ(k) = FΔ x(k) from (5.24).

Define the quadratic function of

ξj(k) :=

⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣Qj Sj

ST
j Rj

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
vj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ (3.42)

for symmetric matrices Qj and Rj, and matrix Sj of appropriate dimension.

Accordingly,

ξ(k) :=
h∑

j=1

ξj =

⎡
⎢⎣y(k)
u(k)

⎤
⎥⎦

T ⎡
⎢⎣Q S

ST R

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣y(k)
u(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

with Q := diag[Qj]
h
1 , Sj := diag[Sj]

h
1 , R := diag[Rj]

h
1 .

Definition 2 An input-output pair
(
uj(k), yj(k)

)
of unit Gj (3.37) is said to satisfy

the asymptotically surely positive realness constraint with respect to ξj(k), or simply

ASPRC, if

ξj(k) ≥ 0 as k → +∞. (3.43)

One can see that ASPRC (3.43) is an enhanced version of the APRC (3.7).
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Lemma 3 The input-output pair
(
uj(k), yj(k)

)
of unit Gj satisfies the ASPRC if

there is k0 ∈ Z
+ and 0 < γj(k) < 1− ρ with 0 < ρ < 1 and εj(k) > ε with ε > 0 such

that

ξj(k) ≥ 1− sgn(ξj(k − 1))

2

[
γj(k)ξj(k − 1)− εj(k)sgn(ξj(k − 1))

] ∀k > k0. (3.44)

Proof. Note that (3.44) implies ξj(k) ≥ 0 ∀k ≥ k̄ whenever ξj(k̄) ≥ 0. Thus, it is

sufficient to show that there is k̄ < +∞ such that ξj(k̄) ≥ 0. Assume contrarily that

ξj(k) < 0 ∀k > k0, (3.45)

so according to (3.44), ξj(k) ≥ γj(k)ξj(k − 1) + ε ∀k > k0. Particularly,

ξj(k0 + 2) ≥ γj(k0 + 2)ξj(k0 + 1) + ε

≥ γj(k0 + 2)(γj(k0 + 1)ξj(k0) + ε) + ε

> γj(k0 + 2)γj(k0 + 1)ξj(k0) + ε.

By mathematical induction, it can be easily shown that for all k > k0,

ξj(k) > [
k∏

�=k0+1

γj(�)]ξj(k0) + ε,

which leads to ξj(k) > 0 for sufficient large k because [
∏k

�=k0+1 γj(�)]ξj(k0) → 0 as

k → +∞. This contradicts to (3.45). �

The stabilisability condition for Σ (5.24) is stated below.

Theorem 5 For

M(P ,QΔ,SΔ,RΔ,Q,S,R) :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(A+ EΘHΘFΘ)

TP (A+ EΘHΘFΘ)− P +QΔ + CTQC ∗ ∗
BTP (A+ EΘHΘFΘ) + STC BTPB +R ∗
ET

ΔP (A+ EΘHΘFΘ) + ST
ΔFΔ ET

ΔPB ET
ΔPEΔ +RΔ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

(3.46)
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suppose that

(i) The system of LMIs (3.40) and

M(P ,QΔ,SΔ,RΔ,Q,S,R) ≺ 0, P � 0, (3.47)

is feasible in P ,Q,R,S,QΔ,RΔ,SΔ;

(ii) With feasible solution Q,S,R of LMIs (3.47), (3.40) and 0 < γj(k) < 1 − ρ,

0 < η < 1 and εj(k) > ε > 0, the convex constraint (3.44) is recursively feasible in

uj(k).

Then any h feasible uj(k) to (3.44), j = 1, 2, . . . , h, stabilise Σ (5.24).

Proof. Let V (x) := xTPx. By (3.47), there is 0 < α < 1 such that

V (x(k + 1))− (1− α)V (x(k)) + ξΔ(k) + ξ(k) =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x(k)

u(k)

vΔ(k)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

M(P ,QΔ,SΔ,RΔ,Q,S,R)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x(k)

u(k)

vΔ(k)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ αxT (k)Px(k) ≤ 0.

(3.48)

As ξΔ(k) ≥ 0 ∀k and ξ(k) ≥ 0 as k → +∞ by Lemma 3,

V (x(k + 1))− (1− α)V (x(k)) ≤ 0 as k → +∞ (3.49)

so V (x(k))→ 0 as k → +∞, which implies x(k)→ 0 as k → +∞. �

Remark 6 Similarly to Theorem 1, the constraint (3.44) in uj(k) is convex iff Rj ≺ 0

and feasible if, additionally, Qj � 0. Rj ≺ 0 is obviously obtained from LMI (3.46).

On the contrary, Qj � 0 is not a favour condition for an unstable system Σ (5.24).

It is clear that Theorem 5 remains valid whenever the online condition (3.44) is
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replaced by the online feasibility of the following LMI in Qj(k),Sj(k) and Rj(k)

ξkj := ξj(yj(k), uj(k)) =

⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣Qj Sj

ST
j Rj

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ ≥

δj(uj(k), yj(k)) :=

⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣Qj(k) Sj(k)

ST
j (k) Rj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ ∀uj(k)

⇔

⎡
⎢⎣y

T
j (k)(Qj −Qj(k))yj(k) yTj (k)(Sj − Sj(k))

(Sj − Sj(k))
Tyj(k) Rj −Rj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0 (3.50)

and, then, the feasibility in uj(k) of

δj(uj(k), yj(k)) ≥ γj(k)ϕj(k − 1) + εj(k)ψj(k − 1), ∀k > k0, (3.51)

j = 1, 2, . . . , h,

where

ϕj(k) := θj(k−1) δj(uj(k), yj(k)) and ψj(k−1) := −θj(k−1) sgn
(
δj(uj(k−1), yj(k−1))

)
,

for θj(k) :=
1− sgn

(
δj(uj(k), yj(k))

)
2

instead of (3.44).

3.6.2 Decentralised MPC for Parallel Splitting Systems

For implementations,

• Whenever ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) < −ε set

ϕj(k − 1) := ξk−1
j , γj(k) ≡ 1− ρ > 0, ST

j (k) ≡ NyTj (k), (3.52)

where NyTj (k) stands for the base of the zero space of yTj (k). Then (3.50) reads

⎡
⎢⎣y

T
j (k)(Qj −Qj(k))yj(k) yTj (k)Sj

ST
j yj(k) Rj −Rj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0 (3.53)
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and (3.51) is the following quadratic constraint in uj(k),

uT
j (k)Rj(k)uj(k) ≥ −yTj (k)Qj(k)yj(k) + (1− ρ) ξk−1

j + εj(k). (3.54)

Obviously, the condition

yTj (k)Qj(k)yj(k)− (1− ρ) ξk−1
j − εj(k) ≥ 0 (3.55)

is needed to ensure that the intersection of the feasibility set of (3.54) and the

control constraint (3.2) is nonempty.

• Whenever ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) ≥ −ε, (3.51) is replaced by the following

convex constraint in uj(k)

ξj(yj(k),uj(k)) :=

⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣Qj Sj

ST
j Rj

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣yj(k)
uj(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ ≥ 0, (3.56)

provided that yTj (k)
(
Qj − SjR

−1
j ST

j

)
yj(k) ≥ 0.

• Whenever ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) ≥ 0, the system will deems be stabilised.

Theorem 6 Suppose that

(i) The above LMIs (3.47), (3.40) are feasible in P ,QΔ,RΔ,SΔ,Q, R, and S;

(ii) With feasible matrices Q = diag [Qj]
h
1 S = diag [Sj]

h
1 and R = diag [Rj]

h
1 of the

above LMIs (3.47), (3.40) the following recursive conditions hold

(iia) Whenever ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) < −ε LMIs (3.53) and (3.55) are feasible

in Rj(k) and Qj(k);

(iib) Whenever ξj(yj(k−1), uj(k−1)) ≥ −ε, convex constraints (3.56) are feasible

in uj(k);

Then any feasible uj(k) to the convex constraints (3.54) and (3.2) for

ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) < −ε, or to convex constraints (3.56) for

ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) ≥ −ε, stabilise Σ (3.39).
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With a prediction horizon N , the ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is in the

following:

min
uj(k+�), j=1,...,h

N+1∑
�=1

xT
j (k + �)Qjxj(k + �) +

N∑
�=0

uT
j (k + �)Rjuj(k + �) (3.57)

subject to

xj(k + �+ 1) = Ajxj(k + �) + Bjuj(k + �), � = 0, 1, ..., N, (3.58)

(3.54) for j ∈ I−(k) and (3.56) for j ∈ I+(k) (3.59)

where I−(k) := {j ∈ {1, 2, ..., h} : ξj(yj(k − 1), uj(k − 1)) < −ε} and

I+ := {1, 2, ..., h} \ I−(k)
⋂

I++(k),

in which I++(k) :=
{
j ∈ {1, 2, ..., h} : yTj (k)

(
Qj − SjR

−1
j ST

j

)
yj(k) ≥ 0

}
.

For each subsystem, the optimisation problem (3.57)-(3.59) is solved by the local

optimiser for the minimising sequence uj(k + �), j = 0, 1, ..., N but only its first

element uj(k) is applied to control the plant. This rolling or receding process is

repeated at the next time step, and continues thereon.

3.6.3 With Parallel Masking Dissipativity Criterion

A fully decentralised dissipativity criterion up to the subsystem level for parallel

connection systems is given in this section [157]. Consider a large-scale system Σ

consisting of h units, denoted as Gj, j = 1 . . . h. Each unit Gj has gj subsystems,

denoted as Si, i = 1 . . . gj. Each subsystem Si is represented by the discrete-time
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state space model of the form

Si :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Ai xi(k) +Bi ui(k) + Ei vi(k),

yi(k) = Ci xi(k), wi(k) = Fi xi(k),

(3.60)

where Ei = [Eπji Eσji], vTi = [vTπji vTσji], Fi = [Fπji Fσji], wT
i = [wT

πji wT
σji], in

which vσji ∈ Vi ⊂ R
mvσji and wσji ∈ Wi ⊂ R

qwσji are serial coupling input and

output vectors respectively, while vπji ∈ R
mvπj and wπji ∈ R

qwπj are parallel coupling

input and output vectors; xi ∈ Xi ⊂ R
ni is the state vector, yi ∈ Yi ⊂ R

qi is the

measurement output vector, ui ∈ Ui ⊂ R
mi is the control input vector. It is notably

that, there are hΣ :=
∑h

j=1 gj subsystems Si in Σ.

In this section, the same control constraint is considered, i.e.

Ui � {ui : ‖ui‖22 ≤ ρi}. (3.61)

Serial Connections: Two subsystems Sξi and Sζo are said to be serially connected

(SC) if the coupling input vector vσξi of Sξi is the coupling output vector wσζo of Sζo
, i.e.

(SC) vσξi(k) = wσζo(k). (3.62)

In the following, Mj (of unit Gj) denotes the diagonal matrix diag[Mi]
gj
1 , and v∗j

denotes the stacking vector [v∗j1T . . . v∗jgj
T ]T (i.e. unit subscript j remains). A unit

Gj is represented by the block diagonal system formed by gj parallel subsystems Si
as

Gj :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xj(k + 1) = Aj xj(k) + Bj uj(k) + Ej vj(k),

yj(k) = Cj xj(k), wj(k) = Fj xj(k),

(3.63)

where Ej = [Eπj Eσj], v
T
j = [vTπj vTσj], Fj = [Fπj Fσj], w

T
j = [wT

πj wT
σj] . Specifi-

cally, Aj = diag[Ai]
gj
1 , Bj = diag[Bi]

gj
1 , Cj = diag[Ci]

gj
1 , Eπj = diag[Eπji]

gj
1 , Fπj =
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diag[Fπji]
gj
1 , Eσj = diag[Eσji]

gj
1 , Fσj = diag[Fσji]

gj
1 , x

T
j = [xT

j1 . . . x
T
jgj

], uT
j = [uT

j1 . . . u
T
jgj

],

yTj = [yTj1 . . . y
T
jgj

], vTσj = [vTσj1 . . . v
T
σjgj

], wT
σj = [wT

σj1 . . . w
T
σjgj

], vTπj = [vTπj1 . . . v
T
πjgj

],

wT
πj = [wT

πj1 . . . w
T
πjgj

].

Parallel Connections within One Unit: The parallel coupling vectors vπji and wπji

of all subsystems Si belonging to a unit Gj are assumed, without loss of generality,

having the same size. If there is only one parallel signal, the block diagram of the

parallel connections within a unit Gj having three subsystems (gj = 3) is given in

Figure 3.2. The divider operator at vππj in this figure represents the splitting of vππj

into v
(�)
πj .

Two new signals, vππj and wππj are introduced here. While the outputs wπj are

sum up to become wππj, the input vππj is split up into vπj. Their relationships are

represented by two matrices Ψvj and Ψwj
, which are defined as

(PC)
vππj � vπj1 + · · ·+ vπjgj := Ψvjvπj,

wππj � wπj1 + · · ·+ wπjgj := Ψwj
wπj,

(3.64)

where vTπj = [vTπj1 . . . v
T
πjgj

], wT
πj = [wT

πj1 . . . w
T
πjgj

].

In the parallel redundant configuration, where the material or energy flows are split

into smaller flows to each subsystems, it is impossible to have a constant splitting

ratio at all time, but rather dynamic ratios. The splitting ratios between vπji of

vπj should, therefore, be unknown. Due to these unknown splitting ratios of parallel

subsystems, the connectivity of the large-scale interconnection process can not be

established on the basis of subsystems. In later Sections, we tackle this issue by

establishing the dissipativity criteria for a unit consisting of parallel subsystems, i.e

the open-loop subsystems are not necessarily dissipative, but only their auspice unit
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Figure 3.2 : Parallel Splitting of a Unit Gj having Three Subsystems.

is. It is noted here that the common input and output vectors, vππj and wππj, of

parallel connections are involved in the connection processes, instead of vπj and wπj.

In the following, M (of Σ) denotes the diagonal matrix diag[Mj]
h
1 , and v∗ denotes

the stacking vector [v∗1T . . . v∗hT ]T (unit subscripts j vanish). The large-scale system

Σ is represented by the block diagonal system formed by h diagonal units Gj (or hΣ

subsystems Si), and the large-scale interconnection processes Hσ, Hππ as

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +B u(k) + Ev(k)

y(k) = Cx(k), w(k) = Fx(k),

vππ(k) = Hππ wππ(k), vσ(k) = Hσ wσ(k).

(3.65)

where E = [Eπ Eσ], F = [Fπ Fσ], v
T = [vTπ vTσ ], wT = [wT

π wT
σ ] . Specifically, A =

diag[Aj]
h
1 , B = diag[Bj]

h
1 , C = diag[Cj]

h
1 , Eπ = diag[Eπj]

h
1 , Fπ = diag[Fπj]

h
1 , Eσ =

diag[Eσj ]
h
1 , Fσ = diag[Fσj]

h
1 , xT = [x1

T . . . xT
h ], uT = [u1

T . . . uT
h ], yT = [yT1 . . . yTh ],

vTπ = [vTπ1 . . . v
T
πh], wT

π = [wT
π1 . . . w

T
πh], v

T
ππ = [vTππ1 . . . v

T
ππh], w

T
ππ = [wT

ππ1 . . . w
T
ππh],

vTσ = [vTσ1 . . . v
T
σh], wT

σ = [wT
σ1 . . . w

T
σh].
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Figure 3.3 : Block Diagram of the Large-Scale System Σ on the Basis of Units Gj.

The parallel connection process inside Σ is as follows:

vππ(k) = Ψv vπ(k), wππ(k) = Ψw wπ(k), (3.66)

where Ψv := diag[Ψvj ]
h
1 , Ψw := diag[Ψwj

]h1 .

The interconnections between units and subsystems are specified by the intercon-

nection matrices Hππ and Hσ respectively. The elements of Hππ and Hσ are zero or

one only. The block diagrams of the large-scale system Σ from the unit perspective

is depicted by Figure 3.3.

In a decentralised architecture, the stand-alone subsystem model (when all cou-

pling inputs and outputs vanish: vi = 0, wi = 0) is also requisite, which is represented

by

Ss
i :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Ai xi(k) + Bi ui(k),

yi(k) = Ci xi(k).

(3.67)

It is assumed that the changing-over between the duty and standby subsystems
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within one unit is smooth, i.e. state jumps will not incur due to the changing-over

operations. The fault-tolerant controls for duty and standby subsystems, and the

distributed optimisation schemes for parallel operations within one unit, if there are

any, are regarded as internal activities of that unit.

As mentioned in the Introduction chapter, the issue of unknown splitting ratios in

parallel subsystems is tackled by having a combined solution, wherein the APRC is

developed for each individual subsystem Si while the dissipativity criterion is derived

for the unit Gj consisting of gj subsystems Si in parallel.

A unit Gj is said to be quadratically dissipative with respect to the quadratic

supply rate ξj(yjD, ujD) defined as,

ξj
(
yjD(k), ujD(k)

)
�

⎡
⎢⎣yjD(k)
ujD(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣Qj Sj

ST
j Rj

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣yjD(k)
ujD(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.68)

where yTjD := [yTj w
T
ππjw

T
σj], uT

jD := [uT
j v

T
ππjv

T
σj], the multiplier matrices Qj, Sj, Rj are

block diagonal of the form

Qj := diag{Q11j, Q22j, Q33j}, Sj := diag{S11j, S22j, S33j}, Rj := diag{R11j, R22j, R33j},

in which each block element has a block diagonal structure corresponding to sub-

system dimensions, with symmetric Qj and Rj, if there exists a nonnegative C1

function, addressed as storage function, Vj(xj(k)), Vj(0) = 0, such that for all ujD

and all k ∈ Z
+, the following dissipation inequality is satisfied irrespectively of the

initial value of the state xj(0):

Vj

(
xj(k + 1)

)− τjVj

(
xj(k)

) ≤ ξj
(
yjD(k), ujD(k)

)
, 0 < τj < 1. (3.69)

The square storage function of the form Vj

(
x(k)

)
= xj(k)

TPjxj(k), Pj = P T
j � 0,

is considered in this chapter. Define
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• The dissipativity matrices of the large-scale system Σ as Q11 := diag[Q11j]
h
1 ,

S11 := diag[S11j]
h
1 , R11 := diag[R11j]

h
1 , Q22 := diag[Q22j]

h
1 , S22 := diag[S22j]

h
1 ,

R22 := diag[R22j]
h
1 , Q33 := diag[Q33j]

h
1 , S33 := diag[S33j]

h
1 , R33 := diag[R33j]

h
1 ;

• The dissipativity matrices of unit Gj asQ11j := diag[Q11i]
gj
1 , Q22j := diag[Q22i]

gj
1 ,

Q33j := diag[Q33i]
gj
1 , S11j := diag[S11i]

gj
1 , S22j := diag[S22i]

gj
1 , S33j := diag[S33i]

gj
1 ,

R11j := diag[R11i]
gj
1 , R22j := diag[R22i]

gj
1 , R33j := diag[R33i]

gj
1 , where Q11i, R11i

are symmetric matrices of dimensions qi×qi,mi×mi respectively, Q22i, R22i are

symmetric matrices of dimensions qwπj
×qwπj

,mvπj
×mvπj

respectively, Q33i, R33i

are symmetric matrices of dimensions qwσji
× qwσji

,mvσji
× mvσji

respectively,

S11i are rectangular matrices of qi × mi dimensions, S22i are rectangular ma-

trices of qwπj
×mvπj

dimensions, S33i are rectangular matrices of qwσji
×mvσji

dimensions;

• The multiplier matrices for the APRC of the large-scale diagonal controller as

Qk
c := diag[Qk

ic]j=1...h,i=1...gj , S
k
c := diag[Sk

ic]j=1...h,i=1...gj , R
k
c := diag[Rk

ic]j=1...h,i=1...gj .

The interconnection stabilisability condition for the large-scale system based on

the APRC is stated next.

Theorem 7 Let 0 < τj < 1. Suppose that

(i) The following LMIs are feasible in Pj,Q11i, S11i,R11i,Q22j,S22j,R22j,

Q33j,S33j,R33j :

QLπ ≺ 0, QLσ ≺ 0, (3.70a)
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

QjL M12 M13 M14

∗ M22 Bj
TPjEπj Bj

TPjEσj

∗ ∗ M33 0

∗ ∗ ∗ M44

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
≺ 0, Pj � 0, Q11j ≺ 0, R11j � 0,

j = 1 . . . h, i = 1 . . . gj,

(3.70b)

where

M12 := Aj
TPjBj − CT

j S11j, M13 := Aj
TPjEπj − F T

πjΨ
T
wj
S22jΨvj ,

M14 := Aj
TPjEσj − F T

σjS33j, M22 := Bj
TPjBj −R11j,

M33 := ET
πjPjEπj − Ψvj

TR22jΨvj , M44 := ET
σjPjEσj −R33j,

QjL := AT
j PjAj − τjPj − CT

j Q11jCj − F T
σjQ33jFσj − F T

πjΨwj

TQ22jΨwj
Fπj,

QLπ := ΨT
wQ22Ψw + ΨT

wH
T
ππR22HππΨw,+ΨT

wS22HππΨw + ΨT
wH

T
ππS

T
22Ψw,

QLσ := Q33 + S33Hσ +HT
σ S

T
33 +HT

σ R33Hσ;

(ii) With feasible solution R11j, S11j, Q11j of the above system of LMIs (3.70),

Qic ≡ −R11i, Sic ≡ −S11i, Ric ≡ −Q11i and the following APRC-based constraint in

uk
i is recursively feasible for all k > k0:

uk
iQicu

k
i + 2ykTi ST

icu
k
i ≥

1

2
γi(k)ϕ

k−1
i − ykTi Ricy

k
i , (3.71)

with 0 ≤ γi(k) < 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h.

Then any h controls ũk
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , h, feasible to (3.71) stabilise Σ (3.60).

Proof:

(a) Quadratical Dissipativity of Unit Gj:
By substituting the model of Gj (3.63) and the parallel connections of (3.64) into

the dissipation inequality of (3.69), it follows that Gj is quadratically dissipative w.r.t
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the supply rate (3.68) (i.e. with respect to the output and input pair of yjD =

(yTj , (Ψwj
wπj)

T , wT
σj)

T , ujD = (uT
j , (Ψvjvπj)

T , vTσj)
T if and only if LMI (3.70b) holds

(see, e.g., [16]). Thus (3.69) is verified for all (yjD, ujD).

(b) Stabilisability: Define ξkc := u(k)TQk
cu(k) + 2y(k)TSkT

c u(k) + y(k)TRk
cy(k).

Under the condition (ii), there are unconstrained ui(k) feasible to (3.11).

Using (3.69) and the diagonality of Q11, Q22, Q33, S11, S22, S33, R11, R22, R33, we

obtain for V
(
x(k)

)
:=
∑h

j=1 Vj

(
xj(k)

)
,

V
(
x(k + 1)

)− τV
(
x(k)

) ≤ ξ
(
(yk, wk

ππ, w
k
σ), (u

k, vkππ, v
k
σ)
)
,

where

ξ
(
(yk, wk

ππ, w
k
σ), (u

k, vkππ, v
k
σ)
)
= (ykTQ11y

k + 2ykTS11u
k + ukTR11u

k)

+(wkT
ππQ22w

k
ππ + 2wkT

ππS22v
k
ππ + vkTππR22v

k
ππ) + (wkT

σ Q33w
k
σ + 2wkT

σ S33v
k
σ + vkTσ R33v

k
σ).

Then, due to (3.66), (3.70a) and the APRC w.r.t. ξic (refer to Theorem 1 proof), it

follows that

V (x(k + 1)) ≤ τV (x(k)) +
1

2
γk|ϕ(k − 1)|.

Similar to Theorem 1, V (x(k))→ 0 as k → +∞.

We have shown that the issue of unknown splitting ratios have been solved by

applying the common input and output vectors (vππj(k), wππj(k)) representing the

sums of parallel coupling vectors in the supply rates of dissipative units. This is a

parallel masking method. The present stabilisability condition is fully decentralised,

yet naturally eliminates any conservativeness caused by the fixed splitting ratios of

material or energy flows of dynamically-coupled subsystems.
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3.7 Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations with Matlab Yalmip toolbox and MPC toolbox have been

conducted with different scenarios to investigate the effectiveness of the present ap-

proaches.

3.7.1 Illustrative Example 1

A. Without Parallel Splitting Connections

The following state space models with state feedbacks, but not output feedbacks with

state estimations, are considered in this numerical example:

ẋ(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A1

A2

A3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦x(t) +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B1

B2

B3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦u(t) +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
E1

E2

E3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ v(t), (3.72)

w(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
F1

F2

F3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦x(t), v(t) = Hw(t), (3.73)

y(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
C1

C2

C3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦u(t), (3.74)
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where

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1.4 0.3 0

0 −1.8 1.5

0.1 −2.7 1.06

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
5.1

0

3.8

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.76 0 0.25

.48 −0.56 0

0 0.2 −0.34

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B2 = −

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
4.2

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

A3 =

⎡
⎢⎣−4.3 5.9

−1.8 2.7

⎤
⎥⎦ , B3 =

⎡
⎢⎣1 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , E3 =

⎡
⎢⎣6.95

0

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

C1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , F1 =

[
1 0 0

]
, C2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , F2 =

[
0 0 1

]
,

C3 =

⎡
⎢⎣1 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , F3 =

[
0 1 0

]
, H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1

1 0 0

0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

The predictive horizons Ni ≡ 6, i = 1, 2, 3, have been chosen for all subsystems.

The MPC weighting matrices are set as follows:

R1 = diag{0.2, 0.2}, Q1 = diag{1, 1, 2}, R2 = diag{0.2, 0.2, 0.2},
Q2 = diag{1.5, 2.4, 1.6}, R3 = diag{0.5, 0.5}, Q3 = diag{1, 3}.

The constraints on the control inputs are set up as

‖u1‖2 � 2, ‖u2‖2 � 2, ‖u3‖2 � 2.

The initial states are as follows:

x1(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

8

−7
−8

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x2(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−6
8

−1.5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x3(0) =

⎡
⎢⎣ .55

−1.4

⎤
⎥⎦ .
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Figure 3.4 : Decentralised MPCs for the Pre-Desilication Unit Without both
Stabilising Constraints and Control Bounds - Time Responses.

The unconstrained and decentralised MPCs are not able to stabilise the intercon-

nected system, as shown in Figure 3.4. ‖x‖ in this and the following figures denotes

the �2−norm ‖x‖2. This system is open-loop unstable. Its discrete-time eigenvalues

are as follows:

1.1634 + 0.2051i, 1.1634− 0.2051i, 0.5411 + 0.1302i,

0.5411− 0.1302i, 0.8628 + 0.3398i, 0.8628− 0.3398i,

0.7623 + 0.3412i, and 0.7623− 0.3412i.

Figure 3.5 depicts the plant-output time responses of three interconnection sub-

systems regulated by control constrained and decentralised MPCs. In this simulation,

the stabilising constraints are not used. The system is clearly unstable, asymptoti-

cally.

Decentralised MPC with APRC-Based Stabilising Constraints:

When the APRC-based decentralised optimisation problem is employed, the time
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Figure 3.5 : Decentralised MPCs for the Pre-Desilication Unit Without
Stabilising Constraints - Time Responses.

responses are shown in Figure 3.6, indicating clearly a stabilised interconnected sys-

tem. The multiplier matrices Qic, Sic, Ric have been redesigned online using LMIs in

Theorem 3 once ξkic < 0. Simulation results from Theorem 2 are quite similar to those

from Theorem 3 in this particular example. The offline multiplier matrices are as

follows:

Q122 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−11.7867 −34.2257 0.3111

−34.2257 21.5558 −55.3959
0.3111 −55.3959 −72.5118

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Q222 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−32.6274 −11.8166 −0.7111
−11.8166 −4.6037 −3.8606
−0.7111 −3.8606 −17.3838

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Q322 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 4.6137 −29.6772
−29.6772 −49.3944

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

S122 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

5.7491

−0.5833
−13.5016

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S222 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

5.9834 0.0064 −3.3183
0.0064 22.5096 −0.5098
−3.3183 −0.5098 24.4831

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S322 =

⎡
⎢⎣−4.5162 1.0599

1.0599 −11.0225

⎤
⎥⎦ ,
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Figure 3.6 : APRC-Based Decentralised MPCs of the Pre-Desilication Unit
with Online Updated Multiplier Matrices - Time Responses.

R122 = 77.0619, R222 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
75.6640 0.1853 0.5272

0.1853 80.2649 −0.1551
0.5272 −0.1551 83.0173

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , R322 =

⎡
⎢⎣76.3570 −0.3167
−0.3167 76.9403

⎤
⎥⎦ .

x1(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−3
3

−6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x2(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

4

−2
−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x3(0) =

⎡
⎢⎣−1
−1

⎤
⎥⎦

The flexible and decentralised multiplier matrices in Theorem 4 has produced

stabilised trajectories as shown in Figure 3.7.

B. With Parallel Splitting Connections

Now, the simulations with parallel splitting units are provided and compared to those

without parallel splitting connections. Considering G1, G2 and G2 being interconnected
as per Figure 3.1. The state space models as as follows:
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Figure 3.7 : APRC-Based Decentralised MPCs of the Pre-Desilication Unit
with Flexible Multiplier Matrices - Time Responses.

G1 : A1 = diag

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1.4 .3 0

0 −1.8 1.5

.1 −2.7 1.06

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1.6 .2 0

0 −2.1 1.7

.3 −1.8 .9

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

B1 = diag[(0, 0, 1)T , (0, 0, 1)T ], EΔ1 = diag[(2, 0, 2)T , (2, 0, 2)T ], EΘ1 = 0,

C1 = I6, FΔ1 =

[
1 0 0 1 0 0

]
, FΘ1 =

[
0 0 0

]
,

G2 : A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−.76 0 .25

.48 − .56 0

0 .2− .34

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B2 = −

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , EΔ2 = 0, EΘ2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3.6

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

C2 = I3, FΔ2 =

[
0 0 0

]
, FΘ2 =

[
0 0 1

]
,

G3 : A3 =

⎡
⎢⎣−4.3 5.9

−1.8 2.7

⎤
⎥⎦ , B3 =

⎡
⎢⎣1 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , EΔ3 = 0, EΘ =

⎡
⎢⎣6
0

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

C3 = I2, FΔ3 =

[
1 0

]
, FΘ3 =

[
0 0

]
,
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HΔ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , HΘ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

The predictive horizons are set with N1 = N2 = N3 = 6. The weighting matrices

Q1 = diag{1, 1, 2; 1, 1, 1.2}, R1 = diag{2, 0.6}, Q2 = diag{1.5, 2.4, 1.6},
R2 = diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.5}, Q3 = diag{1, 3}, R3 = diag{0.5, 1}, and the initial state vec-

tors x1(0) = [2 −2 −3 −2 1.2 −0.5]T , x2(0) = [−3 2 −1]T , x3(0) = [1 −0.8]T are

chosen. The following bounds on the control inputs are considered in this simulation

study: ‖u11‖2 � 2, ‖u12‖2 � 2, ‖u2‖2 � 2, ‖u3‖2 � 2.

Unconstrained Decentralised MPCs

In the first simulation, the decentralised MPCs alone, without the ASPRC-based

stabilising constraints, are unable to stabilise the system when the control bounds

are also absent, as shown in Figure 3.8.

Decentralised MPCs without ASPRC

The trends produced by the decentralised MPC with control bounds, but without

the ASPRC-based stabilising constraints, are then given in Figure 3.9. The system

is clearly not stabilised asymptotically. It also shows, in the same figure, that the

large-scale system is open-loop unstable with ‖x‖2 multiplied by 10−4. It is noted

that ‖x‖ is printed in this and the following figures, instead of ‖x‖2.
Now, a random variable is deployed to simulate the unknown splitting ratios, as

follows:

Eπ1 = diag{α(k) ∗ 2 ∗ (2, 0, 2)T , (1− α(k)) ∗ 2 ∗ (2, 0, 2)T}, α(k) ∈ (0, 1). (3.75)

The trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
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Figure 3.8 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Decentralised MPC without both
Stabilising Constraints and Control Bounds - Time Responses.
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Figure 3.10 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure -
Decentralised MPC without Stabilising Constraints - Unknown Splitting
Ratios.
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Figure 3.11 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure -
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Figure 3.12 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure -
Equal Splitting Ratio - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC

B.1 Case Study 1

B.1.1 Mixed Connection Structure

When ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is run by subsystems of units 1, 2 and

3, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.12.

The offline multiplier matrices Qji, Sji, Rji are listed below, with the denotations

Rj = diag[Rji]
gj
i=1, Sj = diag[Sji]

gj
i=1, Qj = diag[Qji]

gj
i=1 as per Theorem 5, in which gj is

the number of subsystems of the unit Gj. The ASPRC coefficients γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 0.99

have been used in this simulation.

Q11 = 104

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1.2689 −1.4172 −0.0795
−1.4172 9.7890 −3.6063
−0.0795 −3.6063 −3.8168

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Q2 = 104

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−2.2824 −0.2336 −0.0036
−0.2336 −1.7564 −0.1088
−0.0036 −0.1088 9.2822

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Q3 = 104

⎡
⎢⎣6.8503 0.1993

0.1993 −2.9051

⎤
⎥⎦ ,
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Figure 3.13 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
- ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios -
Simulation 1.

S11 = 103

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2.4649

0.7294

−5.0120

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S2 = 103

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.0012 0.1490 0.0146

0.1490 4.5902 0.2324

0.0146 0.2324 6.5412

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S3 = 103

⎡
⎢⎣0.0018 0.1259

0.1259 −1.5170

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

R11 = −3.0399× 104, R2 = 104

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−2.2881 0.0003 −0.0006
0.0003 −2.4092 −0.0030
−0.0006 −0.0030 −2.4433

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , R3 = 104

⎡
⎢⎣−2.2744 0.0043

0.0043 −2.3146

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Now, a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate the

unknown splitting ratios, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given

in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.

Smooth Control Actions

In this simulation, the weighting matrices of Q1 = diag{1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1},
R1 = diag{2.5, 2.5}, Q2 = diag{1, 1, 1}, R2 = diag{1, 1, 1}, Q3 = diag{1, 1},
R3 = diag{1.5, 2.5}, and the initial state vectors of x1(0) = [6.4 − 5.6 − 6.4,

1.6 −1.4 −1.6]T , x2(0) = [−6 8 −1.5]T , x3(0) = [.55 −1.4]T are set up. The ASPRC

coefficients of γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 1− 10−12 are deployed herein.
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Figure 3.14 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
- ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios -
Simulation 2.

When ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is run by subsystems of units 1, 2 and

3, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.15.

Now, a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate the

unknown splitting ratio, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given in

Figures 3.16 and 3.17. It is clearly that the smoother control actions are traded off

by the longer convergent time of states towards the equilibrium.

B.1.2 Parallel Connection Structure Only

Next, consider G2 and G3 as one unit, which connects in parallel to unit G1, and
there is no serial connection between them, so HΔ remains unchanged, but Hθ = 0

with FΔ2 = [0 0 1], FΘ2 = [0 0 0].

When the ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is run by subsystems of units 1 and

2, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.18. The system

is also stabilised by this parallel-only interconnection structure.
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Figure 3.15 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
- ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with an Equal Splitting Ratio -
Smooth Control.
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Figure 3.16 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
- ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios -
Smooth Control - Simulation 1.
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Figure 3.17 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
- ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios -
Smooth Control - Simulation 2

Now, a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate the

unknown splitting ratios, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given

in Figures 3.19 and 3.20.

B.1.3 Serial Connection Structure Only

Lastly in this section, to show the importance of the mixed connection structure

models, the multiplier matrices of non-parallel systems are used in the following sim-

ulation. They are found when one subsystem inside unit G1 is absent. The multiplier

matrices for two subsystems in this first unit are identical. G1 state space model is as

follows:

A1 = diag

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1.4 .3 0

0 −1.8 1.5

.1 −2.7 1.06

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1.4 .3 0

0 −1.8 1.5

.1 −2.7 1.06

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

B1 = diag[(0, 0, 1)T , (0, 0, 1)T ], EΘ1 = diag[(2, 0, 2)T , (2, 0, 2)T ], EΔ1 = 0, C1 = I6,
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Figure 3.18 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Parallel Connection Structure
Only - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with an Equal Splitting Ratio.
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Figure 3.19 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Parallel Connection Structure
Only - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratio
- Simulation 1.
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Figure 3.20 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Parallel Connection Structure
Only - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratio
- Simulation 2.

FΘ1 =

⎡
⎢⎣1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎦ , FΔ1 = [0 0 0].

When the ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is run by three individual subsys-

tems, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.21. The

system is also stabilised, but has much larger oscillations of control actions around

the zero equilibrium point, compared to those in the mixed connection and parallel

connection structures, presented above.

When the a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate the

unknown splitting ratios, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given

in Figures 3.22 and 3.23.

B.2 Case Study 2

In the following, a different set of initial states are used. The weighting matrices

of Q1 = diag{1, 1, 2; 1.5, 1.5, 2.5}, R1 = diag{2, 0.2}, Q2 = diag{1.5, 2.4, 1.6},
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Figure 3.21 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Serial Connection Structure
Only - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with an Equal Splitting Ratio.
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Figure 3.22 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Serial Connection Structure
Only - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios
- Simulation 1.
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Figure 3.23 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Serial Connection Struc-
ture Only - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Split-
ting Ratios - Simulation 2.

R2 = diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.5}, Q3 = diag{1, 3}, R3 = diag{0.5, 0.5}, and the initial state

vectors of x1(0) = [6.4 − 5.6 − 6.4, 1.6 − 1.4 − 1.6]T , x2(0) = [−6 8 − 1.5]T ,

x3(0) = [.55 − 1.4]T are set up for the simulations in this section.

B.2.1 Mixed Connection Structure

When ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is run by subsystems of units 1, 2 and

3, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.24.

Now, a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate the

unknown splitting ratio, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given in

Figures 3.25 and 3.26.

B.2.2 Parallel Connection Structure Only

When the ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC is run by subsystems of units 1 and

2, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.27. The system
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Figure 3.24 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with an Equal Splitting Ra-
tio.
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Figure 3.25 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure
Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ra-
tios - Simulation 1.
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Figure 3.26 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Mixed Connection Structure Case 2
- ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios - Simula-
tion 2.

is also stabilised by this parallel-only interconnection structure.

Now, a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate the

unknown splitting ratios, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are given

in Figures 3.28 and 3.29.

The system is also stabilised, but has much larger oscillations of control actions

around the zero equilibrium point, compared to those in the mixed connection and

parallel connection structures, presented above.

When the a random variable α(k) ∈ (0, 1) as per (3.75) is deployed to simulate

the unknown splitting ratios, the trends for two different random sets of α(k) are

given in Figures 3.31 and 3.32. In these simulations, the constant εj between 10−3 to

10 has been chosen.

B.2.3 Serial Connection Structure Only

When the ASPRC-based Decentralised MPC Procedure is run by three individual
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Figure 3.27 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Parallel Connection Structure
Only Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with an Equal Splitting
Ratio.
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Figure 3.28 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Parallel Connection Structure
Only Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting
Ratios - Simulation 1.
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Figure 3.29 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Parallel Connection Structure
Only Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting
Ratios - Simulation 2.
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Figure 3.30 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Serial Connection Structure
Only Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with an Equal Splitting
Ratio.
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Figure 3.31 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Serial Connection Structure Only
Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios -
Simulation 1.
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Figure 3.32 : Parallel Splitting Systems - Serial Connection Structure Only
Case 2 - ASPRC-Based Decentralised MPC with Unknown Splitting Ratios -
Simulation 2.
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subsystems, the trends of uj(k), ‖x(k)‖2 and minj=1,2,3 ξj are given in Figure 3.30.

The simulations in this subsection have shown that the mixed connection structure

is the only one that provides stabilised trends within the simulated time interval.

3.7.2 Illustrative Example 2

The following state space models and state feedback controllers are considered:

ẋ(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A1

A2

A3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦x(t) +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B1

B2

B3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦u(t) +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
E1

E2

E3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ v(t),

w(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
F1

F2

F3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦x(t), v(t) = Hw(t), y(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
C1

C2

C3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦u(t),

where

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−28.8 0 0

17.2 −5.9 0

−8.4 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0

0 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , C1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−14.4 0 0

17.8 −.6 0

−3 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , C2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

A3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−16.3 0 0

11.9 −.7 0

−6.2 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−.1 0

1 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , C3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

and

E1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −9.21
0 14.57

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
18.44 0 −12.35 0

0 0 0 0

0 1.47 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
23.64 0

0 0

0 1.81

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

F1 =

⎡
⎢⎣0.1 0 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , F2 =

⎡
⎢⎣0.1 0 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , F3 =

[
0 0.7 0

]
,
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while

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

State feedbacks are pragmatically applied in many industrial process control ap-

plications. The weighting matrices in (3.25) are set as follows:

R1 = diag{2, 1}, Q1 = diag{5, 1, 2}, R2 = 1,

Q2 = diag{1, 1, 2}, R3 = diag{0.5, 1}, Q3 = diag{4, 1, 5}.
The constraints on the control inputs are set up as

‖u1‖2 � 2, ‖u2‖2 � 10, ‖u3‖2 � 10.

The initial states are as follows:

x1(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

7

14

−10

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x2(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−12
−55
16

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x3(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−9
7

−6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

Figure 3.33 depicts the time responses of three interconnection subsystems regu-

lated by decentralised MPC controllers. In this simulation, the stabilising constraints

are not used. The system is clearly unstable.

Decentralised MPC with APRC-Based Stabilising Constraints:

When the decentralised optimisation problem (3.25) is employed, the time re-

sponses are shown in Figure 3.34, indicating clearly a stabilised interconnected sys-

tem. Theorem 2 has been used in this simulation. The offline multiplier matrices are

as follows:
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Circuit with Online Updated Multiplier Matrices - Time Responses.
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Q1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
4.1774 0.7683 1.3327

0.7683 0.5076 −2.4361
1.3327 −2.4361 −0.8254

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Q2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

3.3861 −1.1387 0.1554

−1.1387 −1.9627 −0.2457
0.1554 −0.2457 −3.7694

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Q3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2.8385 −1.5048 0.3944

−1.5048 0.0517 −0.1730
0.3944 −0.1730 −2.2238

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

S1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.1220 0.3023

−0.1395 0.1755

0.2939 −0.8126

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.0295 0

−0.1505 0

−0.9662 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.7497 0.2595

−0.8920 −0.1391
−0.1594 −0.9415

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

R1 =

⎡
⎢⎣3.4771 0.2019

0.2019 3.7955

⎤
⎥⎦ , R2 =

⎡
⎢⎣3.6754 0

0 3.3593

⎤
⎥⎦ , R3 =

⎡
⎢⎣3.8203 0.0483

0.0483 3.7358

⎤
⎥⎦ .

The time responses for a different set of initial states of the following:

x1(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1

.7

3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x2(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
.9

.6

2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , x3(0) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
.2

.8

4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

are provided in Figure 3.35. The system is also stabilised, but the settling time is

longer, compared to those in Figure 3.34.

Centralised MPC

The centralised MPC using the mpcmove function does not work due to unstable

system models. Its open-loop discrete-time eigenvalues are as follows:

0.0907, 0.7866, 0.9608,

2.2349, 1.2941, 0.4623,

−0.0004 + 0.0014i, −0.0004− 0.0014i, and 0.
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Figure 3.35 : APRC-Based Decentralised MPCs of the Counter-Current Washing
Circuit with Online Updated Multiplier Matrices - Time Responses.

3.8 Concluding Remarks

A stabilisability conditions for interconnected systems in the discrete time domain

have been derived in this chapter based on the newly introduced asymptotically posi-

tive realness constraint (APRC) and its enhancement version of asymptotically surely

positive realness constraint (ASPRC). Parallel splitting connections are considered as

an essential part of the theoretical developments. A constructive approach of MPC

stabilising constraints has subsequently been presented for feasible implementations.

The numerical simulations for the developed APRC-based and ASPRC-based decen-

tralised MPC strategies with two interconnected systems have been investigated with

a Matlab Yalmip toolbox.
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Chapter 4

Extended Implementation Methods

Semi-Automatic Control with Stabilising Agent and

Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraint for

Distributed Model Predictive Control

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Stabilising Agent for Semi-Automatic Control Systems

In processing and manufacturing industries, a complex plant can be viewed as a

large-scale system formed by various subsystems interconnected to each other in an

arbitrary connection topology. By virtue of intricate interactions between state vari-

ables within a subsystem, the computerised control system is normally designed such

that a dedicated multivariable controller is installed for each of its single subsystem.

The multiple installations translate into a new requirement on the orchestration for

these multivariable controllers to avoid destabilisations owing to the coupling effects

between subsystems [128, 125]. To assure the continuous operability and maintain-

ability of the aggregated plant, all of these controllers operate in two modes, auto-

matic and manual, which allow for human machine interfaces (HMI) and switching

between the remote control-room operators and the automatic control algorithms.

As a consequence, the large-scale system may operate in a semi-automatic control

mode wherein feedback control and manual regulations coexist. The manual control

tasks in a large-scale plant are usually executed via the remote HMI functions of the
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computerised system in a remote control room. The semi-automatic control opera-

tions that require both man machine interactions and automatic regulations may be

classified as subsystem start-ups or warm-restarts after a shutdown, and subsystem

operational mode changes. By virtue of these activities, the plant-wide operational

performances are likely to be disturbed. Or even worse, they may cause a shutdown

from the process upsets and unexpected instabilities. Confining the interconnected

system within the stabilising boundaries in all operational modes will be essential for

a safe and reliable operation.

An approach of stabilising-bounds for the control of interconnected systems in a

decentralised architecture is developed in this chapter. Herein, the APRC is used

by the stabilising agent to derive the stabilising bounds on-the-fly in a segregated

and independent manner. It also steers the system into a stabilisable region, from

which the controller takes over the stabilisation task by employing the APRC-based

stability constraint in its optimisation formulation.

The method of stabilising interconnected systems with external agents developed

in this chapter stems from the idea of splitting (implicitly) the stabilising mechanism

with the control algorithm. We are inspired by the segregation principle in reliability

designs [141] when developing this stabilising strategy. Roughly speaking, the sta-

bilising agents look at the system inputs and outputs as an alias of the associated

controllers and use their online and historical data to decide necessary intervening

actions required for avoiding destabilisations. The stabilising mechanism will initiate

an immediate overriding action to steer the system into a stablisable trajectory upon

any deviations from its evaluated APRC region. The physical isolation of stabilis-

ing agents from the automatic controllers ensures that the system is stabilisable in

various operational modes. These agents continuously monitor the controller input
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and output trajectories, as well as limit the manipulations within the stabilisable

boundaries.

The problem set ups and stabilisability condition with non-zero set-point supply

rate and the equilibrium independent dissipativity is developed at the end of this

chapter. Time varying set points are widespread used in the industrial model predic-

tive control schemes that have dynamic steady state calculations (se, e.g., [148]). In

these schemes, the economic objective functions are primarily used to set the target

for the underlying MPC algorithm. As a result, the calculated steady states are dy-

namic and updated at every time step for the MPC. The stabilisation with non-zero

and dynamic set points are, therefore, crucial for the industrial MPC applications.

4.1.2 Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraint

In the second part of this chapter, the APRC is developed into a receding-horizon

stability constraint for the distributed model predictive controller. The APRC-based

receding-horizon stability constraint is an asymptotic terminal constraint on the con-

trol vector. A one-time-step constraint on the last vector in the predictive control

sequence is derived and imposed on the local MPC optimisation. Since the receding-

horizon stability constraints are formulated with state predictions towards the end

of the predictive horizon, the system trajectory is not required to satisfy the APRC

at the current time step. This is much more flexible and easier to solve than the

one-time-step constraint on the initial control vector presented in Chapter 3. This

approach has, however, been critisised as lacking of robustness to large model un-

certainties. The predictive horizon will, therefore, need to be gradually decreased

back to the one step version to guarantee the closed-loop stability, yet being able

to eliminate the conservativeness of a one-time-step stability constraint. The term
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receding-horizon stability constraint, therefore, well describes the development.

4.2 Stabilising Agent

Consider the system and control model having a control constraint in Chapter 3. In

this section, the open-loop model predictive control (MPC) algorithm without any

stabilising constraints is implemented for the multivariable controller of each single

subsystem. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the given MPC vectors ûi(k) may destabilise

the large-scale system. As a solution, the control inputs will be corrected on-the-fly

in a segregated fashion by the stabilising agent so as the APRCs are always feasible.

In other words, we are concerned with the design of h disparate laws to implement

the stabilising agents segregated from the local MPCs of h associated subsystems Si
in a decentralised configuration. In the online operation, a stabilising agent accesses

the input and output vectors of Si and its controller Ci from an alias position. The

online and historical data of Si and Ci are used to deduce the APRC-based stabilising

bounds for the outputs of Ci (i.e. control inputs of Si). An immediate overriding

action will be initiated to steer the system back into a stabilisable state upon any

deviations from the evaluated stabilising regions. The physical isolation of stabilising

agents from their associated controllers ensures that the stabilising bounds will be

derived despite of operational modes. The communication between local agents is not

available for coordinations.

4.2.1 Stabilising Agent Operation

The mechanism of stabilising agents is developed from the stabilisability condition in

Theorem 2 for linear systems. The block diagram shown in Figure 4.1 describes the

activities of a stabilising agent, which are also listed in the following:
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Figure 4.1 : Stabilising Agent Activities.

• Monitor the values of ξkic and check their negativeness. The controllers run their

own control algorithms without any additional constraints until the first initial

time k0(i), at which ξkic < 0, is detected.

• A tuning scalar ρi is used in our approach. It will prevent a conservative over-

ridden action by having the stabilising agent activated only when ξkic < −ρ2i
instead of ξkic < 0.

• Calculate the stabilising bounds ũi if ξ
k
ic < −ρ2i based on the APRC (3.11) and

the control constraint (3.2) with respect to the variable ui using the value of

ξk−1
ic calculated in the immediate previous step. Then override the predicted

control ûi produced by the controller with ũi.

• Derive the stabilisable time k̄ based on the positiveness of ξkic.

• Employ the inequality of APRC when γi(k) = 0 (i.e. ξkic ≥ 0) as a stability
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constraint in the MPC optimisation problem from time k̄.

In short, the stabilising agent initially remains inactive. It only calculates and

monitors ξkic until the first time instant k0(i), at which ξkic < −ρ2i . Such negative

values of ξkic will activate the corresponding stabilising agents. The time step k0(i) then

becomes the initial time for activating the procedure that calculates the stabilising

bounds. The stabilising agent will only remain active until k̄(i) at which ξkic changes its

sign from negative to positive. We now have sufficient details to outline the algorithm

of a stabilising agent in the next subsection.

4.2.2 Constructive Procedure for Stabilising Agents

Assuming that the sampling and updating time instants of all subsystems and their

controllers are synchronised, the detailed algorithm of stabilising agents is given in

the below procedure.

Procedure 4.1– Stabilising Agent for a Linear Subsystem

1. Offline:

• The dissipativity matrices Qi11, Si11, Ri11, Qi22, Si22, Ri22 and Pi, and mul-

tiplier matrices Q0
ic, S

0
ic and R0

ic for all subsystems Si are predetermined

from LMIs (3.34) rendered in Theorem 2 and 0 � R0
ic � S0T

ic (Q0
ic)

−1S0
ic.

• Select the tuning parameter ρi for each subsystem.

2. Online: Initially, there are not any additional constraints imposed on the con-

trollers at k = 0 that generate the predicted control ûi(k). For each subsystem

Si, i = 1, ..., h, declare two variables k0(i) and k̄(i). Select γi as a tuning pa-
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rameter (only time-invariant γi is used in this procedure). At every time step

k > 0,

• Step 1: Initiating k0(i)

– Iterate the predicted control ûi(k) generated by the controller and

controlled outputs yi(k) to calculate ξkic;

– Verify ξkic < −ρ2i . If true, assign k to k0(i), and go to Step 2.

• Step 2: Stabilising Bounds

While ξkic < −ρ2i , activate the stability bound calculation for the local

controller of Si that already has k0(i) assigned to (i.e. ξk0ic < −ρ2i ):

– Update the multiplier matrices Qk
ic, S

k
ic, R

k
ic by solving LMIs in The-

orem 2 or those in Theorem 4 using the offline dissipativity matrices

Qi22, Si22, Ri22, the output yki and ξk−1
ic ;

– Calculate the stabilising bound vector ũi(k) for the activated Si by
solving the optimisation problem of the following:

min
ũi(k)

‖ũi(k)− ûi(k)‖22,

subject to ξic
(
ũi(k), yi(k)

) ≥ γiξic
(
ûi(k), yi(k)

)
, and ‖ ũi(k) ‖22≤ ηi;

(4.1)

– Replace ûi(k) with ũi(k) and output to ui(k);

– Calculate ξkic and verify ξkic ≥ 0. If true, assign k to k̄(i), deactivate

the stabilising agent and go to Step 3.

• Step 3: Stability Constraint for MPC

While ξkic ≥ 0 activate the stability constraint for the corresponding local

controller that already has k̄(i) assigned to (i.e. ξk̄ic ≥ 0):
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– Update the multiplier matrices Qk
ic, S

k
ic, R

k
ic similarly to Step 2;

– Enforce the stability constraint of the form ξkic ≥ 0 to the local con-

troller;

– Calculate ξkic and verify ξkic < 0. If true, assign k to k0(i) and go back

to Step 2.

4.2.3 Graphical Presentation

Consider a subsystem having two control inputs, i.e. ui has two elements u
(1)
i and

u
(2)
i . The control plane plot with two axes of u

(1)
i and u

(2)
i is shown in Figure 4.2. The

plot in this figure consists of the control trajectory of ui(j), ellipsoidal APRC regions,

the predicted controls ûi, the balls of ‖ũi(k)− ûi(k)‖22, and the stabilising bounds ũi

from the solutions to the optimisation problem (4.1) in Procedure 3.1. Two cases of

incremental changes of the supply rate ξkic are included in this figure. Case (a) shows

the convex region of ξkic ≥ γk
i ξ

k−1
ic which is the main focus of the stabilising agent in

this chapter. Case (b) shows the region of 0 < ξkic < ξk−1
ic for illustration only.

After the point ui(k0) (and before the point ui(k̄)) along the control trajectory,

ξic < 0. The control ui represents the control trajectory at time index k − 1. At

time k, the control algorithm generates the predicted control vector ûi(k) outside the

ellipsoidal APRC region in Case(a). The stabilising agent then solves the problem

(4.1) for ũi(k) which is represented by a point inside a ball taking ûi(k) as the centre.

The stabilising bound ũi(k) is inside the ellipsoidal APRC region for the convex Case

(a), and reversely for Case (b).

Three steps of Procedure 4.1 correspond to three sections of the control trajectory.

The initial Step 1 takes place between the two points ui(0) and ui(k0). The main

activity of a stabilising agent is in Step 2 wherein the stabilising bound is found at
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every time step. Step 2 is executed between the two points ui(k0) and ui(k̄). Beyond

the point ui(k̄), the stability constraint can be activated and applied to the automatic

controllers which incurred in Step 3 of Procedure 4.1.

4.3 Illustrative Example

Consider the continuous-time state space models of a typical three-stage countercur-

rent washing circuit as follows:

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−29 0 0

17 −6 0

−8 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0

0 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 −0.4
0 2

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−14 0 0

18 −0.5 0

−3 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2 0 −1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0.8 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

A3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−16 0 0

12 −0.7 0

−6 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.1 0

1 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , E3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2 0

0 0.8

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

F1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1 0 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , F2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1 0 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , F3 =

[
0 0.7 0

]
,

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

In this simulation, the MPC controllers have been set up and coded in Matlab

using the mpcmove function. Short predictive and control horizons (Ny = 3, Nu =2)

have been chosen for the first two subsystems, while longer horizons (Ny =12, Nu = 4)
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are chosen for the third one. Three subsystems have the same sampling time of 0.4

steps; and all invocations are synchronised between all subsystems. The weighting

coefficients for the control inputs, their increments, and plant outputs in thempcmove

functions are as follows:

Wu1 = diag{2 1},WΔu1 = diag{0.5 1}, Wy1 = diag{5 1 2},
Wu2 = [1], WΔu2 = [0.3],Wy2 = diag{1 1 2},
Wu3 = diag{0.5 1}, WΔu3 = diag{0.2 0.7}, Wy3 = diag{4 1 5}.
The output constraints are ignored to emulate the control system instability. Fig-

ure 4.3(a) depicts the plant-output time responses of three stand-alone subsystems

regulated by autonomous controllers applying MPC algorithms. When three tanks

are connected into a circuit, the plant-output time responses of three interconnec-

tion subsystems regulated by MPC controllers are given in Figure 4.3(b). In this

simulation, the stabilising agents are not used. The system is clearly unstable. To

demonstrate the efficacy of Procedure 4.1, we firstly simulate the stabilising agent

using only offline multiplier matrices for the APRC (i.e. the multiplier matrices are

not updated online as required by Step 2 of Procedure 4.1). The algorithm developed

in [153] has been applied to solve the problem (4.1) in this simulation. When the

MPCs of subsystems are not imposed with stability constraints (Step 3 of Procedure

4.1 is ignored), the initial time k0(1) of subsystem 1 appears at steps 11, 58, 73, 105

and 185. The stability constraint time k̄(1) of subsystem 1 occurs at steps 28 , 70,

84 and 175. The initial time k0(3) of subsystem 3 occurs at steps 10, 30 and 71 the

stability constraint time k̄(3) of subsystem 3 takes place at steps 19 and 67.

When the multiplier matrices of the APRC are updated online (i.e. the full Pro-

cedure 4.1 is employed), the plant-output and control time responses are shown in

Figure 4.5, also indicating clearly a stabilised interconnected system. Moreover, they
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exhibit significant performance improvements compared to the offline solution shown

in Figure 4.3. There are not any wind-up actions in these control profiles. The online

multiplier matrices are updated with a simplified version of Theorem 4, presented in

[156]. The non-zero set-point case is demonstrated in Figure 4.6.

4.3.1 Concluding Remarks

A constructive approach of stabilising agents has been developed for the feasible im-

plementation. The stabilising bounds on the immediate future value of the controller

outputs are updated on-the-fly in this approach. The stabilising agents that operate

independently to and segregated from the control algorithm will override the con-

troller outputs if they are determined as beyond a tuned APRC boundary. Being

disparate from the associated control laws, the decentralised stabilising agents are

interoperable with different control algorithms while using the same stabilising mech-

anism.
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4.4 Distributed Model Predictive Control Problem with

Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraint

The system and control models in Chapter 3 are re-used in this section. The control

problem in this chapter is to design h dynamic stability constraints for the MPCs

of h dynamically-coupled subsystems Si (3.1) in distributed or decentralised archi-

tecture. The APRC-based constraint on a control vector in the predictive sequence

are formed by employing state predictions towards the end of the MPC horizon.

The inter-subsystem communication between the MPCs is allowed for performance

enhancement purposes.

Consider a subsystem Si (3.1) in a distributed setting of the large-scale system Σ

(3.3), and the conventional MPC objective function of the following form:

J i(k) =

Ni+1∑
j=1

xT
i (k + j)Qixi(k + j) +

Ni∑
j=0

uT
i (k + j)Riui(k + j),

where Qi,Ri are weighting matrices and Ni is the predictive horizon. The constrained

optimisation problem of minimising J i(k) subject to the equality constraints of the

open-loop subsystem (3.1) and the inequality constraints deduced from physical limits

of ui is solved for the control vector. The problem is reformulated by predicting the

state vector xi in Ni time steps, assuming that the current state vector xi(k) is

known, and the predictive sequences of interactive inputs vi(k) are obtained from

the corresponding neighbours via the intercommunication links. The state predictive

sequence is then used in both the objective function and the APRC-based stability
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constraint, as detailed in the next subsections.

4.4.1 Optimisation Objective Function

The predictive state vector x̂i(k, ûi, N) is computed by

x̂i(k, ûi, Ni) = Θixi(k) + Γidûid(k, x
k
i , Ni), (4.2)

where ûT
id(k, x

k
i , Ni) := [ûT

i (k, x
k
i , Ni) v̂

T
i (k, x

k
i , Ni)]

ûT
i (k, x

k
i , Ni) := [uT

i (k) . . . u
T
i (k +Ni)],

v̂Ti (k, x
k
i , Ni) := [vTi (k) . . . v

T
i (k +Ni)],

x̂T
i (k, ûi, Ni) := [xT

i (k + 1) . . . xT
i (k +Ni + 1)],

Γid =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Bid 0 . . . 0

AiBid Bid . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . .

(Ai)
NiBid . . . AiBid Bid

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, and Θi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ai

(Ai)
2

. . .

(Ai)
Ni+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

in which Bid = [Bi Ei].

By denoting x̂i(k, ûi, Ni) as x̂i, ûi(k, x
k
i , Ni) as ûi, v̂i(k, x

k
i , Ni) as v̂i, and ûid(k, x

k
i , Ni)

as ûid, we have:

x̂i = rki + Γiûi, rki = rkic + Γivv̂i, (4.3)

where Γiûi + Γivv̂i := Γidûid, and rkic := Θixi(k).

The objective function is now rewritten as

J i(k) = [rki + Γiû
k
i ]

TQiN [r
k
i + Γiûi] + ûT

i RiN ûi, (4.4)

where QiN = diag[Qi]
Ni
1 ,RiN = diag[Ri]

Ni
1 , which can be expressed by

J i(k) = ûT
i Φiûi + 2Υ k

i ûi + δki , (4.5)

where Φi = Γ T
i QiNΓi +RiN , Υ

k
i = rkTi QiNΓi, δ

k
i = rkTi QiNr

k
i .
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4.4.2 Constraint on Decision Variables

A bounded constraint on decision variables of the following form:

‖ui‖22 ≤ ηi, (4.6)

where ηi is the upper bound deduced from the physical limits of the control input

vector ui is considered in this chapter. The constraint set for the variable vector ûi

will be as follows:

Ûi = {ûi = [uT
i (k) . . . u

T
i (k +Ni)]

T : ‖ui(.)‖22 ≤ ηi}. (4.7)

4.4.3 APRC-Based Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraint

To assure the system stability, a receding-horizon stability constraint derived from

the predictive APRC, which is characterised in conjunction with the stabilisability

condition, is incorporated into the MPC optimisation problem in this section. In

the following, the state prediction toward the end of k +Nic will be employed in the

inequality of predictive APRC with respect to ξic(k+Nic). The predictive horizon for

the stability constraint is denoted by Nic to distinguish it with the predictive horizon

Ni of the MPC problem, Nic ≤ Ni. From (4.3), xi(k +Nic) can be expressed as

xi(k +Nic) = rNic
iu + ΓN

iu ûi, rNic
iu = (Ai)

Nic+1xi(k) + ΓN
iv v̂i,

where ΓN
iu := [(Ai)

NicBi . . . AiBi Bi], Γ
N
iv := [(Ai)

NicEi . . . AiEi Ei].

Therefore,

ξic(k +Nic) = [rNiu + ΓN
iu ûi]

TCT
i RicCi[r

Nic
iu + ΓN

iu ûi] + 2[rNic
iu + ΓN

iu ûi]
TCT

i Sicui(k +Ni)

+ui(k +Nic)
TQicui(k +Nic).
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ξic(k +Nic − 1) = [rNic−1
iu + ΓN−1

iu ûi−1]
TCT

i RicCi[r
Nic−1
iu + ΓN−1

iu ûi−1]

+2[rNic−1
iu + ΓN−1

iu ûi−1]
TCT

i Sicui(k +Nic − 1)

+ui(k +Nic − 1)TQicui(k +Nic − 1),

where ûi−1 = [uT
i (k) u

T
i (k + 1) . . . uT

i (k +Nic − 1)]T .

Now, by denoting

MiN := [Imi
mi 0mi

... 0mi
]Nic

, MiN−1 := [0mi
Imi

0mi
... 0mi

]Nic
,

Γ 0N
iu := [0mi

ΓN
iu ], Γ 0N

iv := [0mi
ΓN
iv ],

we obtain

ξic(k +Nic) = [rNic
iu + ΓN

iu ûi]
TCT

i RicCi[r
Nic
iu + ΓN

iu ûi] + 2[rNic
iu + ΓN

iu ûi]
TCT

i SicMiN ûi

+ûT
i M

T
iNQicMiN ûi

and

ξic(k +Nic − 1) = [rNic−1
iu + Γ 0N

iu ûi]
TCT

i RicCi[r
Nic−1
iu + Γ 0N

iu ûi]

+2[rNic−1
iu + ΓN−1

iu ûi−1]
TCT

i Sicui(k +Nic − 1)

+ui(k +Nic − 1)TQicui(k +Nic − 1)

= [rNic−1
iu + Γ 0N

iu ûi]
TCT

i RicCi[r
Nic−1
iu + Γ 0N

iu ûi] + 2[rNic−1
iu + Γ 0N

iu ûi]
TCT

i SicMiN−1ûi

+ûT
i M

T
iN−1QicMiN−1ûi.

Then, the predictive APRC inequality of ξic(k + Nic) ≥ γk+Nic−1
i ξic(k + Nic − 1), is

equivalent to

ûT
i (−Ψi)ûi − 2Υ k

icûi − δkic ≤ 0, (4.8)

where
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Ψi = (∗)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ric 0 Sic 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Ric 0 γk+Nic−1

i Sic

∗ ∗ Qic 0

∗ ∗ ∗ γk+Nic−1
i Qic

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CiΓ
N
i

CiΓ
0N
i

MiN

MiN−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= ΓNT
iu CT

i RicCiΓ
N
iu + 2ΓNT

iu CT
i SicMiN +MT

iNQicMiN+

+γk+Nic−1
i [Γ 0NT

iu CT
i RicCiΓ

0N
iu + 2Γ 0NT

iu CT
i SicMiN−1 +MT

iN−1QicMiN−1],

Υ k
ic =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Cir
Nic
iu

Cir
Nic−1
iu

Cir
Nic
iu

Cir
Nic−1
iu

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ric 0 0 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Ric 0 0

∗ ∗ Sic 0

∗ ∗ ∗ γk+Nic−1
i Sic

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CiΓ
N
i

CiΓ
0N
i

MiN

MiN−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= rNic
iu

T
CT

i (RicCiΓ
N
i + SicMiN) + γk+Nic−1

i [rNic
iu

T
CT

i (RicCiΓ
0N
i + SicMiN−1)],

δkic = (∗)

⎡
⎢⎣Ric 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Ric

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ Cir

Nic
iu

Cir
Nic−1
iu

⎤
⎥⎦

= rNic
iu

T
CT

i RicCir
Nic
iu + γk+Nic−1

i [rNic−1
iu

T
CT

i RicCir
Nic−1
iu ].

4.4.4 Distributed MPC with Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraint

From (4.5) and (4.8), the distributed MPC optimisation problem is rendered by

min
ûi

ûT
i Φiûi + 2Υ k

i ûi + δki (4.9)

subject to ûT
i (−Ψi)ûi − 2Υ k

icûi − δkic ≤ 0 and ûi ∈ Ûi, for Si ∈ I+(k),
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where Ûi is defined in (4.7); Φi, Υ
k
i , δ

k
i are defined in (4.5); Ψi, Υ

k
ic, δ

k
ic are defined

in (4.8), I+(k) = {Si, i ∈ (1, h) : δkic ≥ 0 and ξk−1
ic < 0}. For each subsystem,

the optimisation problem (4.9) is solved by the local optimiser for the minimising

sequence ûi comprising Ni elements of vector ui(k + j), j = 0, 1, ..., Ni. Only the

first element ui(k) of the sequence ûi is applied to control the plant. This rolling or

receding process is repeated at the next time step, and continues thereon.

4.4.5 Decentralised MPC with Receding-Horizon Stabilising Constraint

The distributed MPC formulation (4.9) will become decentralised when the interac-

tive vectors vi are not taken into account. The decentralised formulation is therefore

obtained when rki is replaced by rkic in (4.5) and the predictive vector v̂i = 0. Specifi-

cally,

min
ûi

ûT
i Φiûi + 2Υ k

idûi + δkid (4.10)

subject to ûT
i (−Ψi)ûi − 2Υ k

icûi − δkic ≤ 0 and ûi ∈ Ûi, for Si ∈ I+(k),

where Ûi is defined in (4.7); Φi is defined in (4.5); Ψi, Υ
k
ic, δ

k
ic are defined in (4.8) with

v̂i = 0; Υ k
id = rkTic QiNΓi, δkid = rkTic QiNr

k
ic.

The numerical simulations in below sections show that the control performance of

the distributed MPC is higher that that of the decentralised MPC, in exchanged for

a higher demand on the inter-subsystem communication, nonetheless.

4.4.6 Optimising Feasibility

To guarantee the constrained feasibility of (4.9), it is necessary that its feasible region

is non-empty at every step k. The feasibility condition is stated next.
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Theorem 8 Suppose that the following LMIs are feasible in Qic,Sic, Ric:

Ψi(Qic, Sic, Ric) ≺ 0, δkic(Ric) ≥ 0, (4.11)

⎡
⎢⎣Qi22 +Ric Si22 + Sic

∗ Ri22 +Qic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, (4.12)

where

Ψi = (∗)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ric 0 Sic 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Ric 0 γk+Nic−1

i Sic

∗ ∗ Qic 0

∗ ∗ ∗ γk+Nic−1
i Qic

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CiΓ
N
i

CiΓ
0N
i

MiN

MiN−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

δkic = (∗)

⎡
⎢⎣Ric 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Ric

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ Cir

Nic
iu

Cir
Nic−1
iu

⎤
⎥⎦ ;

Then, the feasible region of (4.9) w.r.t. ûi is nonempty recursively in k.

Proof: With Ψin ≺ 0, the inequality constraint (4.8) is convex. (4.8) is feasible

in ûi if additionally δkic ≥ 0 (one obvious solution is ûi = 0). (4.12) assures the

convergence of state vectors, as shown in Theorem 1.

By using feasible parameter matrices Ric, Sic, Qic from LMIs (4.11) with known

values of xi(k) and v̂i from respective neighbours (thus rki and rkic are known) , the

optimisation problem (4.9) is guaranteed feasible recursively in k.

Remark 7 The above LMIs may become numerically infeasible when rNic
iu � 0. Sim-

ilarly to Theorem 3, one of the solutions for this issue is to ensure that the predictive

APRC is feasible for all ûi ∈ Ûi while δ
k
ic is negative. The multiplier matrices Qk

ic, R
k
ic

and Sk
ic will then need to be redesigned as feasible solutions to the following LMI
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optimisation while δkic < 0:

max
Qk

ic, Rk
ic, Sk

ic, λi>0, τ i<δkic

τ i subject to (4.13)

⎡
⎢⎣−Ψ

k
i − λiI −Υ k

ic

∗ λiNicηi − τ i

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Ψ k

i ≺ 0, (4.14a)

⎡
⎢⎣Qi22 +Rk

ic Si22 + Sk
ic

∗ Ri22 +Qk
ic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, (4.14b)

for

Ψ k
i = (∗)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Rk
ic 0 Sk

ic 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Rk

ic 0 γk+Nic−1
i Sk

ic

∗ ∗ Qk
ic 0

∗ ∗ ∗ γk+Nic−1
i Qk

ic

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CiΓ
N
i

CiΓ
0N
i

MiN

MiN−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= ΓNT
iu CT

i R
k
icCiΓ

N
iu + 2ΓNT

iu CT
i S

k
icMiN +MT

iNQ
k
icMiN+

+γk+Nic−1
i [Γ 0NT

iu CT
i R

k
icCiΓ

0N
iu + 2Γ 0NT

iu CT
i S

k
icMiN−1 +MT

iN−1Q
k
icMiN−1],

Υ k
ic =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Cir
Nic
iu

Cir
Nic−1
iu

Cir
Nic
iu

Cir
Nic−1
iu

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Rk
ic 0 0 0

∗ γk+Nic−1
i Rk

ic 0 0

∗ ∗ Sk
ic 0

∗ ∗ ∗ γk+Nic−1
i Sk

ic

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CiΓ
N
i

CiΓ
0N
i

MiN

MiN−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= rNic
iu

T
CT

i (R
k
icCiΓ

N
i + Sk

icMiN) + γk+Nic−1
i [rNic

iu

T
CT

i (R
k
icCiΓ

0N
i + Sk

icMiN−1)],

An alternative online procedure derived from Theorem 4 in Chapter 3 together

with the feasibility condition (4.11) has also provided stabilised trajectories as demon-
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strated in the simulation section.

Discussion: The main drawback of the proposed approach, that employs state pre-

dictions in the stability constraint, rests at the possible mismatches between the pre-

dictive and actual states. A robustness analysis is, therefore, required as an integrated

step in the synthesising procedure of the control algorithm. A trivial alternative is to

have a receding horizon for the stability constraint, which only requires the predictive

horizon Nic to be gradually decreased until Nic = 1 in (4.11). The stabilising con-

straint will then become a one-time-step constraint beyond a certain transient time

period. The stability constraint is, therefore, designated as receding-horizon. The

computation for the stability-guaranteed MPC problem of each subsystem Si (3.1) is

summerised below.

Procedure 4.2. Distributed MPC with APRC-Based Receding-Horizon Stabil-

ising Constraint.

1. The parameter matrices Sic, Qic, and Ric are obtained from the LMI optimisa-

tion in Theorem 2 (3.30) subject to (4.11) using the initial values of yi and vi

at step k = 0.

2. At every synchronised step k > 1, apply a predefined serial iteration scheme for

the member subsystems following the pre-determined logical order. For each

subsystem,

(a) Obtain the predictive vector sequence v̂i(k) from respective neighbours,

then whenever δki < 0, redesign the parameter matrices Ric(k), Sic(k) and

Qic(k) as solutions to online LMIs (3.35), (3.36) and (4.11).
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(b) Update the stabilising constraint (4.8) and form the objective function

(4.5) using the state prediction (4.2);

(c) Solve (4.9) and apply the first element ui(k) of the minimising sequence of

ûi to the plant;

(d) If Nic > 1, assign Nic ← Nic − 1;

(e) Calculate the predictive vectors ŵi, then send to respective neighbours. �

4.4.7 Illustrative Examples

The above counter-current washing circuit is simulated with the presented APRC-

based receding-horizon stability constraint for the distributed MPC strategy. In this

simulation, the predictive and control horizons of Ny = 12, Nu = 12 have been chosen

for all three subsystems. The weighting coefficients for the control inputs and plant

outputs in the objective functions of three MPCs are as follows:

R1 = diag{2, 1},Q1 = diag{5, 1, 2};R2 = [1],Q2 = diag{1, 1, 2},R3 = diag{0.5, 1},
Q3 = diag{4, 1, 5}.

The constraints on the control inputs are set up as η1 = 2, η2 = 10, η3 = 10. The

output constraints are ignored in this simulation. The initial states and controls are

as follows: x1(0) = [1 7 3]T , x2(0) = [7 6 4]T , x3(0) = [2 8 3]T .

To demonstrate the efficacy of the receding-horizon stabilising constraint ap-

proach, Nic = Ni has been used in this simulation with the perfect model without

any disturbances. The offline multiplier matrices are firstly employed (i.e. the first

online step in Procedure 4.2 is omitted). The results from Procedure 4.2 for dis-

tributed MPC are given in Figure 4.7, indicating clearly a stabilised system. When

the multiplier matrices are redesigned using the online step (iia) in Procedure 4.2, the

distributed MPC produces the trends in Figure 4.8. In this particular example, the
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Figure 4.7 : Distributed MPCs with APRC-Based Receding-Horizon Stabilis-
ing Constraint - Offline Multiplier Matrices - Simulation 1.
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Figure 4.8 : Distributed MPCs with APRC-Based Receding-Horizon Stabilis-
ing Constraint - Online Multiplier Matrices - Simulation 1.
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online characterisation for the APRC multiplier matrices has, indeed, improved the

overall performance, as observed from the trends in Figure 4.8 relatively to those in

Figure 4.7. The settling times are shorter and the controls are smoother than those

employed with offline multiplier matrices.

In the following, the washing circuit is emulated with higher subsystem interac-

tions (e.g. flow rates between washing stages are higher using higher power pumps).

The interaction space models are as follows:

E1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 −1.6
0 8

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , E2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

6 0 −3 0

0 0 0 0

0 2.4 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , E3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

6 0

0 2.4

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

The intitial states have higher values of

x1(0) = [11 17 13]T , x2(0) = [7 8 5]T , x3(0) = [−11 9 5]T .

The offline parameter matrices are firstly employed. The results from Procedure

4.2 for distributed MPC are given in Figure 4.9, indicating clearly destabilised trajec-

tories. When the parameter matrices are redesigned, the distributed MPC produces

the trends in Figure 4.10. In this particular example, the online characterisation for

the parameter matrices has, indeed, stabilised the overall system.
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(c) Positive Realness Constraints - ξic.

Figure 4.9 : Distributed MPCs with APRC-Based Receding-Horizon Stabilis-
ing Constraint - Offline Multiplier Matrices - Simulation 2.
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Figure 4.10 : Distributed MPCs with APRC-Based Receding-Horizon Stabil-
ising Constraint - Online Multiplier Matrices - Simulation 2.
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4.5 An Energy Dissipation View Point on the Equilibrium-

Independent Dissipativity

In this section, an interpretation of dissipativity in the time domain is presented with

an “energy dissipation” view point. The effectiveness of this time domain analysis is

demonstrated with a predictive PID algorithm herein.

4.5.1 Preliminary

The discussion is started with the input and output trajectories of an absolute passive

(AP) trend, such as input and output trajectories of a feedback control system, to

illustrate the physical meaning of dissipating “abstracted energy” around the non-zero

steady states.

Definition 3 An input and output system is called absolute passive (AP) if and only

if its input and output trajectories always pass through their steady states at the same

time instants.

For convenience, assuming that the output set point and the input steady state are

normalised to zero (yss ≡ 0, uss ≡ 0). A system that is AP is not necessarily stable

or attractive. Figure 4.11 depicts the behaviour of an AP trajectories for both stable

and non-attractive cases.

Proposition 1 For systems having AP trajectories, the following discrete time in-

equality holds true for all k ≥ 0:

pk := (yk − yss)
T (uss − uk) ≥ 0. (4.15)
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�

(a) AP Trajectory - Attractive.

�

(b) AP Trajectory - Non-Attractive.

Figure 4.11 : Absolute Passive (AP) responses.

It is clearly that AP is a property of systems having zero phase shift between

its input and output. AP response is actually nothing else than a special case of a

passive system. Inequality (4.15) is called instant absolute passive inequality (iAPi)

herein.

The absolute passive trajectory is usually difficult to obtain in real life. In the

feedback control and circuit theory, it is quite usual to deal with the one-overshoot

stable (OOS) response instead. This would be an ideal response one would like to have

when designing a controller as depicted in Figure 4.12. While AP is not necessarily

equivalent to stable or attractive, OOS is a special case of stable and well performed

systems.

Definition 4 The critically damped response is one-overshoot stable or OOS if and

only if it is AP and the output and input attract to their steady states after only one

overshoot.
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�

Figure 4.12 : One-Overshoot Response (OOS) Trajectory.

�

Figure 4.13 : OOS and Passive, but Not AP.

Similar to the AP response, OOS is quite difficult to achieve in a control synthesis

problem. It is quite usual to have a stable response that may approximately has an

overshoot, but does not have the AP property; i.e., the input and output trajectories

do not across their steady states at the same time instants, as described in Figure

4.13. This is a typical critically-damped response. One easily verifies that the sum of

pk over time periods of T1 and T3 are greater than that for T2. This response will

ultimately become AP when T2 → 0.

This typical case helped us conceptualise the response of a passive and stable

system. The relationship between stable responses with passivity is generalised in

definition 5 below.
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�

Figure 4.14 : A Stable Response.

Definition 5 For a passive and stable system, the summation of pk overtime is al-

ways nonnegative,

wk :=
κ∑

k=0

(yk − yss)
T (uss − uk) ≥ 0. (4.16)

Alternatively, it can be said that, for a passive and stable system, the sum sk of pk

where pk ≥ 0, denoted as s+k , is greater than or equal to the sum sk of pk where pk < 0,

denoted as s−k , i.e.

s+k ≥ s−k . (4.17)

The response of a more general case of stable responses can be graphically repre-

sented by Figure 4.14. In this figure, the sum of pk in odd periods T1, T3, T5, . . .

(S+
k ) is greater than the sum of pk in even periods T2, T4, T6, . . . (S−

k ). As a re-

sult of that, the passive response is attractive. The even time periods represent the

phase shift between the input and output trajectories. If all the even time periods

Teven → 0, the response will become AP or OOS. This type of response is much easier

to achieve in a control design problem. The greater the difference between the two

sums (s+k − s−k ), the closer to AP the system response will be. When the difference

becomes zero, we have a lossless response. And it will be the boundary for a passive

and stable response. It is easy to see that a 90o phase shift is equivalent to a lossless
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Figure 4.15 : An Energy Viewpoint for Stable and Passive Responses.

response. This gave us a visual interpretation of the passive response concept in the

time domain and its relationship with attractive trajectories as well as between the

phase property and passivity.

Now, under an energy dissipation perspective, if pk ≡ (yk − yss)
T (uss − uk) is

considered as an abstracted supply power, then s+k is the consumed energy, while

s−k is the generated energy. When (4.17) holds true, we say the system response is

energy dissipative, i.e. energy is dissipated away. By virtue of this interpretation, the

passivity is related to the energy balance of conservation law. Recalling the energy

conservation equality in physics, it is obvious that the availability of a storage function

(energy) will provide certain margins for the inequality (4.17) to be fulfilled, and so

will the energy dissipativity. If we draw the trends of |pk| for the case represented

by Figure 4.15, the sum sk is nothing else than the cross sections of areas under

the trend curve. It can, therefore, be viewed as an abstracted energy of pk. The

area width and height are the metrics for this abstracted energy quantity. As a

result, the energy dissipation rate will vary following these metrics. The width is
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timing or phase related, while the height is magnitude related. They will definitely

change the response behaviour when being adjusted. Talking about the phase and

magnitude related quantities, we are introducing the concept of energy dissipativity.

Dissipativity contains passivity components with phase related properties, as well as

magnitude components with gain related properties. The dissipation inequality, that

assimilates the energy balance process, is a more natural match for the virtual energy

conservation laws for input and output trajectories. It is natural to say that, passivity

is phase related content only, while dissipativity has both phase and amplitude related

contents. The quadratic supply rate of the form

pk := (yk − yss)
TQ(yk − yss) + (yk − yss)

TS(uss − uk)− (uk − uss)
TR(uss − uk).

is therefore preferable for use in describing an energy dissipation system.

One may easily see that, artificially adjusting the signal uk (manipulated variable)

will instantly change the amplitude response, but may not have an immediate effect

on the phase quantity, if the adjustments are bounded by the physical constraint of

uk. In other word, it will be difficult, if not say impossible, to change the phase

shift in an immediate time frame around the overlap areas of the input and output

trajectories (even periods Teven in Figure 4.14). Some forms of prediction will need

to be applied well in advance if the adjustment aims to change the phase related

quantity, i.e. the passivity, and so does the stability. Along this line, predictions are

probably well suited to a synthesising strategy for the dissipativity and/or passivity

based methods.
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(a) Initial Fixed Gains. (b) The Supply Rate Trend.

Figure 4.16 : Illustrative Predictive PID based on Dissipativity.

4.5.2 Experimental Predictive PID for Equilibrium Independent Dissi-

pativity

To illustrate the analysis, we have developed a custom adjustment algorithm for the

SISO LTI stable systems. Similarly to the so-called predictive PID control, wherein

the P, I and D gains are adjusted on-the-fly to assure the system stability while

achieving a higher control performance. Since it is only an illustrative algorithm, a

simple Excel tabular sheet has been used for predicting a “second order plus dead

time” system. The PID controller with high gains is initially implemented. It will

definitely cause a limit-cycle alike response. The on-line adjustment strategy will

change the PID gains so as the system response approaches a passive behaviour

after some certain future moves. Similar to a predictive control strategy, only the

first predictive step is used to manipulate the system. A system model is needed to

predict the future response within a chosen finite horizon. The algorithm iterates the

predictive values of a passivity supply rate pk till the end of a chosen horizon N in

the future. N shall properly be greater than the system time constant.

One possible strategy on choosing the horizon is that it must be greater than the
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(a) With Online Gain Adjustments. (b) The Supply Rate Trend.

Figure 4.17 : Illustrative Predictive PID based on Dissipativity - Smooth Adjustment
for OOS.

time instant Ts when the output trajectory gets over its set point the first time. The

horizon N is not a fixed number, but will vary. The second basis for choosing the new

PID gains is to assure the increases of Ts after every prediction, i.e. Ts|(k) > Ts|(k−1).
The algorithm will initially reduce the PID gains in small increments within each

prediction based on the inequality pN > −ε2 and another two constraints. The first

constraint is the physical constraint on uk. The second constraint is the inequality

Ts|(k) > Ts|(k−1) described above. After some predictions, if reducing PID gains does

not recover the passivity condition beyond N (i.e. pN > −ε2), then start increasing

them in small increments. This process will stop when the output stays around the

set point steadily, without having any PID gain adjustments.

This simulation study has clearly shown us that the dissipativity supply rate

will relax the constraint pN > −ε2 and requires less calculations in the iterative

predictions. The result is quite interesting, because the response is almost identical

to OOS. Figure 4.16a shows the closed-loop response with large and fixed PID gains.

Figure 4.17a indicates a tremendous improvement on the control performance when
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the above predictive PID adjustment is employed. Their supply rate trends are given

in Figures 4.16b and 4.17b, respectively. The online PID gains are provided in bellow

table. The transfer function in the simulation is as follows:

G(s) =
0.25

s2 + 0.5s+ 0.25
e−7s.

Step No. Kp, KI Horizon

1 0.1, 0.5 50

6 0.05, 0.2 50

8 0.3, 0.1 52

11 0.02, 0.1 52

14 0.0075, 0.001 55

17 0.002, 0.2 59

18 0.005, 0.5 60

19 0.005, 0.8 60

The following dissipativity inequality has been employed in the simulation study.

0.1(uk−uss)
T (uk−uss)+0.985(yk−yss)

T (uss−uk)+0.02(yk−yss)
T (yk−yss) ≥ 0.05.

The non-smooth adjustments have also been simulated without looking at the

constraints on Δuk. The resulting trends are given in Figures 4.18. The correspond-

ing online PID gains are provided in bellow table.
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(a) With Online Gain Adjustments. (b) The Supply Rate Trend.

Figure 4.18 : Illustrative Predictive PID based on Dissipativity - Non-smooth Ad-
justments.

Step No. Kp, KI Horizon Over-Shoot

1 0.08, 1.2 35 6.55

5 0.06, 1 40 6.35

35 0.2, 3 40 5.65

38 0.1, 2 40 5.6

42 0.0001, 0.0001 40 5.2

47 0.2, 8 40 5.3

100 0.1, 1.2 40 0.3

This simulation gave us some insights into the behaviour of input and output

trajectories against the online adjustments based on the information of a dissipativ-

ity supply rate. Looking at the time responses of pk in the above Figures, we can

see that it is crucial to maintain smooth pk trajectories for perceiving a realisable

control performance. And the dissipativity constraint presented in this section has
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accomplished our findings. It has introduced a novel notion of dissipative responses

around a given non-zero set point. We have presented this result in an internal report

in early 2008. An article published on Automatica in September 2011 (submitted in

February 2010) has introduced a similar definition for the “equilibrium-independent

passivity” [58]. The development for non-zero set points has been presented in [154].

4.5.3 Concluding Remarks

A constructive method using stabilising agent has been developed for the feasible

implementation. The stabilising bound on the input vector is updated on-the-fly in

this approach. The stabilising agent that operate independently to the controller

will override the controller outputs if they are determined as beyond a tuned APRC

boundary. Being disparate from the associated control laws, the decentralised stabil-

ising agents are reliably interoperable with different control algorithms while using

the same stabilising mechanism.

The predictive APRC has been developed into receding-horizon stabilising con-

straints for the model predictive controllers in distributed and decentralised configu-

rations. The recursive feasibilities of these strategies are guaranteed by updating the

APRC multiplier matrices online. The presented receding-horizon stability constraint

has successfully stabilised the large-scale system with constrained controls without

causing any wind-up actions. In order to achieve robustness, the predictive horizon

of the stabilising constraint is made decreasing over time in this approach. By having

the one-time-step stability constraint on the initial control vector only after a tran-

sient time period, the receding-horizon stabilising constraint is much more flexible

and nonconservative.

An interpretation for dissipativity and passivity of input and output trajectories
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under an energy dissipation view point has been illustrated with a predictive PID

simulation.
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Chapter 5

Networked-Control Interconnected Systems with

Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint

5.1 Introduction

The Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint (APRC) presented in Chapter 3 is

extended in this chapter for networked control systems (NCS) and distributed model

predictive control with multiple communication network topologies. The conceptual

system architecture is given in Figure 5.1. For guaranteeing the system stability, the

APRC-based stabilisability condition is established from the data-lost robust dissipa-

tivity of the open-loop subsystems [16] and the parameterised quadratic constraints

of their controllers. The sporadic data losses of output measurements are effectively

compensated for right after the dropout occurrences. The last values of control vec-

tors are used during the disruptive periods. The APRC is characterised such that

the stabilising bounds are assuredly feasible in the presences of data losses. To avoid

any conservativeness, the interactive (or coupling) vectors between subsystems are

not imposed by any additional constraints in this approach.

The stability of control systems operating in an imperfect shared communication

network for real-time control has been attracting many researches since the problem

was raised in [55, 15]. In such a non-deterministic networking environment, the

measurements from transmitters as well as the output signals to actuators (or to lower

layers in hierarchical architectures), are subject to occasional delays and random data
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Controller 1 Controller i Controller h

MPC  1 MPC  hMPC i

Subsystem Interconnections (Dynamic Couplings)

Subsystem 1 Subsystem i Subsystem h

Stabilising 

Agent 1

Stabilising 

Agent i

Stabilising 

Agent h

Device Network with Intermittent Data Losses

Figure 5.1 : Conceptual Block Diagram of the System Architecture.

losses, due to the limited bandwidths that may cause congestions, and transmission

errors. For example, the checksum bits in the data-link layer of IP-based protocols

are checked by the receiver for non-error data packets. If parity is not met, the packet

will be dropped. The performance of networked control systems (NCS) is therefore

easily degraded, and the stability is not ensured.

By modeling the network systems with data losses and transmission delays as

asynchronous multi-rate sampled-data systems, whose controllers do not received the

measured data from sensors at fixed time instants, the authors in [56] have referenced

the problem back to the early 80’s. Since then, the classical analysis and design of NCS

using state feedback and output feedback to deal with either data losses and random

delays, or both, in various optimal control schemes, have been presented in many

papers, such as those in [166, 163, 100]. Within which, the closed-loop stability is

ensured if the network inaccessible period is shorter than MATI (maximum allowable

transmission interval). Both deterministic and stochastic (Markov chain) models have

already been used in analysis and control designs. In the deterministic approaches,
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the packet drop process and the asynchronously sampling process are modeled as

systems having continuous variables conform to continuous time ordinary differential

equations (ODEs), while the unfolding of discrete variables is randomly determined

[163]. An augmented model, which has bounded model uncertainties, is normally

launched for the discrete time model. The problem turns out to be a robust control

problem. The research in NCS is quite mature in its own right with recent results

reported in [137, 51, 84] and references thereof.

Apart from the classical closed-formed methods, the online optimisation-based

model predictive control framework is recognised as highly appropriate to the data

lost problem when the future control sequence is buffered by smart actuators to

overcome the transmission problems [151]. The minimum requirement for stability

is, always that, the control horizon is not less than MATI. Different MPC strategies

for robust stability, quantization errors, as well as for reducing the network traffic

for linear systems have been proposed in [151, 48, 52]. For nonlinear systems, the

Lyapunov-based and terminal constraint set methods of NMPC have been extended

to NCS [43, 85]. Instead of sending the whole control sequence, the last received

values are used in [116]. The constraints that define the optimisation problems and

the implementation procedures have been modified to account for data losses in those

approaches. The prediction inconsistency or trajectory drifts between the old and

new predictions has been analysed in [43] to maintain the NMPC stability. A two-

tier architecture for the distributed MPCs with NCS has been presented in [85],

which proved to preserve the stability and improve the performance relatively to the

centralised controller with asynchronous measurements. The input-to-state stability

condition for NMPC has been developed with time-stamping information for NCS in

[118].
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While much research has been focused on the networked control systems with

data packet dropouts and transmission delays, the problem of assuring stability for

large scale interconnected systems with partial and total communication loss between

the subsystems has not been addressed up until recently. The stability condition for

distributed controllers in the failures of inter-system communication is derived in

[75]. The graph theory applying to the coordination controls of autonomous vehi-

cles has been discussed in [133]. The approach of dynamic graphs for interconnected

systems with different coupling structures is introduced in [145]. The cooperative

control schemes for multi-agent systems having time-varying communication topolo-

gies have been developed in [40, 110, 68, 41]. These approaches do not, nonetheless,

accommodate the transmission packet dropouts in local sensor networks.

The developments in this Chapter address the data lost problem in local sen-

sor/actuator network and the flexible communication links between subsystems that

have multiple network topologies. Section 5.2 only considers local data losses, wherein

the data-lost robust dissipativity criterion is developed for use with APRC. Decen-

tralised stabilising agents are implemented for the simulated interconnected system to

demonstrate the developed stabilisability condition. Both issues of local data losses

and flexible communication links are resolved in Section 5.5 by a perturbed state feed-

back scheme for distributed model predictive controllers in the flexible communication

environment.

5.2 System and Networked Control Models

The models in Chapter 3 are reused herein. For completeness, they are provided with

new reference numbers in this chapter.

Consider an interconnected system Σ consisting of h subsystems, each denoted as
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Si, i = 1, . . . , h and has a discrete time state space model of the form:

Si :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k) + Eivi(k),

yi(k) = Cixi(k), wi(k) = Fixi(k) + Jiui(k),

(5.1)

where ui ∈ Ui ⊂ R
mi , yi ∈ Yi ⊂ R

qi , xi ∈ Xi ⊂ R
ni , vi ∈ Vi ⊂ R

mvi , wi ∈ Wi ⊂
R

qwi ; xi, ui, yi, vi, and wi are, respectively, state, control, measurement output, inter-

active input and interactive output vectors. In this chapter, the following bounded

constraint is considered:

Ui � {ui : ‖ui‖22 ≤ ηi}, (5.2)

where ηi is the upper bound deduced from the physical limits of the actuators con-

nected to the control vector ui.

The input vξ(k) of subsystem Sξ and the output wζ(k) of subsystem Sζ , ξ 	= ζ,

are connected to each other in an arbitrary topology. The large-scale system Σ is

represented by a state space model of the block diagonal system S formed by h

subsystems Si and the interconnection process H, as follows:

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B u(k) + E v(k),

y(k) = C x(k), w(k) = F x(k) + J u(k),

v(k) = H w(k),

(5.3)

where A = diag[Ai]
h
1 , B = diag[Bi]

h
1 , C = diag[Ci]

h
1 , E = diag[Ei]

h
1 , F = diag[Fi]

h
1 ,

x = [x1
T ...xh

T ]T , u = [u1
T ...uh

T ]T , y = [y1
T ...yh

T ]T , v = [v1
T ...vh

T ]T , w = [w1
T ...wh

T ]T ,

and H is the global coupling matrix. The elements of H is either 1 or 0 only. From

a centralised point of view, the system Σ can be rewritten as

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x(k + 1) = A

Σ
x(k) +B

Σ
u(k),

y(k) = C x(k),

(5.4)
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where A
Σ
= A+ EHF, B

Σ
= B + EHJ .

When all the interactive inputs and outputs vanish (i.e. vi = 0 and wi = 0), a

stand-alone subsystem Si, denoted as Ss
i , has the state space model of the form:

Ss
i :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k),

yi(k) = Cixi(k).

(5.5)

Data-Lost Process: In this chapter, a mesh device network is installed for the

large-scale system for updating output measurements and actuating control devices.

The updating time instants are assumed synchronised between all controllers. The

state vector x of Σ becomes x̃ beyond the network interface ports inside the con-

trollers. It is assumed that the data losses are identical to all variables by hardware

and firmware configurations. When the state vector x(k) at the time instant k is

transmitted successfully, we have x̃(k) = x(k), otherwise x̃(k) = x(k − 1) (i.e. when

the data is lost). For the outputs, the last received values of control vectors are applied

to the plant (e.g. by industrial smart actuators) during the transmission disruptive

periods. By representing the consecutive updating instants of x̃(k) with a sequence

of integer numbers J = {j1, ..., jq, ..., jκ, ...},J ⊂ Z
+, the time interval between jq

and jq+1 is treated as one transmission period. If the communication data on device

networks is perfect at time k, we have jκ = k. The upper bound of the successful

transmission periods is denoted as μ (or MATI - maximum allowable transmission

interval).

μ � max
jq∈J

(
τ(q)

)
, τ(q) := jq − jq−1. (5.6)

Assumption 2 (i) All stand-alone subsystems Ss
i (5.5) and the large-scale system Σ

(5.4) are controllable and observable. (ii) The updating time instants are synchronised

between all subsystems and their controllers.
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5.3 Stabilisability Conditions for Networked Control Systems

Let us first introduce the dissipativity for Σ and APRC for each subsystem Ss
i (5.1).

A large-scale system Σ (5.4) is said to be data-lost robustly quadratically dissipative

with respect to the quadratic supply rate ξ
(
y(k), u(k)

)
defined as,

ξ
(
y(k), u(k)

)
� [y(k)Tu(k)T ]

⎡
⎢⎣Q S

ST R

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣y(k)
u(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (5.7)

where Q,R, S are multiplier matrices with symmetric Q and R, if there exists a

nonnegative C1 function, addressed as storage function, V (x(k)), V (0) = 0, such

that for all u(k) and all k ∈ Z
+, the following dissipation inequality is satisfied

irrespectively of the initial value of the state x(0):

V
(
x(k + τ)

)− αV
(
x(k)

) ≤ ξ
(
y(k), u(k)

)
,

∀τ = 1, ... ,μ, 0 < α < 1.
(5.8)

The square storage function of the form V
(
x(k)

)
= x(k)TPx(k), P = P T � 0, is

considered in this chapter. Here, define another quadratic function ξic, addressed as

supply rate of the controller Ci of a subsystem Si, as

ξic
(
ui(k), yi(k)

)
� [ui(k)

Tyi(k)
T ]

⎡
⎢⎣Qic Sic

∗ Ric(k)

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ui(k)

yi(k)

⎤
⎥⎦ (5.9)

For conciseness, ξic
(
ui(k), yi(k)

)
is denoted as ξkic; ξ

(
y(k), u(k)

)
is denoted as ξk;

and the time index k and jq (q is the index of the data lost process of MATI=μ)

are represented by the superscript typefaces k and q, respectively, without brackets

where appropriated.
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Definition 6 The controller Ci is said to satisfy the affirmative APRC with respect

to ξic(u
q, yq) (5.9), or simply aAPRC, in the presence of data-lost process of MATI=

μ, if there is jq0 ∈ J , 0 ≤ γq
i < 1 and |βq

i | ≥
√(

1− γq
i

)|ξq−1
i |, such that

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ξqic ≥ 0, if ξq−1
ic ≥ 0,

ξqic ≥ ξq−1
ic + (βq

i )
2, if ξq−1

ic < 0,

∀jq > jq0. (5.10)

Remark 8 (5.10) can also be expressed as follows:

ξqic ≥
1− sgn(ξq−1

ic )

2

(
ξq−1
ic − sgn(ξq−1

ic )(βq
i )

2
)
∀jq > jq0. (5.11)

The bias number βq
i may be different at every successful transmission instants jq.

The condition of aAPRC is dynamically established as there will be several jq0 during

the lifetime of a control subsystem at which ξq0ic < 0.

Now, by denoting Qc := diag[Qic]
h
1 , Sc := diag[Sic]

h
1 , Rc := diag[Ric]

h
1 and

ξkc := ukTQcu
k + 2yk

T
Scu

k + yk
T
Rk

cy
k

as the supply rate of Σ (u ∈ R
m) in the presence of local MPCs, the aAPRC-based

stabilisability condition for the controls ũi(jq) subject to the data lost process (5.25) is

stated in the next Theorem. Denote ϕq
i :=

1
2
(1− sgn(ξqic))ξ

q
ic, θqi := σq

i sgn(ξ
q−1
ic )(βq

i )
2.

Theorem 9 Suppose that

(i) The following LMIs are feasible in P ,Q,S,R:

⎡
⎢⎣A

τ
Σ
TPAτ

Σ − αP − CTQC Aτ
Σ
TPB − CTSM

∗ BTPB −MTRM

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, P � 0, (5.12)

∀τ = 1, ...,μ,

where M = [0 ... 0 Im] and B = [Aτ−1
Σ BΣ Aτ−2

Σ BΣ ... AΣBΣ BΣ];
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(ii) Whenever ϕq−1
i < 0, the following online LMIs are feasible in Qq

ic and Rq
ic:⎡

⎢⎣y
qT
i (Qi +Rq

ic)y
k
q yqTi Si

ST
i y

k
i Ri +Qq

ic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Qq

ic ≺ 0, (5.13a)

yqTi Rq
icy

q
i − ϕq−1

i − θqi > 0; (5.13b)

and choosing Sq
ic as a null space of yTi (jq), i.e. Sq

icy
T
i (jq) = 0;

Then, there exist controls ũi(jq), i = 1...h, satisfying the aAPRC, that stabilise Σ.

Proof: (i) Dissipativity: The large-scale system Σ is data-lost robust dissipative

if and only if LMI (5.12b) holds. This is the well-known dissipativity condition for Σ

with respect to the dissipation inequality (5.8) [16] and the predictive state vector of

the form x(j+ τ +1) = Aτ
Σx(j)+Bǔ(j), where ǔ(j) = [u(j)Tu(j+1)T ...u(j+ τ)T ]T .

(ii) Stabilisability: The proof starts at some time instant when ξqc < 0. It is ap-

parently that ξqc will eventually go to the vicinity of zero and become non-negative

with |βq
i | ≥

√(
1− γq

i

)|ξq−1
i |, 0 < γq

i < 1 (see Lemma 1) as the second inequalities of

aAPRC in (5.10) of h subsystems are feasible for all q > q0 which are given by LMIs

(5.16) and proved in (iii) below. Similarly to Theorem 2,

V (xq+1)− αV (xq) ≤ δq := (∗)

⎡
⎢⎣y

qT (Q+Rq
c)y

q yqT (S + Sc)

∗ R+Qc

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ I

uq

⎤
⎥⎦+ γqϕ(jq),

where V (xq) := xqTPxq.

(iii) Feasibility condition for aAPRC with control constraints: (5.16) is a direct

result of (3.31) in Theorem 2.

In the following, the constraint on the control increment Δui(k),

(Δui(k) � ui(k) − ui(k − 1)) are taken into account in the stabilisability condition.

Consider the bounded constraint below,

UΔi � {Δui : ‖Δui‖22 ≤ ηΔi}. (5.14)
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The stabilisability condition for the controls ũi(jq) subject to the data lost process

(5.25) and constraints (5.2) and (5.14) is stated in the next Theorem.

Theorem 10 Suppose that

(i) The following LMIs are feasible in P ,Q,S,R:

⎡
⎢⎣A

τ
Σ
TPAτ

Σ − αP − CTQC Aτ
Σ
TPB − CTSM

∗ BTPB −MTRM

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, P � 0, (5.15)

∀τ = 1, ...,μ;

(ii) Whenever ϕq−1
i < 0, the following online LMIs are feasible in Qq

ic,S
q
ic,R

q
ic:⎡

⎢⎣y
qT
i (Qi +Rq

ic)y
k
q yqTi (Si + Sq

ic)

∗ Ri +Qq
ic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, Qq

ic ≺ 0, (5.16a)

yqTi Rq
icy

q
i − ϕq−1

i − θqi > 0; (5.16b)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−αq

di
ηΔi − ϕq−1

i − θqi + (∗)Rdi

⎡
⎢⎣x

q−1
i

uq−1
i

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣u

(q−1)T
i (BT

diS
q
ic +MT

τ Q
q
ic)

+x
(q−1)T
i Adi

TSq
ic

⎤
⎥⎦

∗ Qq
ic +αq

di
I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� 0,

αq
di > 0, (5.16c)

where

Rdi :=

⎡
⎢⎣Adi

TRq
icAdi Adi

TRq
ic Bdi + Adi

TSq
icMτ

∗ BT
diR

q
icBdi + BT

diS
q
icMτ +MT

τ Q
q
icMτ

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

Adi = CiA
μ
i , Bdi = CiBdi,

Bdi := [Aμ−1
i Bdi A

μ−2
i Bdi ... AiBdi Bdi],

Bdi := [Bi Ei], Mτ = [0mi
... 0mi

Imi
0mvi

... 0mvi
] (uq−1

i = Mτ ŭdi, ŭdi := [ŭi v̆i]);

Then, there exist controls ũi(jq), i = 1...h, satisfying the aAPRC, that stabilise Σ

subject to the data-lost process μ (5.25).
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Proof: The proof of this theorem is identical to that of Theorem 9, except for

the last LMI 5.16c which is derived as follows:

ξqic ≥ σq
i ξ

q−1
ic + σq

i (β
q
i )

2

⇔ (x
(q−1)T
i Aτ

i
T + ŭ

(q−1)T
di BT

di)C
T
i R

q
icCi(A

τ
i x

q−1
i + Bdiŭ

q−1
di )

+ (x
(q−1)T
i Aτ

i
T + ŭ

(q−1)T
di BT

di)C
T
i S

q
ic(Mτ ŭ

q−1
di +Δq

di)

+ (ŭ
(q−1)T
di MT

τ +ΔuqT
i )Qq

ic(Mτ ŭ
q−1
di +Δuq

di) ≥ σq
i ξ

q−1
ic + σq

i (β
q
i )

2,

⇔ x
(q−1)T
i (AT

diR
q
icAdi)x

q−1
i + ŭ

(q−1)T
di (BT

diR
q
icBdi +BT

diS
q
icMτ +MT

τ Q
q
icMτ )ŭ

(q−1)
di

+ 2x
(q−1)T
i (AT

diR
q
icBdi + AT

diS
q
icMτ )ŭ

(q−1)
di +ΔuqT

i Qq
icΔuqT

i

+ 2x
(q−1)T
i (AT

diS
q
ic)ΔuqT

i + 2ŭ
(q−1)T
i (BT

diS
q
ic +MT

τ Q
q
ic)ΔuqT

i

≥ σq
i ξ

q−1
ic + σq

i (β
q
i )

2, where Adi = CiA
μ
i , Bdi = CiBdi

⇔ ΔuT
i (k)Q

q
icΔui(k) + 2[ŭ

(q−1)T
i (BT

diS
q
ic +MT

τ Q
q
ic) + x

(q−1)T
i (AT

i C
T
i S

q
ic)]Δui(k)

+

⎡
⎢⎣ xq−1

i

ŭ
(q−1)
i

⎤
⎥⎦
T ⎡
⎢⎣A

T
diR

q
icAdi AT

diR
q
icBdi + AT

diS
q
icMτ

∗ BT
diR

q
icBdi +BT

diS
q
icMτ +MT

τ Q
q
icMτ

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ xq−1

i

ŭ
(q−1)
i

⎤
⎥⎦

− σq
i ξ

q−1
ic − σq

i (β
q
i )

2 ≥ 0.

This derived constraint is fulfilled for all Δui ∈ UΔi
(5.14) by the feasibility of LMI

(5.16c).

5.4 Illustrative Example

5.4.1 Case Study 1

Consider the continuous-time state space models of a typical three-stage countercur-

rent washing circuit in Chapter 4. In this simulation, the MPC controllers have also
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been set up and coded in Matlab with the mpcmove function. The APRC-based sta-

bilising constraint is combined with this Matlab function by the algorithm delivered

in [153]. The predictive and control horizons of Ny = 3 and Nu = 2 have been chosen

for the first two subsystems, while longer horizons (Ny = 12, Nu = 4) are chosen for

the third one. Three subsystems have the same sampling time of 0.4 steps. All state

updates are synchronised between all subsystems. The MPC setups are the identical

to those in Chapter 4.

To demonstrate the efficacy of the APRC-based stabilising constraint, only offline

multiplier matrices (Ric � 0, Qic ≺ 0) are used in this simulation study. When

the stabilising agents for subsystems 3 and 1 are employed, the plant-output time

responses are shown in Figure 5.2(a), indicating clearly a stabilised interconnected

system.

Figure 5.2(b) shows the output responses in the case of MATI = 5 steps of sporadic

data losses occurring to all subsystems being simulated with arbitrarily flatting inputs

and outputs. The tuning numbers ρi = 3 is used for all three subsystems. A fixed bias

number βi = 0.03 or βi = 0 is applied to all subsystems and at every time steps. The

initial time q0(1) of subsystem 1 occurs at steps 11, 58, 73 and 105. The recurrences

of ξ1c < ρ21 are at steps 28 , 70 and 84. The initial time q0(3) of subsystem 3 occurs

at steps 10, 30 and 71. The recurrences of ξ3c < −ρ23 are at steps 19 and 67.

The plant-output trends with input disturbances and μ = 5 steps of sporadic data

losses occurring to all subsystems (being simulated with arbitrarily flatting inputs and

outputs) are given in Figure 5.3(b). The output set points are ȳ1 = 5, ȳ2 = 10 and

ȳ3 = −10. The tuning numbers ρi = 3, i = 1, 2, 3, are used for all three subsystems.

Time-invariant coefficients βi = 0.99, i = 1, 2, 3, are applied in this simulation study.
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(a) APRC-based Stabilising Agents in a Perfect Data Environment.
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(b) APRC-based Stabilising Agents with the Presences of Data Losses.

Figure 5.2 : Decentralised Stabilising Agents for the Washing Circuit with Networked
Control Systems having MATI = 5 steps - Plant-Output Time Responses.
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(a) With APRC-based Stabilising Agents - With Bounded Input Disturbances.
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(b) With APRC-based Stabilising Agents - With Bounded Input Disturbances

and Intermittent Data Losses.

Figure 5.3 : Decentralised Stabilising Agents with Intermittent Data Losses - Plant-
Output Time Responses, yi(k).
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5.4.2 Case Study 2

In the second simulation study, the strong coupling subsystems of a feed distribution

process in the second illustrative example in Chapter 3 are considered with randomly

data losses within 7 time steps. The trajectory shapes of different executions are

different due to the Matlab random function of the following:

State_Vector_Temp = State_Vector;

d = rand(1, 1);

if mod
(
Time_Step, round(5× d)

)
= 0

State_Vector = State_Vector_Temp;

else

Calculate new state vector;

The weighting coefficients of R1 = diag{2, 1},Q1 = diag{5, 1, 2};R2 = [1],Q2 =

diag{1, 1, 2},R3 = diag{0.5, 1}, Q3 = diag{4, 1, 5} have been set up for the MPC

optimisations.The constraints on the control inputs are set up as η1 = 2, η2 = 10, η3 =

10. The output constraints are ignored in this simulation. The initial states are as

follows: x1(0) = [1 7 3]T , x2(0) = [7 6 4]T , x3(0) = [2 8 3]T .

The stabilised trajectories are depicted by Figure 5.4. The input and output

responses are given in the next figure 5.5, showing clearly the flattering outputs due

to data losses. We learnt from this simulation study that the overall system can

become unstable when μ (MATI) is long than 6 time steps.

In the next two following sections, we present the developments for APRC-based

stabilisability conditions for linear and nonlinear systems under the perspective of

input-to-state stabilisation. We also address the problem of flexible network topolo-

gies for the communication links between subsystems. Taking into account the ex-
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Figure 5.4 : APRC-Based Decentralised Model Predictive Control with Intermittent
Data Losses - Strong Dynamic Coupling System - Time Responses.
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Figure 5.5 : APRC-Based Decentralised Model Predictive Control with Intermittent
Data Losses - Strong Dynamic Coupling System - Input and Output Trajectories.
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amining scope, only theoretical derivations are delineated herein.

5.5 Distributed Model Predictive Control with Perturbed

State Feedback for Multiple Network Topologies

5.5.1 Introduction to DeMPC and PSF

A partially decentralised model predictive control (DeMPC) scheme engaging offline

and online computations for constrained interconnected systems and making use of

the available information collected via the communication channels between subsys-

tems is subsequently developed with APRC-based stability constraints. The stability

constraint for DeMPC in this approach is a quadratic constraint on the initial con-

trol vector. Herein, we consider the inter-subsystem communication network that

has multiple connection topologies. Demands on communication links and online

data are limited with a perturbed state-feedback strategy, which consists of a static

state-feedback and a perturbation. The static state-feedback gains are determined in

accordance with the communication network topologies and for constraint satisfac-

tions, while perturbations are calculated by the online optimisations adopting only

decoupled objective functions.

The DeMPC strategy overcomes the disadvantages exhibited by the fully decen-

tralised or other distributed control schemes. In fully decentralised control, the com-

munication between subsystems are totally disconnected, which will affect the overall

control performance for strongly coupled subsystems. On the other hand, the contin-

uous communication between subsystems is heavily required in distributed control.

A communication disruption will break down its stability guarantee property. The

totally disconnections and permanent fixed-connections are seldom the reality sce-
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Figure 5.6 : Partially Decentralised Model Predictive Control with Two
Communication Networks and a Subsystem Coupling Network.

narios. In practice, the connections between subsystems are usually available but are

neither 100% continuous nor have a fixed connection topology. Moreover, the sensor

network (or device network), such as the wireless field-bus in the lower levels, also

exhibits intermittent data dropouts. This is the second network apart from the above

mentioned inter-subsystem network. The block diagram of such interconnected sys-

tems having two communication networks on top of the subsystem dynamic-coupling

network (subsystem interconnection) is sketched out in Figure 5.6 (i.e., there are three

networks in this figure).

To tolerate both data dropouts in sensor networks and communication topology

changes in the inter-subsystem networks in real time, a parameterised quadratic con-

straint on the control vector derived from the APRC is employed as a decoupled sta-

bility constraint for DeMPC in this chapter. Putting emphasis on the simplification

aspect of the online solution, a perturbed state-feedback strategy (PSF) is introduced
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and applied to the asymptotically dissipative constraints for all subsystems to achieve

the plant-wide stabilisation. Under this strategy, the control inputs have the virtual

form of

ui(k) = wi(k) +
∑
j

Kij xj(k),

where xj are the known neighbours’ states (via the available communication channels

only), Kij is the static state-feedback gain, and wi is the perturbation. This is only a

virtual PSF form, and will not be applied directly to calculate the control ui in real

time. It is used to shape the quadratic stability constraint with respect to ui for the

online calculations which determine the control ui directly, as explained herein. In

this development, the basic APRC inequality of the following form

ξi(xi(k), wi(k)) ≥ βi ξi(xi(k − 1), wi(k − 1)), 0 ≤ βi < 1,

where ξi is a quadratic function (supply rate) w.r.t. the state and input pair of xi

and wi, if ξi(xi(k−1), wi(k−1)) < 0, is applied to the stabilisability condition in this

chapter (xi plays the role of an output vector herein).

The APRC-based inequality is initially expressed as an inequality in wi(k) as-

suming xi(k) and ξi(xi(k − 1), wi(k − 1)) are known, which will render a quadratic

constraint on wi(k). It is noted here that xi(k) and ξi(xi(k − 1), wi(k − 1)) are mea-

surement and historical data. From this APRC-based constraint w.r.t. wi(k) (with

wi = ui −
∑

j Kijxj), the quadratic constraint w.r.t. ui(k) is subsequently recast

and incorporated into the online optimisation problems for ui(k). Herein, the state

feedback gain Kij is determined in accordance with the communication topologies

(of the top network in Fig. 5.6) which are predefined and not necessarily identical

to the fixed subsystem dynamic-coupling topology (the bottom network in Fig. 5.6).

If more than one topology are predefined, a set of different gains will be computed
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offline for using with the corresponding topologies in real time. As mentioned above,

this gain Kij and neighbours’ states xj(k) are only used to derive the APRC-based

stability constraint w.r.t. ui(k), but not to calculate ui(k) directly.

Since neighbours’ states are not involved in the objective function, the compu-

tational cost is less than those employing a fully coupled objective function and

constraint simultaneously; see, e.g. [161, 68, 102]. In exchange for that, a set of

small dimension linear matrix inequalities will need to be solved online to update the

APRC-based stability constraint. Due to small dimensions, the computational cost

is not a significant burden, especially for the modern computerised systems. By not

employing the PSF directly in the real-time control law, but only in the derivation

of a stability constraint for the control ui, the semi-automatic control scheme is also

accommodated by the present strategy. Semi-automatic controllers are understood

as those having two modes, automatic and manual, which allow for human machine

interfaces (HMI) and switching between the remote control-room operators and the

automatic control algorithms [156].

5.5.2 Communication Networks

The second facet of the control problem is to deal with the communication inter-

ruptions, inherently to interconnected systems installed with an internet-based sen-

sor/device network such as wireless field-bus (the middle network in Fig. 5.6). Data

losses from the communication abruptions in this network will ultimately cause de-

teriorations to the control performance and system stability. Effective solutions for

this type of intermittent disruptions have been presented in the literature of the net-

worked control systems (NCS). The research in NCS is quite mature in its own right

with recent results reported in [137, 51, 118] and references thereof. An alternative
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online solution for using with the asymptotically dissipative constraint, is proposed

herein. By acquiring the data-lost robust dissipativity for all periods of consecu-

tive data dropouts, and applying the APRC-based quadratic constraints w.r.t actual

states and controls from the received information, the sporadic data losses are effec-

tively compensated for right after their occurrences. The recursive feasibility, that

is affected by the described communication disruptions, is guaranteed by character-

ising on-the-fly the APRC-based stabilising constraints and applying a conservative

bounded reachable set built upon the robust stabilisable sets [12].

The above sensor/device network is normally a mesh network for local state mea-

surements and control without interactions between subsystems. For the other two

networks, the unweighted Laplacian matrices [107] will be used in this development

to model the time-varying communication topology (of the top network in Fig. 5.6)

and the subsystem dynamic-coupling topology (of the bottom network in Fig. 5.6).

While accepting the time-varying communication topology, it is viable that all topolo-

gies are predefined such that the static state-feedback gains Kij will be determined

offline accordingly. Directed graphs are employed in this work. The communication

matrix with weighted graphs and the permanent loss of certain communication links,

as usually be considered in the cooperative control schemes (see, e.g., [40, 110]), will

not be considered in this development.

5.5.3 System and Control Model

Consider an interconnected system Σ consisting of h nodes representing h subsystems,

each denoted as Si, indexed by the elements of the set N := {1, . . . , h}, and has a

discrete-time state space model of the form:

Si : xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k) + Eivi(k) + Lidi(k), (5.17)
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where ui ∈ Ui ⊂ R
mi and xi ∈ Xi ⊂ R

ni are local control and state vectors, respec-

tively, vi ⊂ R
mvi is the interactive, or dynamic coupling, vector. di represents the

input disturbance, which is assumed a white noise sequence with zero mean and finite

variances, di ∈ Vi ⊂ R
mi . The following control constraint is considered herein:

Ui � {ui : ‖ui‖22 ≤ ηi}. (5.18)

In this approach, di is unknown but norm bounded. vi is also unknown and norm

bounded.

A. Network Graph

A network system is identified by a graph G = (N ,S, E), where S = {S1, ...,Sn} is the
set of nodes, and E ⊆ {(Si,Sj) : Si,Sj ∈ S, i, j ∈ N | i 	= j} is the set of edges. The
graph is undirected (or bidirectional) if for any i, j ∈ N , (Si,Sj) ∈ E ⇔ (Sj,Si) ∈ E .
A node Si ∈ N is connected to a node Sj ∈ N if there is a path from Si to Sj in

the graph following the orientation of the arcs. The graph is strongly connected if,

∀(Si,Sj) ∈ S × S, Si is connected to Sj. A directed graph is said to have a spanning

tree if and only if ∃i ∈ N such that there is a path from node Si to any other node

Sj ∈ S. If (Si,Sj) ∈ E , we say that Sj is neighbour to Si and subsystem Sj transmits

its state vector xj(k) to subsystem Si at every step k ≥ 0. The set of all neighbours

to node i ∈ N is denoted as Ni(G) = {j, j ∈ N : (Si,Sj) ∈ E} and |Ni| is the valency
of node i.

In this chapter, the network of fixed subsystem interconnections (subsystem cou-

pling network), denoted as Gs, and the time-varying communication network, de-

noted as Gc(k), as depicted by the top network in Figure 5.6, are considered. We,

nonetheless, limited ourselves to a predefined number of Gc in this development. By
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this limitation, the state feedback gains are determined offline using the unweighted

Laplacian matrices of those pre-informed topologies. The requirement on spanning

trees is not discussed herein. The sensor/device network, which is normally a mesh

network, does not belong to this network class.

B. Perturbed State Feedback

For a given Gc, when the control is structured to form a perturbed state feedback of

ui(k) = wi(k) + zi(k) [155], where

zi(k) =
∑

j∈Ni(Gc)

Kij xj(k), (5.19)

the subsystem model can be rewritten as

xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biwi(k) + Bizi(k) + Eivi(k) + Lidi(k), (5.20)

where wi ∈Wi ⊂ R
mi , ‖di‖22 ≤ θi, and the subsystem coupling being defined by:

vi(k) =
∑

j∈Ni(Gs)

Fjxj(k). (5.21)

The subsystem coupling network Gs is associated with the global coupling matrix

Hs. The elements of Hs is either 1 or 0 only (unweighted Laplacian matrix, see [107]).

Similarly, the communication network Gc is associated with the communication ma-

trix Hc. By denoting the ith block-row of H as Hs[i], it is apparently that

vi = Hs[i]Fx, (5.22)

where x := [x1
T . . . xh

T ]T is the global state vector of Σ. And similarly, with a

block-column matrix Hc,

zi = [Kij][i] Hc[i]x. (5.23)
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From a centralised point of view, Σ is expressed as

Σ : x(k + 1) = AΣx(k) + Bw(k) + Ld(k), (5.24)

where AΣ := A+ EH +BKHc, in which

A := diag[Ai]
h
i , B := diag[Bi]

h
i , E := diag[Ei]

h
i ,

L := diag[Li]
h
i , K := [Kij], d := [d1

T . . . dh
T ]T .

5.5.4 Data Loss Process

The updating time instants are assumed to be synchronised between all controllers

and their state measurements. The state vector xi of Si becomes x̃i beyond the

communication interface ports of the controllers. In this cooperative application, it

is assumed that the data losses are identical and concurrent to all state and control

variables. When the state vector xi(k) at time instant k is transmitted successfully,

we have x̃i(k) = xi(k), otherwise x̃i(k) = xi(k−1) (i.e. when data are lost). Similarly,

the last received value is applied when the communication is lost for the control ui,

i.e. ũi(k) = ui(k − 1). By representing the consecutive updating instants of x̃i(k)

with a sequence of integer numbers J � {j1, ..., jq, ..., jκ, ...},J ⊂ Z
+, the time

interval between jq and jq+1 is treated as one transmission period. By applying

online compensations, the problem is not conservative when the upper bound μ of

the successful transmission periods is assumed, as follows:

μ � max
jq∈J

τ(q), τ(q) � jq − jq−1. (5.25)

5.5.5 State Constraint

The following constraint on the state vector is considered herein:

‖xi‖22 ≤ ρi, ρi > 0. (5.26)
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For any ρi > 0, the ball Bi(ρi), is defined by

Bi(ρi) � {xi ∈ R
ni : ‖xi‖22 ≤ ρi}. (5.27)

To ensure the state constraint satisfaction in the presence of data losses, an LMI-

based condition will be developed from an upper bound of the difference of Vi(xi(k+

τ))−Vi(xi(k)) [45]. A reachable set, which is invariant (called robust stabilisable set,

and robust positively invariant set when ui = 0 and vi = 0 [12]), is then obtained

by having the ellipsoid in xi governing the negative definiteness of this upper bound

contained by the ball Bi(ρi) (5.27).

5.5.6 Asymptotic Quadratic Constraint

Define a parameterised quadratic supply rate in the perfect data environment for node

Si, as follows:

ξik
(
wi, xi|Qik,Sik,Rik

)
� wT

i Rikwi + 2xT
i Sikwi + xT

i Qikxi, (5.28)

where Qik, Rik, Sik are dynamic multiplier matrices with symmetric Qik, Rik. In the

data-lost environment of NCS, the supply rates w.r.t. the revived time step jq are con-

sidered. For conciseness, ξik(., .; ., ., .), Qik, Rik, Sik are denoted as ξi(q), Qiq, Riq, Siq,

respectively. The supply rate (5.24) subject to the data-lost process μ is then written

as

ξi(q) = wT
i Riqwi + 2xT

i Siqwi + xT
i Qiqxi.

The APRC is obtainable by employing a convex parameterised quadratic constraint

w.r.t. ui|Qiq ,Riq ,Siq
, when Riq ≺ 0:

wT
i Riqwi + 2xT

i Siqwi + xT
i Qiqxi − δi(q−1) ≥ 0,

⇔ uT
i Riqui + 2Γiui + ψi ≥ 0, ui = wi + zi, (5.29)
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where Γi := xT
i Siq − zTi Riq,

δi(q−1) := βi[1− sgn(ξi(q−1))]ξi(q−1), 0 < βi <
1
2
,

ψi := zTi Riqzi − 2xT
i Siqzi + xT

i Qiqxi − δi(q−1).

The constraint (5.29) can be imposed on the local online calculations using MPC

for ui(jq). To satisfy the control constraint (5.18), the feedback gains Kij need to be

feasible to an LMI derived herein. Firstly, Siq is chosen as a null space of xT
i , as it is

in [53]. Then, similarly to the development in [156], zi(jq) = [Kij][i]Hc[i]x(jq) needs

to be contained in Ui. For every state vector xi(jq) ∈ Xi (5.26), this requirement is

fulfilled by the following LMI:

⎡
⎢⎣ −

ηi
ρij

I [Kij]
T
[i]

[Kij][i] −I

⎤
⎥⎦ ≺ 0, (5.30)

where ρij :=
∑

j∈Ni(Gc)

ρj.

It is noted here that, [Kij][i] = [Ki1...Kij...]j∈Ni(Gc). The gain matrix [Kij] is

updated online in association with LMIs governing the stabilisability condition for Σ

in this present approach.

5.5.7 Subsystem Data-Lost Robust Dissipativity

For the robust stabilisation of Σ with given directed graphs Gs and Gc, the per-

turbation input wi are required to be bounded by the above APRC-based quadratic

constraint, in association with the data-lost robust dissipativity of every subsystem

(5.20) w.r.t. the supply rate ξ̆�i of the form:

ξ̆�i(xi; w̆i, z̆i, v̆i, d̆i) � d̆Ti Z̆id̆i + v̆Ti V̆iv̆i + z̆Ti X̆iz̆i + w̆T
i R̆iw̆i

+2xT
i S̆iw̆i + xT

i Qixi, (5.31)
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where Z̆i, X̆i, V̆i, R̆i, S̆i, Qi are dissipativity matrices; Z̆i, X̆i, V̆i, R̆i, Qi are symmetric

defined as R̆i := diag[Ri]
τ
1, Z̆i := diag[Zi]

τ
1, V̆i := diag[Vi]

τ
1, X̆i := diag[Xi]

τ
1; while

S̆i := [Si Si . . . Si]τ , and a vector ği(jq) is defined as

ğTi (jq) := [gTi (jq−1) g
T
i (jq−1) . . . gTi (jq−1)]τ .

A subsystem Si with PSF (5.20) is then said to be data-lost robustly and quadrat-

ically dissipative w.r.t the quadratic supply rate ξ̆�i, if there exists a storage function

Vi(xi) := xT
i Pixi, Pi � 0 such that for all xi(k) and all k ∈ Z

+, the following dissipa-

tion inequality is satisfied irrespectively of the initial value of the state xi(0):

Vi(xi(k + τ))− σVi(xi(k)) ≤ ξ̆�i

(
xi(k); w̆i, z̆i, v̆i, d̆i

) ∀τ = 1 . . .μ, 0 < σ < 1. (5.32)

5.5.8 Task Description

The control task is to drive h subsystems of Σ from their initial states xi(0) to

their zero equilibrium without any state and control constraint violations. Each

subsystem possesses communication channels to some or all of its neighbours or other

subsystems, but not necessarily with all nodes inGc. The link interruptions may occur

intermittently in these communication channels (thus having time-varying topologies)

and in the device network for local state measurements and control. To fulfill these

tasks, the perturbed state feedback control ui(jq) = wi(jq) + vi(jq) will be adopted.

The static state-feedback gainsKij are determined offline based on the communication

topology of Gc prescribed in Hc, and the node models (5.20). Most of the time,

Hc = H, but this formulation facilitates Hc 	= H. As a result, a new requirement

arises in this approach, that is, all nodes must be informed with the communication

topology in real time. This requirement is realisable with the current networking

technology and a realistic scenario. The subsystems will synchronously apply the
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new gains Kij corresponding to the new topology each time it is refreshingly formed.

For the automatic control mode, the control ui(jq) will be calculated online by

the local controllers using a model predictive control (MPC) algorithm that employs

the local model (5.17) only. This MPC is imposed with the APRC-based quadratic

constraint (5.29). By virtue of decoupled objective functions, the present control

scheme is decentralised. It is worth repeating here that the control ui, but not the

perturbation wi, is involved in the performance-centric calculations, accomplished

by the finite-horizon optimisation of MPC herein. The conventional MPC objective

function of the following form is considered for each single subsystem:

Ji(jq) =

Ni∑
�=1

‖xT
i (jq + �)‖Qi

+ ‖uT
i (jq + �)‖Ri

,

where Qi,Ri are weighting matrices, and Ni is the predictive horizon. The current

local state xi(jq) and neighbours’ states xj(jq), j ∈ Ni(Gc), at the revived step jq

are known. The local optimisation problem of minimising Ji(k) subject to the local

model (5.17), the control constraint ui ∈ Ui (5.18), and the APRC-based stability

constraint (5.29) w.r.t ui, in the following:

min
ûi

Ji(k)

subject to (5.17), (5.18), and (5.29),

(5.33)

is then solved for the predictive vector sequence ûi. The minimising sequence û∗
i

which consists of Ni elements of u∗
i (jq + �), � = 0, 1, ..., Ni, will be obtained as a result

of this online computation. Only the first element u∗
i (jq) is used to control Si. This

rolling process is repeated at the next time step, and continues thereon.
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5.6 Concluding Remarks

We have presented the fully and partially decentralised stabilisations scheme for in-

terconnected systems suffering from intermittent data losses on device networks and

having multiple inter-subsystem communication topologies. The stabilising bounds

on the immediate future values of controller outputs are updated at the successive

data communication instants. The data losses are effectively compensated for right

after every dropout incident.

The effective and practical PSF (perturbed state-feedback) control reduces the de-

mands on communication links and online data. Not only simplifying the optimisation

with decoupled objective functions for the partially decentralised MPC and using less

online data, the approach is also cutting edge by accommodating a fully-decentralised

semi-automatic control paradigm in the imperfect communication network and data

environment.
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Chapter 6

Coupling Delayed Interconnected Systems with

Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint

This chapter addresses a decentralised model predictive control strategy (MPC) for

network systems that suffer from an arbitrary coupling delay. The network system is

subject to a global state constraint and local input constraints, as well as persistent

input disturbances. The decentralised MPC strategy tackles the coupling delay prob-

lem by acquiring the property of delay-robust dissipativity (DRD) for all periods of

time delays that are bounded by a maximum delay time. A single random coupling

delay is considered in this development, i.e. the coupling delays between network

nodes are assumed identical. The storage function of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii func-

tional form is employed in the delay-dependent and delay-independent dissipativity

criteria.

The interconnection stabilisability condition for the delay robust systems is sub-

sequently derived in association with the APRC. In this approach, the storage func-

tion plays the role of a candidate Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (in a discrete-time

form). Alternatively, the stabilisability condition is established from the accumu-

latively quadratic dissipativity (AQD) of each single interactive subsystem and the

corresponding accumulative supply rate (ASR) within the delay time period. The

stability constraint applying ASR is designated as sectoral stability constraint in this

chapter.

For state constraint satisfactions, an upper bound of the difference of the discrete-
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time Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional is derived to determine a robust stabilisable in-

variant set for the state trajectory. This derived condition on the upper bound is

combined with the aforementioned dissipativity condition to ensure that the two tar-

gets of undisturbed asymptotic stability and set invariance for constraint satisfactions

are achieved simultaneously. In this discrete-time approach, the storage function of

a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional form is allowed to increase in the first constructive

phase of the controller, similarly to other approach of reachable sets in delayed sys-

tems (see, e.g. [5, 45, 113, 69]). Furthermore, we extend those approaches to combine

the monotonically decreasing property of a stabilisation problem as in many other

MPC approaches [94]. The state converges to a neighborhood of the origin in the

second constructive phase of the controller upon the positivity of the partial supply

rate, which is achieved by the employment of the APRCs in all local MPC problems

during the first construction phase. For coupling delayed systems, the APRC is also

extended to an accumulative version, or namely βτ−APRC, in which the supply rate

is replace by the accumulative supply rate (ASR) within the delay time period τ . If

APRC considers the input and output vectors at two consecutively single time steps,

βτ−APRC considers two consecutive windows of τ time steps.

Time delay systems have emerged as an important research strand in the control

literature [108, 92] and a plethora of research papers lately, see, e.g., [36, 117, 92] .

Along with delay-independent and delay-dependent solutions employing various types

of the Lyapunov-Krasovkii functionals, passivity-based approaches have been adopted

for different time delay applications, see, e.g. [135] and references therein. Whilst

laying firm foundations for the field, the solutions to decentralised control problems

in these approaches usually require artificial or assumed constraints on the coupling

(interactive) vectors, or on the objective functions. These constraints may, however,
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create conservativeness to dynamically-coupled subsystems. In process control appli-

cations where the couplings are material or energy flows, such constraints will add

unnecessary limitations to, or even worse, diminish the overall control performance.

In the present approach, the stability of a network system is achieved without hav-

ing any artificial constraints on the coupling vectors, yet only decoupled controls are

used.

6.1 Control System Models

The models in Chapter 3 are modified with input disturbances and the coupling delay

between subsystems. For completeness, the models are reproduced with new reference

numbers in this chapter. Consider a network system Σ consisting of h subsystems,

each denoted as Si, i = 1, . . . , h and has a discrete-time state space model of the

form:

Si :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k) + Eivi(k) + Lidi(k),

yi(k) = Cixi(k), wi(k) = Fixi(k),

(6.1)

where xi ∈ R
ni , ui ∈ Ui ⊂ R

mi , yi ∈ R
qi , vi ∈ R

mvi , wi ∈ R
qwi ; xi, ui, yi, vi, and wi

are respectively the state, control input, measurement output, interaction input and

interaction output vectors. Vector di represents the unmeasured input disturbances,

assumed to be norm-bounded, ‖di(k)‖2 ≤ 1. Ui a bounded subset on R
mi .

The input vξ(k) of subsystem Sξ and the output wζ(k) of subsystem Sζ , ξ 	= ζ,

are connected to each other in an arbitrary topology. Here, an arbitrary coupling

delay between subsystem nodes of the network system is considered. The large-scale

system Σ is then represented by a state space model of the block diagonal system S
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formed by h subsystems Si and the interconnection process H, as follows:

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +B u(k) + E v(k) + Ld(k),

y(k) = C x(k), w(k) = F x(k),

v(k) = H w(k − τ),

(6.2)

whereA = diag[Ai]
h
1 , B = diag[Bi]

h
1 , C = diag[Ci]

h
1 , E = diag[Ei]

h
1 , F = diag[Fi]

h
1 , L =

diag[Li]
h
1 , x = [x1

T . . . xh
T ]T , u = [u1

T . . . uh
T ]T , y = [y1

T . . . yh
T ]T , v = [v1

T . . . vh
T ]T ,

w = [w1
T . . . wh

T ]T , d = [d1
T . . . dh

T ]T , τ is the number of delay time steps,

τ ∈ {1 . . . τmax}, and H is the global coupling/interconnection matrix. The elements

of H is either 1 or 0 only.

From a centralized point of view, the model of Σ can be rewritten as

Σ :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + EHF x(k − τ) + B u(k) + Ld(k),

y(k) = C x(k).

(6.3)

In a decentralised control scheme, the models of stand-alone subsystems are req-

uisite. When all the interaction inputs and outputs vanish (i.e. vi = 0 and wi = 0),

a stand-alone subsystem Si, denoted as Ss
i , has the state space model of the form:

Ss
i :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
xi(k + 1) = Aixi(k) + Biui(k) + Lidi(k),

yi(k) = Cixi(k).

(6.4)

Assumptions: (i) All stand-alone subsystems Ss
i (6.1), and the large-scale system

Σ (6.3) without state delays are controllable and observable. (ii) The updating time

instants are synchronised between all subsystems and their controllers.

Problem Description: The problem of designing h disparate MPC controllers for

h subsystems Si in a decentralised configuration, that are subject to an arbitrary
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coupling delay is addressed in this chapter. The inter-subsystem communication be-

tween local controllers is not required for exchanging online data by the optimisation

solver. In this approach, stability constraints on the initial input vector are used for

guaranteeing the system stability.

6.2 Interconnection Stabilisability Conditions with Coupling

Delay

This section presents the two interconnection stabilisability conditions in time do-

main. The accumulative quadratic dissipativity and the delay-robust dissipativity of

an open-loop subsystem are firstly defined in the next subsections.

6.2.1 Accumulatively Quadratic Dissipativity

In this chapter, a subsystem Si (6.1) is said to be accumulatively and quadratically

dissipative if it is quadratically dissipative with respect to the following accumulative

supply rate:

ξsi(y̆si, ŭsi) � y̆TsiQ̆siy̌si + 2y̆TsiS̆siŭsi + ŭT
siR̆siŭsi, (6.5)

where ŭT
si(k) � [v̆Ti (k) ŭT

i (k) d̆Ti (k)], y̆Tsi(k) � [w̆T
i (k) y̆Ti (k)],

in which z̆(k) is defined by z̆(k) �[zT (k − τ) zT (k − τ + 1) . . . zT (k − 1) zT (k)]T , and

Q̆si :=

⎡
⎢⎣Q̆τi 0

0 Q̆i

⎤
⎥⎦ , R̆si :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R̆τi 0

0

⎡
⎢⎣R̆i 0

0 R̆di

⎤
⎥⎦

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , S̆si :=

⎡
⎢⎣S̆τi 0

0

[
S̆i 0

]
⎤
⎥⎦ .

All block matrices are, in turn, block diagonal matrices of the following form:
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M̆∗i :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

M∗i(0) 0 . . . 0

0 M∗i(1) . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . M∗i(τ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Now, define x̆i(k) �[xT
i (k − τ) xT

i (k − τ + 1) . . . xT
i (k − 1) xT

i (k)]
T . Assume that

xi(j) ≡ 0 ∀j = −τ, . . . ,−1, 0; i.e. x̆i(k) ≡ 0. The accumulative storage function of

a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional form of the following will be considered with the

above defined accumulative supply rate:

Vsi(x̆i(k)) := xT
i (k)Pixi(k) +

k−1∑
j=k−τ

xT
i (j)Pτi(j − τ)xi(j), (6.6)

Pi = P T
i � 0, Pτi(κ) = P T

τi(κ) � 0.

Alternatively,

Vsi(x̆i(k)) = x̆T
i (k)P̆τix̆i(k), P̆τi :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Pi 0 . . . 0

0 Pτi(1) . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . Pτi(τ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (6.7)

A subsystem Si is then said to be quadratically dissipative with respect to the

quadratic supply rate ξsi(y̆si, ŭsi) if there exists a nonnegative C1 function, addressed

as storage function, Vsi(x̆i(k)), Vi(x̆i(0)) = 0, such that for all usi and all k ∈ Z
+, the

following dissipation inequality is satisfied:

Vsi(x̆i(k + 1))− αiVsi(x̆i(k)) ≤ ξsi(y̆si, ŭsi), 0 < αi < 1. (6.8)

It is noted that in the above supply rates, the passivity terms describing the phase

property between y̆i and d̆i are not considered. Based on these definitions, we derive
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the delay-dependent accumulatively-quadratic-dissipativity condition for an open-

loop interactive subsystem stated in the next Theorem.

Theorem 11 Consider a subsystem Si (6.1) and the accumulative storage function of

the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional form (6.6). Subsystem Si is delay-dependent ac-

cumulatively and quadratically dissipative with respect to the accumulative supply rate

ξsi(y̆si, ŭsi) (6.5), if and only if the following LMI is feasible in Pi,Pτi(j),Qi(j),Si(j),

Ri(j),Rdi(j),Qτi(j),Sτi(j),Rτi(j), for j = 0 . . . τmax:

Qi +
τ∑

j=1

Qτi(j) � 0, (6.9)

Qi :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Pi AT
i PiEi − F T

i Sτi(0) AT
i PiBi − CT

i Si(0) AT
i PiLi

∗ ET
i PiEi −Rτi(0) ET

i PiBi ET
i PiLi

∗ ∗ BT
i PiBi −Ri(0) BT

i PiLi

∗ ∗ ∗ LT
i PiLi −Rdi(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (6.10)

in which Pi := AT
i PiAi − CT

i Qi(0)Ci − F T
i Qτi(0)Fi − αiPi, 0 < αi < 1, and

Qτi(j) :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Pτi(j) AT
i Pτi(j)Ei − F T

i Sτi(j) AT
i Pτi(j)Bi − CT

i Si(j)

∗ ET
i Pτi(j)Ei −Rτi(j) ET

i Pτi(j)Bi

∗ ∗ BT
i Pτi(j)Bi −Ri(j)

∗ ∗ ∗

(6.11)

AT
i Pτi(j)Li

ET
i Pτi(j)Li

BT
i Pτi(j)Li

LT
i Pτi(j)Li −Rdi(j)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

in which Pτi(j) := AT
i Pτi(j)Ai − CT

i Qi(j)Ci − F T
i Qτi(j)Fi − Pτi(j).
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Proof: By expanding the dissipation inequality of the following form

Vsi(x̆i(k + 1))− αiVsi(x̆i(k)) ≤ ξsi(y̆si, ŭsi),

using the state space model (6.1) and the accumulative storage function of the

Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional form (6.6), the resultant accumulatively quadratic

dissipativity criterion cast in LMI will be obtained after some matrix manipulations

(see, e.g., [16]).

6.2.2 Delay-Robust Quadratic Dissipativity

In this subsection, a subsystem Si (6.1) is said to be delay-robust dissipative if it is

quadratically dissipative with respect to the following quadratic supply rate:

ξi(ysi, usi) = yTsiQsiysi + 2yTsiSsiusi + uT
siRsiusi, (6.12)

where usi
T (k) = [vTi (k) uT

i (k) dTi (k)], ysi
T (k) = [wT

i (k − τ) yTi (k)],

Qsi =

⎡
⎢⎣Qτi 0

0 Qi

⎤
⎥⎦ , Rsi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Rτi 0

0

⎡
⎢⎣Ri 0

0 Rdi

⎤
⎥⎦

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Ssi =

⎡
⎢⎣Sτi 0

0

[
Si 0

]
⎤
⎥⎦ .

A subsystem Si is said to be quadratically dissipative with respect to the quadratic

supply rate ξi(ysi, usi) if there exists a nonnegative C1 function, addressed as storage

function, Vi(x̆i(k)), Vi(0) = 0, such that for all usi and all k ∈ Z
+, the following

dissipation inequality is satisfied [164]:

Vi(x̆i(k + 1))− αiVi(x̆i(k)) ≤ ξi(ysi, usi), 0 < αi < 1. (6.13)

The storage function of a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional form of the following
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will be considered in this subsection chapter:

Vi(x̆i(k)) = xT
i (k)Pixi(k) +

k−1∑
j=k−τ

xT
i (j)Pτixi(j), Pi = P T

i � 0, Pτi = P T
τi � 0.

(6.14)

It is noted here that, only one constant Pτi is considered in Vi instead of τ matri-

ces Pτi(κ) in Vsi. The following Theorem provides a delay-independent dissipativity

criterion.

Theorem 12 Consider a subsystem Si (6.1) and the storage function of the Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional form (6.14). Subsystem Si is delay-independent delay-robust

dissipative with respect to the supply rate ξi(ysi, usi) (6.12), if and only if the follow-

ing LMI is feasible in Pi,Pτi,Qi,Si,Ri,Rdi,Qτi,Sτi,Rτi:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Pi 0 AT
i PiEi AT

i PiBi − CT
i Si AT

i PiLi

∗ −αiPτi − F T
i QτiFi −F T

i Sτi 0 0

∗ ∗ ET
i PiEi −Rτi ET

i PiBi ET
i PiLi

∗ ∗ ∗ BT
i PiBi −Ri BT

i PiLi

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ LT
i PiLi −Rdi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� 0,

(6.15)

where Pi = AT
i PiAi − αiPi + Pτi − CT

i QiCi, 0 < αi < 1.

Proof: By expanding the dissipation inequality of the following form

Vi(x̆i(k + 1))− αiVi(x̆i(k)) ≤ ξi(ysi(k), usi(k)),

using the state space model (6.1) and the storage function of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii

functional form (6.14), the resultant delay-robust dissipativity criterion cast in LMI

will be obtained after some matrix manipulations, as detailed in the sequel. Substi-
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tuting (6.14) to the above dissipation inequality gives

xi(k + 1)TPixi(k + 1)− αixi(k)
TPixi(k)− αixi(k − τ)TPτixi(k − τ) + xi(k)

TPτixi(k)

≤ yTi (k)Qiyi(k) + uT
i (k)Riui(k) + dTi (k)Rdidi(k) + 2yTi (k)Siui(k)

+wT
i (k − τ)Qτiwi(k − τ) + 2wT

i (k − τ)Sτivi(k) + vTi (k)Rτivi(k).

By omitting all time index k, for conciseness, and substituting (6.1) to the above, we

have:

(xT
i A

T
i + uT

i B
T
i + vTi E

T
i + dTi L

T
i )Pi(Aixi +Biui + Eivi + Lidi)

−xT
i (αiPi − Pτi)xi − αix

T
i (−τ)Pixi(−τ) ≤ xT

i C
T
i QiCixi + uT

i Riui + dTi Rdidi

+2yTi Siui + xT
i (−τ)F T

i QτiFixi(−τ) + 2xT
i (−τ)F T

i Sτivi + vTi Rτivi (6.16)

⇔ xT
i (A

T
i PiAi − αiPi + Pτi − CT

i QiCi)xi + uT
i (B

T
i PiBi −Ri)ui + vTi (E

T
i PiEi −Rτi)vi

+ dTi (L
T
i PiLi −Rdi)di + 2xT

i (A
T
i PiBi − CT

i Si)ui + 2xT
i A

T
i PiEivi

+ 2xT
i A

T
i PiLidi + 2uT

i B
T
i PiEivi + 2uT

i B
T
i PiLidi + 2vTi E

T
i PiLidi

+ xT
i (−τ)(−αiPτi − F T

i QτiFi)xi(−τ)− 2xT
i (−τ)F T

i Sivi ≤ 0

which is fulfilled by (6.15).

The following result provides a delay-dependent delay-robust dissipativity condi-

tion for Si. It will be seen from the proof that the delay-dependent condition is an

extension of the delay-independent condition in Theorem 12.

Theorem 13 Consider a subsystem Si (6.1) and the storage function of the Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional form (6.14). Subsystem Si is delay-dependent delay-robust dissi-
pative with respect to the supply rate ξi(ysi, usi) (6.12), if the following LMI is feasible
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in Pi,Pτi,Qi,Si,Ri,Rdi,Qτi,Sτi,Rτi:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Pτi Ai
τ TPiBi Ai

τ+1TPiEi − F T
i Sτi Ai

τ T (AT
i PiBi − CT

i Si) Ai
τ+1TPiLi

∗ BT
i PiBi BT

i A
T
i PiEi BT

i (A
T
i PiBi − CT

i Si) BT
i A

T
i PiLi

∗ ∗ ET
i PiEi −Rτi ET

i PiBi ET
i PiLi

∗ ∗ ∗ BT
i PiBi −Ri BT

i PiLi

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ LT
i PiLi −Rdi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� 0,

τ = 1, . . . , τmax,

(6.17)

where Pi = AT
i PiAi − αiPi +Pτi −CT

i QiCi, Pτi = Ai
τ TPiAi

τ − αiPτi − F T
i QτiFi,

Bi = [Aτ−1
i Bsi . . . AiBsi Bsi].

Proof: From the state space model (6.1), we obtain xi = Ai
τxi(−τ) + Bi ŭτi,

where

Bi = [Aτ−1
i Bsi . . . AiBsi Bsi], Bsi = [Bi Ei Li],

ŭτi = [usi(k − τ) . . . usi(k − 1)], usi = [ui di vi].

Substituting to the inequality (6.17) in the proof of Proposition 12 yields:

[xT
i (−τ)Ai

τ T + ŭT
τiBT

i ]Pi[A
τ
i xi(−τ) + Biŭτi] + uT

i (B
T
i PiBi −Ri)ui + vTi (E

T
i PiEi −Ri)vi

+2[xT
i (−τ)Ai

τ T + ŭT
τiBT

i ](A
T
i PiBi − CT

i Si)ui + 2[xT
i (−τ)Ai

τ T + ŭT
τiBT

i ]A
T
i PiEivi

+2[xT
i (−τ)Ai

τ T + ŭT
τiBT

i ]A
T
i PiLidi + 2uT

i B
T
i PiEivi + 2uT

i B
T
i PiLidi + 2vTi E

T
i PiLidi

+xT
i (−τ)(−αiPτi − F T

i QτiFi)xi(−τ)− 2xT
i (−τ)F T

i Sτivi + dTi (L
T
i PiLi −Rdi)di ≤ 0,
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⇔

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xi(−τ)

ŭτi

vi

ui

di

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ai
τ TPiAi

τ − αiPτi − F T
i QτiFi Ai

τ TPiBi Ai
τ+1TPiEi − F T

i Sτi

∗ BT
i PiBi BT

i A
T
i PiEi

∗ ∗ ET
i PiEi −Ri

∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗

Ai
τ T (AT

i PiBi − CT
i Si) Ai

τ+1TPiLi

BT
i (A

T
i PiBi − CT

i Si) BT
i A

T
i PiLi

ET
i PiBi ET

i PiLi

BT
i PiBi −Ri BT

i PiLi

∗ LT
i PiLi −Rdi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xi(−τ)

ŭτi

vi

ui

di

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� 0,

which is fulfilled by (6.17).

6.2.3 Quadratic Constraint

The controller Ci is considered as an uncertain system connected with subsystem

Ss
i (6.4) in the stand-alone mode or with subsystem Si in the decentralised control

scheme. Defining a quadratic function ξic with respect to the output and input pair

of
(
(ui, di); yi

)
by

ξic
(
(ui, di); yi

)
� uT

i Qicui + 2uT
i S

T
icyi + yTi Ricyi + dTi Q

d
icdi, (6.18)

the trajectory of controller Ci is then said bounded by the τ−PRC with respect to

the supply rate ξic (6.18), if the accumulation of ξic
((

ui(k), di(k)
)
, yi(k)

)
for the time
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period (k − τ) . . . k, denoted as ξic
Σ
(k, τ), is nonnegative; i.e.

ξic
Σ
(k, τ) ≥ 0 ∀τ = 1, 2, . . . τmax, where ξic

Σ
(k, τ) :=

k∑
j=k−τ

ξic
((

ui(j), di(j)
)
; yi(j)

)
.

(6.19)

The matrices Qic, Q
d
ic, Sic, Ric will be determined in alliance with the dissipativity

matrices of the corresponding open-loop subsystem from the LMIs derived in the

stabilisability conditions for network systems.

6.2.4 βτ−Asymptotically Positive Realness Constraint

Similarly to the APRC, the τ−PRC is achievable with finite power controls using the

βτ−asymptotically positive realness constraint (βτ−APRC) defined in the sequel:

Definition 7 The input and output pair
(
ui(k), yi(k)

)
is said to satisfy the asymp-

totically positive realness constraint with respect to ξic
Σ
(k) and the coupling delay τ , or

simply βτ−APRC, if there are k0 ∈ Z
+, 0 ≤ ζki < 1 and

|βk
i | ≥

√
(1− ζki )|ξicΣ (k − 1)| such that

ξic
Σ
(k, τ) ≥ 1

2
σk
i

(
ξic
Σ
(k − 1, τ) + (σk

i − 1)(βk
i )

2
) ∀k > k0 + τmax, (6.20)

where σk
i = 1− sgn(ξic

Σ
(k − 1, τ)).

Lemma 4 If there is 0 ≤ ζki < 1 such that whenever k > k0 + τmax, ξ
k
ic satisfies the

βτ−APRC (6.20), then for every real number δi ≥ 0, there exists k̄i ∈ N such that

ξic
Σ
(k, τ) ≥ −δi ∀k ≥ k̄i. (6.21)

Proof: There are two possibilities:

1. ξic
Σ
(k0 + τmax, τ) ≥ 0, then (6.21) means ξic

Σ
(k, τ) ≥ 0 ∀k > k0 + τmax.
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2. ξic
Σ
(k0 + τmax, τ) < 0, then (6.21) and 0 ≤ ζi(k) < 1 result in

(a) ζi(k) 	= 0 ∀k > k0 + τmax:

0 > ξic
Σ
(k, τ) ≥ ξic

Σ
(k − 1, τ) + (βk

i )
2

≥ ζki ξ
ic
Σ
(k − 1, τ), |βk

i | ≥
√
(1− ζki )|ξicΣ (k − 1, τ)|

≥ ξic
Σ
(k0 + τmax)

∏
�=k0

ζi(�)

≥ ξic
Σ
(k0 + τmax)(1− εi)

k−k0+τmax+1, 0 < εi < 1.

⇒ 0 > ξic
Σ
(k, τ)→ 0 as k → +∞.

This means, for every real number αi > 0, there exists a natural number

n such that for every k >n we have |ξic
Σ
(k, τ)| < δi.

(b) There exist k̄i > k0 + τmax such that ξic
Σ
(k, τ) ≥ 0 ∀k ≥ k̄i.

The proof is complete.

It is straight forward to see that βτ−APRC is an asymptotic sector constraint on

the window of τ time steps.

The stabilisability condition based on the accumulative dissipativity and accu-

mulative supply rate is firstly stated in below theorem. The stabilisability condition

based on the delay-robust dissipativity criterion and the one-time-step quadratic sup-

ply rate is subsequently stated following.

6.2.5 βτ−APRC Based Stabilisability Conditions

Denote

ξic
Σ
(k, τ) =

k∑
j=k−τ

ξic
((

ui(j), di(j)
)
, yi(j)

)

:= ŭT
i Q̆icŭi + 2y̆Ti S̆icŭi + y̆Ti R̆icy̆i + d̆Ti Q̆

d
icd̆i,
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where Q̆ic := diag[Qic]
τ+1
1 , S̆ic := diag[Sic]

τ+1
1 , R̆ic := diag[Ric]

τ+1
1 , Q̆d

ic := diag[Qd
ic]

τ+1
1 .

The LMI-based stabilisability condition is established from the accumulative dis-

sipativity of all open-loop subsystems and their controller τ−PRCs, as stated in The-

orem 14 below. Theorem 14 provides a delay-dependent condition. Define a block

diagonal matrix H̆ := diag{H}τmax .

Theorem 14 Consider h subsystems Si (6.1) interconnected with each other by the

coupling delay process H, and h nonnegative storage function of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii

functional form (6.6). System Σ associated with h controller Ci is stabilised asymp-

totically if the controller trajectories are bounded by τ−PRCs as defined in (6.19) and

the following LMIs are feasible in Q̆i, S̆i, R̆i, R̆di, Q̆ic, Q̆
d
ic, S̆ic, R̆ic, Q̆τi, S̆τi, R̆τi:

diag[Q̆τi]
h
1 + H̆Tdiag[R̆τi]

h
1H̆ + H̆Tdiag[S̆T

τi]
h
1 + diag[S̆τi]

h
1H̆ ≺ 0, and (6.22)

⎡
⎢⎣y̆i(k)

T (Q̆i + R̆ic)y̆i(k) y̆i(k)
T (S̆i + S̆ic)

∗ R̆i + Q̆ic

⎤
⎥⎦ ≺ 0, R̆di + Q̆d

ic ≺ 0, (6.23)

and (6.9), Q̆ic ≺ 0, R̆ic � 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h.

Proof: This is a direct result of Theorem 1 with the state vector x̆si, control

vector ŭsi and output vector y̆si.

6.2.6 APRC-Based Stabilisability Conditions

A stabilisability condition based on the delay-robust dissipativity criterion and the

APRC, restated below, is provided in this subsection. For decentralised control prob-

lems, we consider a block diagonal controller C, which can be implemented by h

decoupled local controllers Ci. Denote
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Q := diag[Qi]
h
1 , S := diag[Si]

h
1 , R := diag[Ri]

h
1 , Rd := diag[Rdi]

h
1 , Qτ := diag[Qτi]

h
1 ,

Sτ := diag[Sτi]
h
1 , Rτ := diag[Rτi]

h
1 , Rc := diag[Ric]

h
1 , Sc := diag[Sic]

h
1 , Qc := diag[Qic]

h
1 ,

Qd
c := diag[Qd

ic]
h
1 ,

The LMI-based stability condition is established from the delay-robust dissipativity

of all open-loop subsystems and their corresponding APRCs, as stated in below two

theorems. Theorem 15 is a delay-independent condition. Denote

ξkic := ξic
(
(ui(k), di(k), yi(k)

)
.

Definition 8 The controller Ci is said to satisfy the APRC with respect to ξkic (6.18),

if there is k0 > τmax, 0 ≤ γk
i < 1 and |βk

i | ≥
√(

1− γk
i

)|ξk−1
ic |, such that

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ξkic ≥ 0, if ξk−1
ic ≥ 0,

ξkic ≥ ξk−1
ic + (βk

i )
2, if ξk−1

ic < 0,

∀k > k0. (6.24)

Theorem 15 Consider h nonnegative storage function of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii

functional form (6.14). Suppose that:

1. The following LMIs are feasible in Qi,Si,Ri,Rdi,Qτ ,Sτ ,Rτ ,Qic,Q
d
ic,Sic,Ric:

F TQτF + F TST
τ HF + F THTSτF + F THTRτHF ≺ 0, and⎡

⎢⎣Qi +Ric Si + Sic

∗ Ri +Qic

⎤
⎥⎦ ≺ 0, Rdi +Qd

ic ≺ 0,
(6.25)

and (6.15), Qic ≺ 0, Ric � 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h;

2. The APRCs (6.24), i = 1 . . . h, are feasible in ui(k);

Then h unconstrained control vectors ui(k), i = 1 . . . h, stabilise Σ.

Proof: Denote the APRC supply rate of C as follows:

ξc
((

u(k), d(k)
)
; y(k)

)
= yT (k)Rcy(k) + 2yT (k)Scu(k) + uT (k)Qcu(k) + dT (k)Qd

cd(k).
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Consider the large-scale vectors x, u, d, y, v and w integrated with the delayed

interconnection process H in large-scale supply rate of the form:

ξ
((

w(k), y(k)
)
;
(
v(k), u(k), d(k)

))
:= yT (k)Qy(k) + 2yT (k)Su(k) + uT (k)Ru(k)

+dT (k)Rdd(k) + wT (−τ)(k)Qτw(−τ)(k) + 2wT (−τ)(k)SτHw(−τ)(k)

+wT (−τ)(k)HTRτHw(−τ)(k).

Denote σ(k) := ξ
((

w(k), y(k)
)
;
(
v(k), u(k), d(k)

))
+ ξc

((
u(k), d(k)

)
; y(k)

)
.

Omitting the time index k for conciseness, we have:

σ = yTRcy + yTScu+ uTQcu+ dTQd
cd+ yTQy + 2yTSu+ uTRu+ dTRdd

+wT (−τ)Qτw(−τ) + 2wT (−τ)SτHw(−τ) + wT (−τ)HTRτHw(−τ),

= xTCTRcCx+ 2xTCTScu+ uTQcu+ dTQd
cd+ xTCTQCx+ 2xTCTSu+ uTRu

+dTRdd

+xT (−τ)F TQτw(−τ) + 2xT (−τ)F TSτHFx(−τ) + xT (−τ)F THTRτHFx(−τ),

= xTCT (Rc +Q)Cx+ 2xTCT (Sc + S)u+ uT (Qc +R)u+ dT (Qd
c +Rd)d

+xT (−τ)F TQτw(−τ) + 2xT (−τ)F TSτHFx(−τ) + xT (−τ)F THTRτHFx(−τ),

=

⎡
⎢⎣Cx

u

⎤
⎥⎦

T ⎡
⎢⎣Q+R S + S

∗ R +Q

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣Cx

u

⎤
⎥⎦+ dT (Qd

c +Rd)d

+xT (−τ)(F TQτF + 2F TSτHF + F THTRτHF
)
x(−τ).

With feasible APRCs, there are k̄ > k0 such that ξc
((

u(k), d(k)
)
; y(k)

)
≥ 0 ∀k ≥k̄.

From this and (6.15), which govern the delay-robust dissipativity of Si, we obtain for

VΣ(x̆(k)) := xT (k)Px(k) +
∑k−1

j=k−τ x
T (j)Pτx(j), P := diag[Pi]

h
1 , Pτ := diag[Pτi]

h
1 ,

VΣ(x̆(k + 1))− αVΣ(x̆(k)) ≤ σ(k), 0 < α < 1.
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Using (6.25) and the observability of Σ yield

VΣ(x̆(k + 1))− αVΣ(x̆(k)) ≤ −η1‖x(k)‖22 − η2‖x(k − τ)‖22 ∀k ≥ k̄,

with η1 > 0 and η2 > 0. Applying this inequality for the period from k − τ to k and

the chain rule, we have for all k ≥ k̄ :

VΣ(x̆(k + 1))− αVΣ(x̆(k − τ)) ≤ −η1‖x̆(k)‖22 − η2‖x̆(k − τ)‖22 ≤ −η2‖x̆(k − τ)‖22.

By virtue of Pi � 0 and Pτi � 0, there exist 0 < α1 < α2 such that

α1‖x̆‖22 ≤ VΣ(x̆) ≤ α2‖x̆‖22. Hence, VΣ(x̆(k + 1)) ≤ ρ2VΣ(x̆(k − τ)), ρ2 := 1− η2
α2
. By

choosing α2 > η2, we have ρ < 1.

As a result, x̆T (k + τ)x̆(k + τ) ≤ α2α
−1
1 ρ2(k+τ−k0)x̆T (k0)x̆(k0).

Then, for a given ε > 0, let δ := (
√

α2

α1
)−1ε, it follows that,

‖x(k0)‖2 < δ ⇒ ‖x(k + τ)‖2 < ε, for all k > k0.

6.3 Decentralised Model Predictive Control

To streamline the developments, the outline of model predictive control problems

is reproduced in this section. In a model predictive control problem, the two main

elements of interest are the predictive control sequence and initial state vector. The

predictive control sequence {ui(k), ui(k+1), . . . , ui(k+N)} is denoted by ûi(k, x
k
i , N)

or simply ûi, where N is the predictive horizon, xi(k) is a known state vector, and k

is the current time step in the discrete-time domain. The predictive state sequence,

denoted as x̂i(k, ûi, N) =
{
xûi
i

(
k + 1, xi(k)

)
, ..., xûi

i

(
k + N, xi(k)

)}
, is obtained as a

result of applying the predictive control sequence û to the open-loop subsystem Ss
i .

The control objective is to steer the state to the origin. For an initial state vector
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xi(k), the cost function is generally defined by

J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
= Fi

(
xi(k +N)

)
+

k+N∑
j=k

�i
(
xi(j), ui(j)

)
.

The terminal time k + N , which could vary with time k but should not be de-

creasing, is often referred to as a predictive horizon. �i
(
xi(j), ui(j)

)
is the objective

function. Fi

(
xi(k + N)

)
is the terminal cost function which is used to emulate the

infinite-horizon optimising performance for the above finite-horizon problem. At ev-

ery time step k, the open-loop optimisation problem of minimizing J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
subject to ui(j) ∈ Ui is solved to yield the minimizer of the form û0

i (k, x
k
i , N) =

{u0
i (k, xi(k)), u

0
i (k+1, xi(k)), . . . , u

0
i (k+N, xi(k))}. The first control move u0

i (k, xi(k))

is then applied to control the plant. The whole process is repeated in a rolling

or receding manner in the next iteration. Since N is finite, a global minimum of

J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
exists if �i

(
xi, ui

)
are continuously differentiable, Ui is bounded. A

comprehensive literature review for MPC methods is given in [94].

Here, the MPC problem is formulated in semi-definite programming in association

with a new stability constraint to be developed. Stability constraints are artificial

constraints adding to the optimisation problem of MPC solely for stability assurance

purposes [121].

Optimisation Objective Function

For each stand-alone subsystem or subsystem in a decentralised control scheme, a

quadratic objective function of the states and control inputs is considered in associ-

ation with the adequately chosen weighting matrices Qx,Qu , as follows:

J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
=

N+1∑
j=1

xT
i (k + j)Qx

i xi(k + j) +
N∑
j=0

uT
i (k + j)Qu

i ui(k + j), (6.26)
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which is subject to the equality constraints of the state space model (6.1) and the

inequality constraints deduced from physical limits of xi and ui.

The problem is formulated by predicting the state vector xi in N time steps using

the current value of state vectors xi(k). The predictive state vector is obtained from

the perfect model without the input disturbance vector di, as follows:

x̂i(k, ûi, N) = Θixi(k) + Γiûi(k, x
k
i , N),

where ûi(k, x
k
i , N) := [ui(k) ui(k + 1) . . . ui(k +N)]T ,

x̂i(k, ûi, N) := [xi(k + 1) xi(k + 2) . . . xi(k +N + 1)]T ,

Γi :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Bi 0 . . . 0
AiBi Bi . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .

AN
i Bi . . . AiBi Bi

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , and Θi :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Ai

A2
i

. . .
AN+1

i

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

By denoting xi(k, ûi, N) as x̂i(k) or just x̂i, and ui(k, x
k
i , N) as ûi(k) or just ûi,

we have:

x̂i = rki + Γiûi, (6.27)

where rki := Θixi(k).

The objective function is now rewritten as,

J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
= [rki + Γiûi]

TQx
iN [r

k
i + Γiûi] + ûT

i Qu
iN ûi,

where Qx
iN := diag[Qx

i ]
N
1 ,Qu

iN := diag[Qu
i ]

N
1 , which can be cast in the form of

J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
= ûT

i Φiûi + 2Υ k
i ûi + δki , (6.28)

where Φi := Γ T
i Qx

iNΓi +Qu
iN , Υ

k
i := rki

TQx
iNΓi, δ

k
i := rki

TQx
iNr

k
i .

Constraint on Decision Variables

Let us consider a bounded constraint on decision variables of the following form:

‖ui‖22 ≤ ηi, (6.29)
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where ηi is the upper bound deduced from the physical limits of the control input

vector ui. The constraint set for the variable vector ûi will be as follows:

Ûi � {ûi = [uT
i (k) . . . u

T
i (k +Ni)]

T : ‖ui(.)‖22 ≤ ηi}. (6.30)

Semi-Definite Program

The problem of minimising J i
(
ûi(k, x

k
i , N)

)
subject to the required constraints can

be written in SDP by applying the Schur complement to (6.28) and (6.29) as:

min
ûi, γi(k)

γi(k)

subject to γi(k) > 0,

⎡
⎢⎣
−γi(k) + δki + 2Υ k

i ûi ûT
i

ûi −Φ−1
i

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, and (6.30).

(6.31)

The parameters Φi, Υ
0
i and δ0i are found from the state space realization matrices

Ai, Bi, the weighting matrices Qx
iN ,Qu

iN of the objective function and the initial state

vector xi(0). ηΣi is the bound of the control sequence ûi deduced from (6.29). Υ k
i and

δki are subsequently updated at every step using the updated state vector xi(k).

For each subsystem, the optimisation problem (6.31) is solved by the local con-

troller for the minimising vector sequence ûi which comprises N elements of ui. Only

the first element ui(k) of the sequence ûi is applied to control the plant. This rolling

process is repeated at the next time step, and continues thereon. Solving this problem

does not, however, guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system according to the

MPC literature [94]. The APRC-based stability constraints are implemented in the

same manner as those in previous chapters. They are, therefore, not repeated in this

chapter. In the next section, we will develop a dynamic stability constraint based on
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βτ−APRC to tackle this issue.

6.3.1 MPC Stability Constraint

Among various MPC formulations, the stability-enforced MPC achieves the closed-

loop stabilization by imposing an additional constraint to the optimisation problem.

In this context, a robust control Lyapunov function (CLF) with Sontag’s formula

has been used in two inequality constraints [121] to guarantee the stability of the

closed-loop system and approximate the optimal performance of the unconstrained

predictive controller, regardless of the choice of the horizon lengths.

In this chapter, we propose to add a point-wise constraint on the control vectors

to the optimisation problem of MPC. This constraint, being of a quadratic type, is

based on the βτ−APRC of controller trajectories subject to the satisfaction of the

interconnection stability condition.

By rewriting (6.20) as

uT
i Qic(1)ui + 2uT

i S
T
ic(1)yi + yTi Ric(1)yi + dTi Q

d
ic(1)di +

−σk
i ζ

k
i ξic

Σ
(k − 1, τ) +

k−1∑
j=k−τ

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

) ≥ 0, (6.32)

where Qic(1) ≺ 0, Qd
ic(1) ≺ 0, ‖di‖2 ≤ 1, and −σk

i ζ
k
i ξic

Σ
(k−1, τ)+

k−1∑
j=k−τ

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

)
is the historical data, yi is the current measurement output vector, the βτ−APRC
(6.20) will be developed into a one-time-step quadratic constraint on the initial con-

trol vector uo
i

(
k, xi(k)

)
for the optimisation problem of MPC. The convexity of the

inequality constraint will be ensured if Qic(1) ≺ 0. The stability constraint on con-

trol vectors ui that is not depend on the input disturbances can be derived when

Qd
ic(1) ≺ 0. Both Qic(1) ≺ 0 and Qd

ic(1) ≺ 0 can be obtained from the LMIs in

Theorem 15.
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6.3.2 βτ−APRC Stability Constraint

In this section, a sectoral stability constraint, that correlates the supply rate at the

current time ξic
Σ
(k, τ) with that at the immediate future ξic

Σ
(k+1, τ) in its formation, is

presented. It is the βτ−APRC sectoral stability constraint. βτ−APRC is a sectoral

constraint on the control vectors within the window of τ time steps. To form the

βτ−APRC sectoral constraint, it is assumed that the interactive vector vi(k) is locally

measured; i.e. it is known. As a result, a quadratic constraint on the control vector

ui(k) is obtained. The βτ−APRC of the form

ξic
Σ
(k+1, τ) ≥ σk

i ζ
k
i ξ

ic
Σ
(k, τ) is expressed in a quadratic constraint in ui(k) as follows:

ukT
i (Ψic +Qic)u

k
i + 2(Υ k

ic + Sic)u
k
i + δkic +Ric +

k−1∑
j=k−τ+2

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

)

≥ σk
i ζ

k
i

(
ukT

i Qicu
k
i + 2ykTi Sicu

k
i + ykTi Ricy

k
i +

k−1∑
j=k−τ+1

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

))
, (6.33)

where

Ψic := Γ T
i RicΓi + 2Γ T

i Sic +Qic, Υ k
ic := rkic

T
(RicΓi + Sic),

δkic := rkic
T
Ricr

k
ic − ‖Qd

ic‖+
k−1∑

j=k−τ+2

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

)− σk
i ζ

k
i

k−1∑
j=k−τ+1

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

)
,

which is equivalent to

ukT
i Ψτicu

k
i + 2Υ k

τicu
k
i + δkτic ≥ 0, (6.34)

where

Ψτic := Γ T
i RicΓi + 2Γ T

i Sic + (2− σk
i ζ

k
i )Qic, Υ k

ic := rkic
T
(RicΓi + Sic) + (1− σk

i ζ
k
i )Sic,

δkic := rkic
T
Ricr

k
ic + (1− σk

i ζ
k
i )Ric − ‖Qd

ic‖+ �kτi, in which

�kτi :=
k−1∑

j=k−τ+2

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

)− σk
i ζ

k
i

k−1∑
j=k−τ+1

ξic
(
(uj

i , d
j
i ); y

j
i

)
.

rkic has been defined in Chapter 4.
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6.3.3 Constraint Feasibility for βτ−APRC Stability Constraint

To guarantee the constrained feasibility of (6.34), it is necessary that its feasible

region is non-empty at every step k. The feasibility condition is stated next.

Theorem 16 If the following LMIs are feasible:

Ψτic(Qic, Sic, Ric) ≺ 0 and δkτic(Ric) ≥ 0, (6.35)

where

Ψτic = Γ T
i C

T
i RicCiΓi + 2Γ T

i C
T
i Sic + (2− σk

i ζ
k
i )Qic,

δkic = rkTic CT
i RicCir

k
ic + (1− σk

i ζ
k
i )Ric − ‖Qd

ic‖+ �kτi;

Then, the feasible region of (6.34) w.r.t uk
i is nonempty recursively in k.

Proof: With Ψτi ≺ 0, the inequality constraint (6.34) is convex. It is then

sufficiently that (6.34) is feasible in ui(k) if δ
k
τic ≥ 0 and Ψτic ≺ 0 which is fulfilled by

(6.35).

The decentralised MPC problem is formulated by applying the multiplier matrices

that are found from the feasible solutions to the LMIs given in Theorem 14 and those

in Theorem 16 to the βτ−APRC based sectoral stability constraint (6.34) to be

imposed on the SDP (6.31). It is as follows:

min
ûi, γi(k)

γi(k)

subject to γi(k) > 0,

⎡
⎢⎣
−γi(k) + δki + 2Υ k

i ûi ûT
i

ûi −Φ−1
i

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0,

⎡
⎢⎣
−δkτic − 2Υ k

τicMiûi ûT
i M

T
i

Miûi Ψ−1
τic

⎤
⎥⎦ � 0, and (6.30)

(6.36)

where δki , Υ
k
i , Ψi are defined in the predictive objective function (6.28), and

Mi := [Imi
0mi

. . . 0mi
]1×h.
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Figure 6.1 : Decentralised MPCs with Coupling Delay without Stability
Constraints - Plant-Output Trends

(
y1(k), y2(k), y3(k)

)
.

6.4 Illustrative Example

In this section, simulation results for a network system consisting of three coupled

subsystems that suffer from an arbitrary coupling delay are presented to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed decentralised MPC strategy. Consider the following

continuous-time state space models of three subsystems with the random coupling

delay occurring within 7 time steps, i.e. τmax = 7 steps. The output constraints are

ignored to emulate the system instability.

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ −1 0.6

1 −0.7

⎤
⎥⎦ B1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.8

0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ E1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1

0

⎤
⎥⎦ , C1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2 −0.7

1.2 3.1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ −0.6 0

1 −0.4

⎤
⎥⎦ B2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 1.2

0.2

⎤
⎥⎦ E2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1

0

⎤
⎥⎦ , C2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 1.9 0.1

−0.1 −1.5

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

A3 =

⎡
⎢⎣ −0.8 0

0.4 −0.3

⎤
⎥⎦ B3 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 1.5

0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ E3 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1

0

⎤
⎥⎦ , C3 =

⎡
⎢⎣ −1.5 −0.1

0.5 1.3

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

F1 =

[
0.1 0.2

]
, F2 =

[
1 2

]
, F3 =

[
0.5 4

]
, H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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(a) Predictive Horizons of 12 Steps
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(b) Predictive Horizons of 16 Steps Without Input Disturbances
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(c) Predictive Horizons of 16 Steps With Input Disturbances

Figure 6.2 : Decentralised MPCs with a Coupling Delay of τmax = 7 steps,
Delay-Dependent Dissipativity and Stability Criteria - Plant-Output
Trends

(
y1(k), y2(k), y3(k)

)
with Local Input Disturbances ‖di(k)‖ ≤ 1.
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Figure 6.3 : The Average Optimising Cost Trend. The Coupling Delay
time τmax = 7 steps.

The control and state weighting coefficients of the quadratic objective function,

and constraints on the manipulation variables are as follows:

Qu
1=2, Qx

1 =

⎡
⎢⎣1 0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , η1=5,

Qu
2=0.5, Qx

2 =

⎡
⎢⎣0.1 0

0 0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ , η2=5,

Qu
3=0.5, Qx

3 =

⎡
⎢⎣0.1 0

0 0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ , η3 = 5.

The simulation starts with the formulations of three model predictive controllers in

SDP without any stability constraints (6.36). The predictive horizon of 16 time steps

is implemented for all three subsystems, using the Matlab LMI toolbox. The output

time responses are depicted by Figure 6.1, which clearly imply unstable subsystems.

To demonstrate the efficacy of the APRC-based stability constraint, only offline

multiplier matrices are used in this simulation study. When the predictive horizon

of 12 time steps is implemented for all subsystems, the output time responses from

Procedure 6.1 are depicted by Figure 6.2(a). When the predictive horizon of 16

time steps is implemented for all subsystems, the output time responses are depicted

by Figure 6.2(b). The output time responses of 16 step horizon having a random
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input disturbance of absolute values less than 1 are given in Figure 6.2(c). The

average optimising cost trend from Procedure 6.1 of the last simulation with input

disturbances is provided in Figure 6.3.

The initial control and state vectors of three subsystems are as follows:

u1 =

[
−0.1

]
x1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ −3
−4

⎤
⎥⎦u2 =

[
−0.5

]
x2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2

0.3

⎤
⎥⎦

u3 =

[
−1

]
x3 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.4

4

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Simulation results have proved that the control algorithm of Procedure 6.1 suc-

cessfully stabilised the interconnected system suffering from an arbitrary coupling

delay. The chosen predictive horizon play a significant role in the decentralised MPC

strategy implemented with the control algorithm of Procedure 6.1.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a decentralised model predictive control strategy for intercon-

nected systems subject to an arbitrary coupling delay between subsystems. The

dissipative systems theory is used to find solutions to the time delay problem. The

delay-robust dissipativity criteria for subsystems and the interconnection stabilisabil-

ity condition for interconnected systems are derived and served as the main contri-

bution of this chapter. The condition for global state constraint satisfaction has also

been developed herein. With the employments of input and output properties in the

interconnection stabilisability condition, the present approach is naturally extendible

to the problem of multiple state and control delays.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The LMI-based stabilisability conditions for constrained interconnected systems in the

discrete time domain have been derived in this Thesis based on the newly introduced

asymptotically positive realness constraint (APRC). The employment of APRC in the

constructive methods for distributed and decentralised MPCs constitute an essential

part of the Thesis. The constructive approach of MPC stability constraints have been

developed for recursively feasible implementations. Details of thesis contributions

have been presented in Chapter 1.

The thesis has provided a decentralised perspective on the control of modular

systems. We have started with a brief review on the applicability of model predic-

tive controllers and the stabilising methods for their decentralised and distributed

approaches (Chapters 1 and 2).

The APRC-based stabilisability conditions are developed into stabilising con-

straints for the local MPCs in decentralised MPC strategies for complex intercon-

nected systems that may have parallel connections of unknown splitting ratios in

Chapter 3. Alternative constructive methods of stabilising agent and receding-horizon

stabilising constraint have been presented in Chapter 4 as the extensions to the devel-

opment in Chapter 3. The developments for networked control systems and coupling-

delayed systems are provided in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. The multi-

plier matrices of the stability constraints may also be updated online at every iterative

steps for the recursive feasibility. The decentralised control strategy in this Thesis
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is cutting-edge by employing only decoupled controls and precluding artificial con-

straints on the coupling variables. The former improves the system reliability. The

latter mitigates any conservativeness of limiting energy and material flows between

dynamically-coupled subsystems.

The work in this Thesis has laid a fundamental foundation for a new method of

constrained stabilisations for interconnected large-scale systems in the time domain

for the computerised control platforms. The computational costs of the presented

method will be compensated for by the ever increasing computer power and the im-

proving communication technology. Whilst being applicable to continuous nonlinear

input-affine systems by virtue of using dissipative systems and quadratic constraints,

the results have been emphasised on linear time invariant systems. It is, therefore,

an initial step of a much broader scope which covers Lipschitz continuous and other

types of nonlinear systems.
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